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Abstract
The reaction matrix of multichannel quantum defect theory, K, gives a complete pic-
ture of the electronic structure and the electron - nuclear dynamics for a molecule.
The reaction matrix can be used to examine both bound states and free electron scat-
tering properties of molecular systems, which are characterized by a Rydberg/scattering
electron incident on an ionic-core. An ab initio computation of the reaction matrix
for fixed molecular geometries is a substantive but important theoretical effort. In
this thesis, a generalized quantum defect method is presented for determining the
reaction matrix in a form which minimizes its energy dependence. This reaction
matrix method is applied to the Rydberg electronic structure of Calcium monofluo-
ride. The spectroscopic quantum defects for the 2E+ ,2n, 2A, and 2 states of CaF
are computed using an effective one-electron calculation. Good agreement with the
experimental values is obtained. The E-symmetry eigenquantum defects obtained
from the CaF reaction matrix are found to have an energy dependence characteristic
of a resonance. The analysis shows that the main features of the energy-dependent
structure in the eigenphases are a consequence of a broad shape resonance in the 2E+
Rydberg series. This short-lived resonance is spread over the entire 2E+ Rydberg
series and extends well into the ionization continuum. The effect of the shape reso-
nance is manifested as a global "scarring" of the Rydberg spectrum, which is distinct
from the more familiar local level-perturbations. This effect has been unnoticed in
previous analyses.
The quantum chemical foundation of the quantum defect method is established
by a many-electron generalization of the reaction matrix calculation. Test results
that validate the many-electron theory are presented for the quantum defects of the
lsagnpo, E+ Rydberg series of the hydrogen molecule. It is possible that the reaction
matrix calculations on CaF and H2 can pave the way for a novel type of quantum
chemistry that aims to calculate the electronic structure over the entire bound-state
region, as opposed to the current methods that focus on state by state calculations.
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in a state-by-state calculation. This sketch has been constructed using
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and 5p5 (2 P/ 2 )nd5 /2 series of Xe, which converge to the 5p5 (2 P3/ 2) ion-
ization threshold. Each of these series is characterized by a quantum
defect p(nl) that is a smooth function of the principal quantum num-
ber n, as measured from the 5p5 (2P1/ 2) ionization threshold. The
notation is used to denote a continuous generalization of the discrete
quantum number n*. The circles, star and plus signs mark the po-
sitions of the experimentally measured and assigned Rydberg states
from [77]. The smooth quantum defect curves are obtained from an
MQDT fit to the experimental results. The states labeled 5d and 7s
are Feshbach type below-ionization resonances that are members of
the 5p5 (2P1/2)ns1/ 2 and 5p5(2P 1/ 2)nd 3/ 2 series. The resonances cause
rapid increases in the quantum defects as the resonance energy is ap-
proached from below. The energy width across which the quantum
defect increases measures the strength of the interaction between the
Rydberg series and the perturbing configurations (see Chapter 2 sec-
tion 2.5 for an explanation of how the energy width is a quantitative
indicator of interaction strength). The 5d and 7s perturbing configu-
rations interact primarily with the ns1/2 and nd3/2 series, respectively.
However, the overall perturbation of the Rydberg series is much weaker
for the 7s case than the 5d case. The gaps at the avoided crossings give
a visual estimate of the strength of the Rydberg/Rydberg interactions
between Rydberg series that converge to the same ionization thresh-
old, 5p5 (2P3/2). The principal quantum number, n*, on the horizontal
axis is plotted modulo 1. In Chapter 2 an explanation is given that
this range of the principal quantum number is sufficient to character-
ize the global spectrum, because the Lu-Fano plot is periodic on the
unit square in the n*, plane. The Lu-Fano plot was regenerated from
energy data published in references [79, 88, 77]. ............. 41
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1-3 The Lu-Fano plot for the 2P 3/2ns1/ 2 Rydberg series of Ne. The exper-
imentally measured nsl/2 levels are marked by circles. The s' notation
describes the nsl/ 2 type configurations, which converge to the 2 P1/2
threshold. The Rydberg spectrum of Ne is much less perturbed than
that of Xe shown in Fig. 1-2. The quantum defects are found to be al-
most independent of energy. The two states, 3s and 3s', that lie along
the diagonal are exactly in the LS coupling limit. Other states are
strictly in the jj coupling limit because they either lie on a horizontal
branch (constant quantum defect in the 2P3 /2 channel) or a vertical
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plot was generated from a fit to data reported in reference [123]. ... . 44
1-4 The Lu-Fano plot for the N + = 0, ns Rydberg series of H2. The
Lu-Fano plot was generated from a fit to data provided in references
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along the curved portions of the plot, close to the main diagonal. The
states that are well described by case (d) coupling lie on the horizontal
or vertical branches, as indicated by the arrows. ............ 45
1-5 Euler rotations from the space-fixed coordinate system to the body-
fixed coordinate system. The body-frame is obtained from the space-
fixed coordinate system by (i) an Euler rotation through an angle :
about the space-fixed Y-axis and (ii) an Euler rotation through an
angle -y about the body-fixed z axis, as shown in the lower two panels.
Capital letters (XYZ) are used to denote the space-fixed coordinate
system whereas small letters (xyz) are used to denote the body-fixed
coordinate system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... ..... 53
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1-6 Reduced term value plots obtained from the effective Hamiltonian cal-
culation of CaF for 1 = 3 non-penetrating states. The term values are
calculated using the formula TNi = IP + Ti - BN(N + 1) - 47000,
where the index i refers the i'th eigenvalue of the effective Hamilto-
nian. (A) Reduced term values for r7 = 1 symmetry. At low N, the
eigenstates are assigned as fE+,fH+, fA+ and f+ based on their
dominant A character. At high N, the eigenstates recouple to case(d)
and they are assigned as flR = -3, -1, 0,1, 3 based on their dominant
N+ character. IR = N - N+ is the projection of I on the molecular
rotation axis; see text for more details about R. (B) Reduced term
values for r1 = -1 symmetry. In this case the case (b) states fIn-, fA-
and f- correlate with the remaining projections IR = -2, 0, 2 at high
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1-7 The evolution of case(b) character as a function of rotational quantum
number. The heights of the bar graphs are the squares of the mix-
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heights of the bar graphs are equal to the c2 +i of Eq. 1.26. (A) The
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2-1 (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, fi=0(, r), as functions
of the radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three
different energies, E = -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. At higher
energy, the Coulomb functions oscillate with shorter wavelength, caus-
ing an inward shift in the radial nodes. However, the innermost lobes
remain invariant with increasing energy. This is a consequence of en-
ergy normalization imposed on the Coulomb functions. (B) The plot
of the irregular Coulomb function, gl=O(e, r), as a function of the radial
coordinate, r. The irregular Coulomb functions are shown for the same
set of energies as in Fig. 2-1A. The irregular Coulomb function is r/2
out of phase with the regular Coulomb function and its radial nodes
coincide with the maxima in fi=o(e, r) . ................ 81
2-2 (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, fi=l(E, r), as functions
of the radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three
different energies, E = -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. The positions
of the innermost lobes of the p-waves are shifted to larger r with respect
to the positions of the innermost lobes of the s-waves plotted in Fig. 2-
1A. This is a consequence of the presence of a centrifugal barrier in the
effective radial potential, which prevents the electron from approaching
r = 0. (B) The plots of the irregular Coulomb waves, gl=(e, r), as
functions of the radial coordinate, r. The irregular Coulomb functions
are shown for the same set of energies as in Fig. 2-2A. The r-1 type
deep singularities are visible near the origin. .............. 82
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2-3 (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, fi=2(e. 7), as functions
of the radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three
different energies, E = -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. The 1 = 2, d-
waves experience a stronger centrifugal barrier and they have relatively
smaller amplitudes close to the origin than the amplitudes of the lower-
I angular momentum waves. (B) The plots of the irregular Coulomb
waves, 1g=2(E, r), as functions of the radial coordinate, 7'. The irregular
Coulomb functions are shown for the same set of energies as in Fig.
2-3A. The divergences in the d-waves begin at larger values of r with
respect to the radial positions of divergences in the p-waves. This
high angular momentum behavior restricts the choice of value for the
R-matrix radius used in the calculations presented in Chapter 3. 83
2-4 The unnormalized hydrogenic radial wavefunctions for the principal
quantum number n = 4 and orbital angular momenta 1 = 0, 1. The
hydrogenic functions are obtained from f(E,r) evaluated at E =
-1/2n 2 . In analogy to the regular Coulomb functions, the normal-
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exactly in phase with the outgoing partial-wave, i.e. the electron expe-
riences no time-delay when scattering in the Coulomb potential. This
last statement is justified by the time-dependent version of scattering
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2-6 (A) The numerically determined radial channel wavefunction, F(r),
for the lo = 0, s-wave channel. The positions of the first few radial
nodes are shifted inward relative to the positions of the inner radial
nodes of the regular s-wave Coulomb function shown in Fig. 2-1A.
This is because the electron sees an effective nuclear charge, Z(r), that
increases toward Z as r approaches zero. The deep potential well at
small r results in larger kinetic energy and faster oscillations in the
wavefunction. (B) The numerically determined radial channel wave-
function, Fo(r), for the lo = 1, p-wave channel. Similarly, the positions
of the first few radial nodes are shifted inward relative to the positions
of the inner radial nodes of the regular p-wave Coulomb function shown
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2-7 The calculated quantum defect for the s Rydberg series of the lithium
atom. Above the E = 0 ionization threshold, 7r times the quantum de-
fect becomes the s-wave scattering phase shift for the e + Li+ collision.
The quantum defect varies slowly as a function of energy in contrast
with the strong energy dependence of the long-range Coulomb phase
shift. The quantum defect curve has a negative slope for all energies.
As explained in Chapter 5, the negative slope of the quantum defect
vs E indicates that the s-waves of the lithium atom are of penetrating-
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line shapes for the case in which the direct coupling between the two
continua is turned on. The continuum-bound-continuum interaction
pathway interferes with the continuum-continuum pathway resulting
in asymmetric line shapes. The widths of the asymmetric lines scale
as the inverse principal quantum number cubed. Such asymmetric line
shapes are common in Rydberg spectroscopy and they are called Fano
profiles ................................... 130
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2-17 The behavior of the eigenphase sum at the autoionizing resonances.
The top curve is obtained by shifting the lower curve upward by 7r. The
eigenphase sum increases rapidly by near the energy of each Ryd-
berg state. The resonances are sharper closer to the ionization thresh-
old. The magnitudes of the gaps at the avoided crossings measure the
strength of the interactions between the neighboring resonances, as in
the Lu-Fano plot described in Section 2.4.1. The gaps scale inversely
with the principal quantum number cubed, all interactions vanish at
the ionization threshold and the eigenphase sum diverges to infinity.
The divergence is caused by the infinite number of Rydberg levels sup-
ported in the Coulomb potential. I thank Dr. Stephen Coy for writing
and providing the computer programs, which were used for resonance
analysis and the generation of this figure ................. 131
3-1 (A) The Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2E+ Elec-
tronic Symmetry, obtained from the K matrix . The eigenquantum
defect curves characterize the four penetrating 2E+ Rydberg series of
CaF, which have been observed in the electronic spectrum [7]. The Ry-
dberg series are labeled by the value mod(v, 1) where v is the effective
principal quantum number [7, 91]. The filled circles are the experimen-
tally determined eigenquantum defects, whereas the plus signs are the
eigenquantum defects determined from a global fit by Field et. al. [37].
(B) The Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2II Electronic
Symmetry. The eigenquantum defect curves characterize the three pen-
etrating 211 Rydberg series of CaF, which have been observed in the
electronic spectrum [7]. The Rydberg series are labeled by the value
mod(v, 1) where v is the effective principal quantum number [7, 91].
Experimental eigenquantum defects are marked by the filled circles and
the plus signs are the eigenquantum defects determined from a global
fit by Field et. al. [37] ........................... 157
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3-2 The Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2E+ Electronic
Symmetry, obtained from the integer-I K matrix. The calculation of
the K matrix was carried out for the ionization continuum only and
the eigenchannels are labeled using the scheme of Fig. 3-1. The eigen-
quantum defects show a prominent energy variation, due to the effects
of the long range dipole field; this strong energy dependence is not
present in the behavior of the eigenquantum defects of the K ma-
trix shown in Fig. 3-1. The strong energy dependence of the K ma-
trix eigenquantum defects makes it difficult to extrapolate their values
to the region of negative energies. The eigenquantum defects for the
eigenchannels labeled as 0.552E+ and 0.882E+ experience an avoided
crossing at E 0.03au. The 0.552E+ eigenquantum defect contin-
ues to resonantly rise on the high energy side of the avoided crossing,
intersecting 0.5 at E 0.07au. This conspicuous behavior is due to
a molecular shape resonance, whose properties are explored in more
detail in Chapter 4 ............................ 158
4-1 Coordinates used in the CaF calculation. The origin is fixed at the Ca
nucleus ................................... 168
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4-2 (A) 2 + State eigenquantum defects of CaF from the K matrix. The
filled circles are the experimentally observed 2Z+ Rydberg series and
the plus signs denote the eigenqualntum defects obtained from a global
MQDT fit by Field et. al. [37]. The scatter in the experimental eigen-
quantum defects seen in the 0.882E+ series in the E = -0.006 au region
is likely due to a perturbation interaction with the Ca+4s+F2pr - 1 hole
2E+ repulsive state. (B) 2 State eigenquantum defects of CaF. The
experimental and fit data points are marked as in panel A. The scatter
in the experimental eigenquantum defects seen in the 0.362II series in
the E = -0.009 au region is likely due to a perturbation interaction
with the Ca.+4s+F2pr - ' hole 2HI repulsive state. (C) 2A State eigen-
quantum defects of CaF. The experimental, and fit data points are
marked as in panel A. (D) 2 State eigenquantum defects of CaF. The
experimental, and fit data points are marked as in panel A. ..... 174
4-3 The ab initio 2E+ electronic wavefunctions of CaF, r.(r), shown
in the = 0, x - z plane. The Calcium nucleus is located at z = 0
and the Fluorine nucleus is at z = R+ = 3.54au. (A) The X2E+
ground electronic state calculated using the ligand-field model [102].
The ground state is polarized behind the Ca nucleus and much of its
amplitude is present within 5 Bohr of the origin. (B) The 10.552 +
excited electronic state calculated using the current theory. The out-
ermost lobe of the wavefunction extends out to 300 Bohr. (C) The
10.882 E+ excited electronic state. The 10.88 state is polarized behind
the F-. (D) The 10.162E+ excited electronic state. This state is d -p
mixed and possesses a larger number of angular nodes than the 10.88
and 10.55 states. (E) The 10.082E+ non-penetrating excited electronic
state. The wavefunction, which is predominantly an f state, is approx-
imately spherically symmetric. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
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4-4 The K eigenquantum defects over a larger domain of collision energy.
The 0.55 and 0.88 2E+ eigenquantum defect curves smoothly rise with
increasing collision energy. The 0.16 and 0.082E+ eigenquantum de-
fects are approximately constant on the energy interval. ....... 177
4-5 (A) The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix, qmax, as a function of
energy. The theoretical data points are marked with triangles and the
dashed curve is a Lorentzian fit to the data points. The Lorentzian fit
gives the resonance center energy as Ere = -0.013 au and resonance
width as r = 0.15 au. (B) The eigenphase sum as calculated from the
K matrix. The overall rise in the eigenphase sum may indicate a shape
resonance. However, the eigenphase sum rises on very a wide interval
and it cannot be satisfactorily fit to the standard Breit-Wigner form. 178
4-6 The eigenquantum defects obtained from the integer-l K matrix. These
curves correlate with the 0.55, 0.16, 0.88, 0.08, and 0.062 E + Rydberg
series at E < 0. The eigenquantum defects for the 0.55 and 0.88
eigenchannels display an avoided crossing at E 0.03 au. The partial-
I decomposition of these eigenchannels vary rapidly across the avoided
crossing (see Fig. 4-7). .................... . 181
4-7 The energy dependence of the squared magnitude of the partial-i de-
composition of the 0.55 and 0.88 eigenchannels. The plotted coeffi-
cients are the squares of the components of the corresponding eigen-
vectors of the integer-i K matrix . Four curves are plotted, but only
two curves are visible. This is because the 10.55sl2 curve overlaps with
the 10.88p12 curve and the 10.55p12 curve overlaps with the 0.88s12
curve. The 0.55 eigenchannel, which is a dominant s wave near the
ionization threshold becomes a dominant p wave above the avoided
crossing. Conversely, the 0.88 eigenchannel, which is a dominant p
wave near the ionization threshold becomes a dominant s wave above
the avoided crossing. ........................... 182
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4-8 The diagonal matrix elements of the quantum defect matrix shown for
-0.01 < E < 0.1 and A = 0, Z symmetry. Rapid oscillations of the
matrix elements are visible for E < 0. The strong energy dependence
of the of the reaction matrix elements is a consequence of the expo-
nential divergences in the Coulomb functions at negative energy. Such
a strong energy dependence in the integer I reaction matrix renders
it unsuitable as input to the rovibrational frame transformation. The
diagonal matrix elements oscillate about the values determined from a
fit to extensive experimental data [65, 37]. ............... 186
4-9 The off-diagonal matrix elements of the quantum defect matrix shown
for -0.01 < E < 0.1 and A = 0, E symmetry . Rapid oscillations of
the matrix elements are visible for E < 0 as in the diagonal elements
displayed in Fig. 4-8 ........................... 187
4-10 (A) The eigenquantum defects obtained from the K(E) matrix for the
A = 0, symmetry ordered by rank. (B) The same eigenquantum
defects as in (A), ordered by assignment based on the dominant I char-
acter in the corresponding eigenchannel. The eigenquantum defects at
negative energy oscillate rapidly about their equilibrium values deter-
mined from a fit to extensive experimental data [65, 37]. It may be
possible to average out these oscillations to define a stationary reac-
tion matrix in the integer-i representation. However, it is more logical
to use the K matrix directly in the frame transformation and the fit
routines, since the physical meaning of the dipole-reduction is clear. . 188
4-11 A collision eigenchannel wavefunction, Mj(r), for A = 1 symmetry,
shown in the = 0, x - z plane. The collision energy is E = 0.01 au.
The displayed collision eigenchannel correlates to the 0.382H Rydberg
series at E < 0 ............................... 193
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4-12 The polar plots of the photoelectron distributions for ionization from
the penetrating 10.552Z+ Rydberg state. (A) Coordinates used to rep-
resent the photoionization process. (B) The photoelectron distribution
at E = 0.01 au. The radial distance from the origin to the displayed
curve measures the photoelectron distribution in megabarns. (C) The
photoelectron distribution in the avoided crossing region, E = 0.03 au.
(D) The photoelectron distribution in the high energy limit, E = 0.15 au.194
4-13 The polar plots of the photoelectron distributions for ionization from
the 10.082E+ Rydberg state. (A) Coordinates used to represent the
photoionization process. (B) The photoelectron distribution at E =
0.01 au. The radial distance from the origin to the displayed curve
measures the photoelectron distribution in megabarns. (C) The pho-
toelectron distribution in the avoided crossing region, E = 0.03 au. (D)
The photoelectron distribution in the high energy limit, E = 0.15 au. 195
4-14 The anisotropy parameter, 3, as a function of energy, calculated ab
initio for ionization from the 10.552E+ and 10.082E+ Rydberg states.
(A) p parameter for ionization from the 10.552E+ Rydberg state. (B)
/3 parameter for ionization from the 10.082E+ Rydberg state ...... 196
4-15 The integrated cross section for ionization, a, as a function of contin-
uum energy. The theoretical data points are displayed on the interpo-
lated dashed curves. (A) Integrated cross section for ionization from
the 10.552E+ Rydberg state. (B) Integrated cross section for ioniza-
tion from the 10.882E+ Rydberg state. (C) Integrated cross section
for ionization from the 10.162E+ Rydberg state. (D) Integrated cross
section for ionization from the 10.082E+ Rydberg state. ....... 198
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5-1 The calculated adiabatic potential energy curves, V,(r), for CaF. The
potential curves are labeled, from bottom to top, by complex or frac-
tional angular momenta, , to emphasize the convergence of the cor-
responding adiabatic mode, 1a,(r, Q), to a dipolar mode characterized
by a value of 1. The adiabatic partial waves evolve along these curves,
from pure-l modes at small r toward a single dipolar mode at large-r.
Only the Vja potential has a barrier in the vicinity of the F- nucleus.
WKB methods can be used to decide whether a quasi-bound level is
localized inside this barrier. ....................... 209
5-2 (a) The barrier at short range on the d potential. The nuclei are
at the equilibrium internuclear separation, R = 3.54 au. (b) The bar-
rier at short range on the da potential for R = 3.1 au. The barrier
is higher than the barrier shown in Fig. 1-4a. (c) The WKB phase,
Tr Ut pdo(r')drt as a function of energy, for R = 3.54au. The intersec-
tion of the WKB phase with the dashed 7r/2 line indicates the presence
of a quasi bound level inside the barrier with energy E = -0.035 au
(abscissa of the intersection).(d) The WKB phase as a function of en-
ergy, for R = 3.1 au. The energy of the quasi bound level has increased
from its value at the equilibrium internuclear separation, to an energy
in the ionization continuum. (e) The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime
matrix determined from the ab initio scattering matrix for R = 3.54 au.
The maximum value of the lifetime located at an energy slightly below
the ionization threshold implies the existence of a shape resonance at
energy E = -0.013 au. (f) The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix
determined from the ab initio scattering matrix for R = 3.1 au. The
resonance peak shifts into the ionization continuum at this internuclear
distance, in qualitative agreement with the WKB result. ....... 211
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5-3 The amplitude squared partial-i components of the d adiabatic mode
as a function of r, for R = 3.1 au. The adiabatic mode starts out
as a pure-d state at small r and evolves toward a d-dominant dipolar
mode at large 7. The change in character occurs rapidly within a small
interval of r near the fluorine nucleus. ................. 214
5-4 The electronic wavefunctions, r(r), of 2 + symmetry are shown in
the = 0, x-z plane. In the figures the Ca nucleus is located at
z = 0 and the F nucleus at z = 3.54 au. (a) 10.55 2+ wavefunction.
The wavefunction is polarized away from F- at long-range. (b) The
innermost lobes of the 10.55 2E+ wavefunction. The innermost lobes
have the shape of an s-d mixed orbital. (c) The innermost lobes of
the 0.55 2+ wavefunction at E = 0.01 au. (d) The innermost lobes of
the 0.55 2+ wavefunction at E = 0.15 au. The short-range structure
of this high-energy wavefunction resembles the innermost lobes of the
wavefunctions at lower energy shown in Figs. 5-4b and 5-4c. (e) 10.16
2E+ wavefunction. The wavefunction is polarized away from F- at
long-range. (f) The innermost lobes of the 10.16 2+ wavefunction.
The innermost lobes have the shape of an s+p mixed orbital. (g) The
innermost lobes of the 0.16 series 2y+ wavefunction at E = 0.01 au. (h)
The innermost lobes of the 0.16 2E+ wavefunction at E = 0.15 au. The
short-range structure of this high-energy wavefunction resembles the
innermost lobes of the wavefunctions at lower energy shown in Figs. 5-
4f and 5-4g. (i) 10.88 2E+ wavefunction. The wavefunction is polarized
toward F- at long-range. (j) The innermost lobes of the 10.88 2E+
wavefunction. The innermost lobes have the shape of a d-type orbital.
(k) The innermost lobes of the 0.88 2+ wavefunction at E = 0.01 au.
(1) The innermost lobes of the 0.88 series 2+ wavefunction at E =
0.15au. The innermost lobes are conspicuously different from those
shown in (j) and (k). ............................ 218
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5-5 The energy dependence of the calculated parameters cl for the four
2E+ symmetry eigenchannels. (a) The parameters cl for the 0.552E+
channel. (b) The parameters c for the 0.882E+ channel. The figure
illustrates that the 0.88 wavefunction has almost pure d character at
low-energy. It rapidly evolves to become an equal d-p mixture at higher
energy. This strong energy dependence at short-range is in violation
of Mulliken's rule. (c) The parameters cl for the 0.162Z+ channel.( d)
The parameters cl for the 0.082E+ channel. .............. 219
6-1 The potential curve for the lsag 4pau electronic state of H2. The zero
of energy is measured with respect to vacuum. The top curve is the
potential energy curve for the ground electronic state of the ion. The
solid curve is the result of a high-level calculation performed by Wol-
niewicz et al. [124]. The dashed curve is the result obtained from
the present two-electron reaction matrix calculation. There is a close
agreement between the present and the previous results in the vicin-
ity of the equilibrium internuclear distance. Deviations are seen at
larger and smaller values of R. The error is likely due to the use of
a single determinant to model the ion-core internal state (restricted
Hartree-Fock). I thank Bryan Wong for preparing this figure. .... 240
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7-1 Illustration of a shape resonance in a linear triatomic molecule. The
single shape resonance in the diatomic molecule has the profile shown
by the dashed curve. In an ABA triatomic molecule, there are two
degenerate shape resonances due to the double well-double barrier
structure on the left and the right hand sides of the molecule. The
degenerate resonances interfere because of the reflection of the scatter-
ing partial waves off of the barriers at the two atoms on opposite sides.
The resonance profile splits, giving rise to a broader resonance at lower
energy and a much sharper resonance at higher energy. The sharper
resonance is an example of a quantum proximity resonance discussed
by Heller [56, 75]. ............................ 244
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multichannel quantum defect theory (MQDT) [112] is a powerful tool used in the
analysis of Rydberg spectra of atoms and molecules. Stated most simply, MQDT is
an extension of continuum scattering theory to the energy region below an ionization
threshold. In atoms, the theory is capable of describing how an infinity of Rydberg
states is perturbed by one or more interloping states that originate from different
electronic configurations [87]. In molecules, MQDT provides a quantitative charac-
terization of the electron/ro-vibrational interactions that lead to non-adiabatic flow
of energy between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom [47]. Contrary to
the widely used effective Hamiltonian methods, MQDT represents the entire molec-
ular Rydberg spectrum in terms a quantum defect matrix, which depends on the
point-group symmetry, nuclear geometry, and electronic energy. It is this property
of MQDT that allows for an analysis of perturbations of global extent. Such a rep-
resentation would be intractable in an effective Hamiltonian treatment. The main
objective of this project is to develop efficient and reliable methods for the first prin-
ciples calculation of the elements of the quantum defect matrix. In particular, we
are interested in using the ab initio quantum defect matrix to understand the causes
and the consequences of rich resonance behavior encountered commonly in Rydberg
spectra. Such resonance behavior can arise from the accidental matching of classical
frequencies associated with electronic and nuclear motions in the molecule or it may
arise within the electronic structure in the form of a shape resonance [16].
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The theory developed here is not specialized to a particular molecule; all molecule-
specific approximations are avoided and it is constructed to be universally applicable
to all types of Rydberg states. However, the calcium monofluoride (CaF) molecule
has been extensively studied by this group and a vast amount of experimental data
exists on its Rydberg structure [37, 65, 40]. For this reason, the CaF molecule is
used as a model system to validate the derived theories. In the process, we uncover
an aspect of the electronic structure of this well-studied molecule using the tools of
MQDT, which had been unnoticed . This discovery of a broad shape resonance in the
Rydberg states of CaF and the consequent breakdown of Mulliken's rule 1 is described
in Chapter 5.
1.1 Historical Account of MQDT
Early use of MQDT had been restricted to empirical analyses of atomic Rydberg
spectra. MQDT was in part invented as a theory capable of describing the strong
perturbation of a Rydberg series by an interloping state, i.e. a state, which belongs to
a different configuration of the ionic core. An illustrative example of this situation is
found in the (5s nd)'D 2 Rydberg series of cadmium. This Rydberg series is strongly
perturbed by a doubly excited configuration of the type (5p2)lD 2, which is located
energetically above the Cd+(5s) ionization threshold, as shown in Fig. 1-1. All
members of the Rydberg series are shifted to lower energy as a consequence of the
perturbation. An analysis by MQDT accurately accounts for the level shifts in terms
of a quantum defect that varies slowly with energy along the Rydberg series [87].
More generally, MQDT provides a convenient means to disentangle one multi-
ply and strongly perturbed series from another Rydberg series that converges to a
different ionization threshold. This is accomplished by a device called the Lu-Fano
plot [79], which is illustrated for several observed Rydberg series of Xe in Fig. 1-2.
'Mulliken's rule describes a generic property of Rydberg states. It states that every wavefunction
member of a Rydberg series is built on an innermost lobe, which remains invariant in shape and
nodal position as a function of excitation energy [90]. Mulliken's rule is the underlying basis for
many of the Rydberg scaling laws [74] that are used in analysis of Rydberg spectra.
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of the (5s nd)1 D2 Rydberg series of Cd. The
dashed lines represent the unperturbed (5s nd)lD 2 series calculated by MQDT with-
out taking into account the configuration interaction with the (5p2)'D 2 doubly ex-
cited state, which lies above the Cd+ (5s) ionization threshold. When this interaction
is turned on, all of the Rydberg levels are shifted down in energy. The effects of the
interaction are distributed throughout the Rydberg series and cannot easily be cap-
tured in a state-by-state calculation. This sketch has been constructed using energy
data reported in reference [87].
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Photoabsorption by the Xe atom, initially in its 'So ground state, leads to J=1, odd
parity states that belong to five different Rydberg series in the jj coupling scheme
2. Three of these series, 5p5(2P3/2)ns1/2, 5p5(2P 3/2 )nd3 /2 and 5p5(2P3/2)nd5/2, con-
verge to the 5p5 (2P3/2) ionization threshold. The remaining two, 5p5 (2P1/2)ns1/2 and
5p5(2P1/2)nd3/2, converge to the 5p5 (2P 1/ 2) threshold. The Lu-Fano plot in Fig. 1-2
displays the variation of the quantum defects in each of the measured levels with
respect to binding energy measured below the second 5p5 (2P1/2) threshold. For this
analysis, two different effective principal quantum numbers are defined for each level
as,
Trl = To - R/nl2(
Tm = T20 - R/n2m (1.2)
where Tm is the term value for the measured level, R = 109736.31cm- 1 is the Rydberg
constant, n, n* are the effective principal quantum numbers in the two ionization
channels and T1o, T2,o are the ionization limits. From Eq. 1.1, the quantum defect
modulo one can be defined as,
Im = mod(-nm, 1), (1.3)
The MQDT quantization condition [112, 79] implies that rm is an implicit function
of nm and a plot of this function with respect to mod(n[m, 1) is the Lu-Fano plot.
The Lu-Fano plot constructed in this fashion, gives information about which of
the Rydberg series are perturbed and allows for a visual estimation of the strengths
of these perturbations. Some of the qualitative aspects of the Lu-Fano plot can be
discussed in this chapter, postponing the in-depth theoretical study to Chapter 2.
If the perturbations are weak, most of the quantum defects lie on flat portions of
the curves (i.e. they are energy independent) with very sharp rises seen close to the
below ionization Feshbach-type resonances (these resonances are the members of the
2For an introduction to atomic term symbols and coupling schemes, the reader can study reference
[58] by Gerhard Herzberg.
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Figure 1-2: The Lu-Fano plot for the J=1 odd parity 5p5 (2P3/2)ns1 /2, 5p5(2P 3/2)nd3/2
and 5p5(2P3/2)nd5/2 series of Xe, which converge to the 5p5(2P3/2) ionization thresh-
old. Each of these series is characterized by a quantum defect p(n*) that is a smooth
function of the principal quantum number n*, as measured from the 5p5(2 P1/2) ion-
ization threshold. The notation is used to denote a continuous generalization of
the discrete quantum number n*. The circles, star and plus signs mark the posi-
tions of the experimentally measured and assigned Rydberg states from [77]. The
smooth quantum defect curves are obtained from an MQDT fit to the experimental
results. The states labeled 5d and 7s are Feshbach type below-ionization resonances
that are members of the 5p5 (2Pl/2)nsl/ 2 and 5p5(2P1/ 2)nd 3/2 series. The resonances
cause rapid increases in the quantum defects as the resonance energy is approached
from below. The energy width across which the quantum defect increases measures
the strength of the interaction between the Rydberg series and the perturbing con-
figurations (see Chapter 2 section 2.5 for an explanation of how the energy width
is a quantitative indicator of interaction strength). The 5d and 7s perturbing con-
figurations interact primarily with the nsl/ 2 and nd3/ 2 series, respectively. However,
the overall perturbation of the Rydberg series is much weaker for the 7s case than
the 5d case. The gaps at the avoided crossings give a visual estimate of the strength
of the Rydberg/Rydberg interactions between Rydberg series that converge to the
same ionization threshold, 5p5(2P 3/2). The principal quantum number, n, on the
horizontal axis is plotted modulo 1. In Chapter 2 an explanation is given that this
range of the principal quantum number is sufficient to characterize the global spec-
trum, because the Lu-Fano plot is periodic on the unit square in the n*, p plane. The
Lu-Fano plot was regenerated from energy data published in references [79, 88, 77].
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2P1/2ns and nd series). As the interactions become stronger, the quantum defect
increases are spread over a larger energy interval indicating a broader resonance. In
Fig. 1-2, notice that the sum of the quantum defects 3 associated with the three
Rydberg series converging to the 2P3/ 2 threshold increases by one unit in the vicinity
of a Feshbach resonance. This is a consequence of resonance scattering theory, which
is presented in Chapter 2. It can be seen that the 2P1/25d resonance interacts most
strongly with the 2P3/2ns series, because the increase of the 2P3/2ns quantum defect
occurs over a broader energy interval. Similarly, the Lu-Fano plot shows that the
2P1/27s resonance interacts mostly with the 2P3/2nd 3/2 series, although the overall
perturbation of the Rydberg series by this state is weaker than that of the 2P1/25d
state. The gaps between the avoided crossings of the non-intersecting quantum defect
curves are proportional to the strength of the Rydberg/Rydberg interactions between
Rydberg series that converge to the same ionization threshold [59, 41]. The sizes of
these gaps are measured as the differences in abscissa of the lower inflection point and
the point of closest approach between the two branches [41]. Extension of the Lu-
Fano plot above the first ionization threshold can be used to determine the position
and width of autoionizing resonances and shape resonances [45, 27].
The mixing of two channels that converge to spin-orbit split doublet states of
the ion-core (J+=3/2 and 1/2) is an example of a frame transformation [112]. In
order to clarify this, let us imagine the Rydberg electron as an incoming scattering
particle. At short electronic radial distance, the Rydberg electron is indistinguishable
from the remaining electrons in the ion-core; in this range, the electron recombines
with the ion to form a neutral atom with well defined total spin and orbital angular
momentum (LS coupling). At larger electronic radial distance, the system approaches
the fragmentation limit in which the ion-core and the departing electron may be
treated as two distinguishable particles with their own well-defined orbital and spin
angular momenta (jj coupling). The only way the fragmentation channels can mix is
through the recoupling of the electron with the ion-core at short-range. Therefore, the
3 The analytical continuation of this sum above the 2P3/ 2 threshold multiplied by 7r is the well-
known eigenphase sum in multichannel scattering theory.
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interaction is a consequence of short-range physics and the transformation from the
short-range channel wavefunctions to the long-range channel wavefunctions is called
a fraIle transformation [112].
In order to see how the Lu-Fano plot transparently gives information about the
frame transformation, it is best to study the simple case of two weakly interacting
channels. Consider the ns type, J=1, odd parity Rydberg series of Ne. As shown
by the corresponding Lu-Fano plot in Fig. 1-3, the jj coupled J = 1 fragmentation
channels, 2P3/2ns1l/ 2 and 2P1/2ns1/2, interact very weakly. The quantum defects of
the states that lie along the horizontal and vertical branches of the curves show no
variation with energy, indicating that these states are strictly jj coupled. The only
departure from jj coupling occurs for those states that lie close to the curved sections
along the main diagonal (shown as a dashed line). These states are not pure jj coupled
states; they show a tendency toward LS recoupling. There are two states, 3s and 3s',
that lie exactly on the main diagonal described by 6 = -nl2 =-nt/2. This implies
that the quantum defects for these states are identical to the eigenquantum defects
for the short-range channels [34], which are LS coupled. Therefore, these states are
strictly LS coupled and they correspond to the singlet and triplet states of the atom.
The analogous frame transformation in molecular Rydberg spectra expresses the
physical effect known as 1-uncoupling [47]. In the case of a diatomic molecule, the
frame transformation is from a state in which the orbital angular momentum of the
Rydberg electron precesses about the internuclear axis (Hund's case b coupling) to a
state in which the orbital angular momentum of the Rydberg electron precesses about
the nuclear rotation axis (limiting Hund's case d coupling) [74] 4. A good example of
1-uncoupling is found in the Rydberg spectrum of the hydrogen molecule.
Photoabsorption by the H2 'E+ (v=O, J=O) ground state leads to the J=1,
lsagnpau '+ and sagnpir~ lII + Rydberg series in Hund's case (b). Since the
molecule is para-hydrogen, the rotational states of the ion are restricted to even
4 There are a total of fifteen Hund's cases that describe rotational-electronic coupling in molecules.
They result from combinations of the three coupling cases for the ion-core and five coupling cases for
the Rydberg electron [63]. It is a straightforward exercise in angular momentum algebra to transform
from one Hund's case to another. Further discussion is provided in reference [74] by Lefebvre-Brion
and Field.
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Figure 1-3: The Lu-Fano plot for the 2P3/2nsl/ 2 Rydberg series of Ne. The experi-
mentally measured nsl/2 levels are marked by circles. The s' notation describes the
ns1/2 type configurations, which converge to the 2P1 /2 threshold. The Rydberg spec-
trum of Ne is much less perturbed than that of Xe shown in Fig. 1-2. The quantum
defects are found to be almost independent of energy. The two states, 3s and 3s', that
lie along the diagonal are exactly in the LS coupling limit. Other states are strictly in
the jj coupling limit because they either lie on a horizontal branch (constant quan-
tum defect in the 2P3/ 2 channel) or a vertical branch (constant quantum defect in
the 2P1/2 channel). The Lu-Fano plot was generated from a fit to data reported in
reference [123].
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Figure 1-4: The Lu-Fano plot for the N+ = 0, ns Rydberg series of H2. The Lu-Fano
plot was generated from a fit to data provided in references [57, 112, 129]. The states
that are well described by case (b) coupling lie along the curved portions of the plot,
close to the main diagonal. The states that are well described by case (d) coupling
lie on the horizontal or vertical branches, as indicated by the arrows.
values of the ion-core rotational quantum number, N+, and the lowest two rotational
levels have rotational quantum numbers N+ = 0 and N+ = 2. The two short-range
channels in Hund's case (b) correlate to the two ionization channels in Hund's case
(d) that converge to the N + = 0 and N + = 2 thresholds with increasing principal
quantum number. This correlation is a consequence of the mixing of the two short-
range channels due to i-uncoupling as the series limit is approached. In this sense,
the rotationally split levels of the hydrogen ion-core are analogous to the doublet split
levels of Ne+, while the Hund's case (b) coupled short-range channels of the hydrogen
molecule are analogous to the LS coupled short-range channels of the Ne atom.
Proceeding as in the Ne example, we can extract the information that the Lu-
Fano plot shown in Fig. 1-4 provides about the -uncoupling as the series limit is
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approached below the first ionization threshold. Based on our previous study of
Ne, we know that the states that are dominantly in case (b) lie close to the main
diagonal, the states that are intermediate between cases(b) and (d) lie along the
curved portions, and the states that are strictly in case (d) are found on the flat
(horizontal or vertical) branches of the curves. In contrast to the Ne example, more
states are intermediate between Hund's cases (b) and (d) as indicated by the wider
regions of curvature evident on the Lu-Fano plot.
The hydrogen molecule example shows that the main utility of MQDT for molecu-
lar structure and dynamics is the determination of the strength of rovibronic channel
interactions that describe the flow of energy between the electronic degrees of freedom
and the rotations and vibrations of the nuclei. When conditions for a resonance are
met, these interactions lead to non-adiabatic processes, such as rotational autoion-
ization, dissociative recombination, and associative ionization in molecular excited
states. These processes, which are central to interstellar chemistry [70], are summa-
rized in Table 1.1. Rotational autoionization occurs when a diatomic molecule, AB,
resonantly absorbs radiation with energy hw, where h is the Planck constant divided
by 2r and w is the angular frequency of radiation in radians/seconds. Photoab-
sorption produces an excited diatomic molecule in an electronic state with principal
quantum number, n*, and an ion-core rotational quantum number, N+ = Y. Subse-
quently, this intermediate state of the molecule decays into the electronic continuum
above the N + = X < Y state of the ion, yielding the products shown in Table I.
Dissociative recombination results when an electron resonantly impacts a molecular
ion to form a neutral species 5. As a result, an intermediate state forms in which
the diatomic molecule is in an excited electronic state that converges to some vibra-
tional level of the ion-core v+ = Y. In the final step, the Rydberg state couples to a
repulsive valence electronic state (usually through a charge transfer process) causing
the molecule to dissociate into two neutral atoms in electronic states with princi-
pal quantum numbers nt and n*. The diabatic electronic character of the repulsive
valence state determines the final electronic states of the neutral atoms in the disso-
5 This process is commonly known as resonant electron capture.
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Table 1.1: Processes that Result from Non-Adiabatic Chemical Dynamics
Process Reactants Intermediate Products
Rotational Autoionization AB + hw AB(n*, N+ = Y) AB+(N+ = X < Y)
+ e- (hk)
Dissociative Recombination AB+ + e- (hk) AB(n*, v+ = Y) A(n*) + B(n*)
Associative Ionization A + B AB(n*, v+ = Y > 0) AB+(v + = 0) + e-
ciation channel. Associative ionization occurs when an electronically excited neutral
atom collides with another neutral atom to form a diatomic molecule in an excited
electronic state that belongs to a series converging to a vibrational state of the ion
core, v+ = Y > 0. In analogy to rotational autoionization, this state decays into the
electronic continuum above the v+ = 0 level of the ion, yielding the products shown
in Table I.
Empirical analyses have been the more common application of MQDT in electronic
spectroscopy. The Lu-Fano plots can be constructed from experimental data alone,
and then fit to a functional form provided by the MQDT quantization condition [47].
In the fit, a set of parameters is determined that describe the short-range eigenchannel
wavefunctions. This set of parameters yields the main construct of quantum defect
theory, which is the quantum defect matrix or the equivalent reaction matrix K
6[112]. Chapter 2 presents the theory of the quantum defect matrix. The key
point is that knowledge of the short-range quantum defect matrix amounts to a
complete description of the global electronic spectrum of an atom or a molecule. In
the analysis of molecular Rydberg spectra, the apparatus of the Lu-Fano plot is seldom
used because of the typically much larger number (than 2) of interacting channels.
Instead, the global spectrum is fit directly to the short range quantum defect matrix
to uncover the most important interactions between the observed Rydberg series [65].
The increased number of interacting channels in molecular systems requires a higher
dimension quantum defect matrix and a larger number of fit parameters. In order for
6In Chapter 2, it is shown that = - arctan(K) in the (0, r) branch of the inverse tangent
function.
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such a fit to converge, good initial guesses for the reaction matrix elements are needed
to be input to the non-linear fit program. A good initial guess would be provided by
a short-range reaction matrix determined from a first principles electronic structure
calculation. Thus, there is a need for theory to complement experimental analyses
in both the implementation and interpretation phases. This need underscores the
importance of developing methods for the ab initio determination of reaction matrices.
1.2 Current Progress
Ab initio calculation of reaction matrices is a challenging task. Since the short-
range reaction matrix describes a physical situation in which the electron is strongly
coupled to the molecular body-frame, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation can be
used. However, the calculation requires theoretical methods from scattering theory
that are not part of traditional quantum chemistry. The scattering approach uses
the analytical properties of the scattering matrix on an energy mesh to locate a
quasi-continuum of states close to ionization thresholds [16]. On the other hand, the
configuration interaction approach of quantum chemistry relies on expansions over
discrete basis set functions to determine the electronic eigenstates [128]. Such expan-
sions over a discrete set of functions often suffers from extremely slow convergence to
the quasi-continuum of levels observed in the experiment [33].
The theorist is then faced with a practical choice. The first choice is to build
a complete quantum scattering calculation for the system under study. The cost of
"re-inventing" the wheel is that the calculation would not be able to take advantage
of the known quantum chemistry methods that have been tested many times for
accuracy and efficiency. The second choice is to build the reaction matrix calculation
on the same principles that are used in quantum chemistry so that the two methods
can merge seamlessly. The latter choice is adopted in this thesis and novel quantum
defect methods are developed that can be embedded directly into standard quantum
chemistry. This choice has a clear advantage over the first approach. If the quantum
defect method can be embedded in quantum chemistry, then the reaction matrix
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calculation would have transferability to the extent that the methods of quantum
chemistry are universally applicable to all molecular systems.
A complete quantuln scattering calculation begins from the close-coupling equa-
tions of scattering theory, which are derived in references [13, 28]. In the close-coupling
approximation, the infinite number of coupled integro-differential equations satisfied
by the electron radial functions are truncated to a finite set, so that they can be
solved using numerical techniques. However, these numerical techniques typically
employ computationally expensive iteration methods and the overall calculation be-
comes time-consuming when a large number of coupled integro-differential equations
are retained in the truncated set [14]. For this reason, the close-coupling approxi-
mation is suited for the few-channel problem, which is adequa.te for calculations of
collision cross sections at low electron energy [115, 121].
At higher collision energies, where a large number collision channels interact, the
close-coupling approximation is computationally infeasible. The majority of work
that is now published on the first principles calculation of reaction matrices relies
on the use of R-matrix theory, which was invented by Eugene Wigner in the 1940's
[135]. Unlike the close-coupling approximation, R-matrix theory is capable of han-
dling the interacting many-channel problem. In the spirit of MQDT, R-matrix theory
introduces a separation of coordinate space into short- and long-range regions. The
complicated short-range forms of the electronic radial wavefunctions are not computed
explicitly but they are instead represented by a matrix of radial logarithmic deriva-
tives (the R matrix) 7 calculated at an imaginary boundary that separates the short-
and long-range regions (the R matrix box). The theory was originally utilized to cal-
culate nuclear reaction rates [72], but was adapted later to atomic physics by Burke
and co-workers [14, 12, 10]. Later, R-matrix calculations for diatomic molecules were
carried out by Schneider [105, 106], Burke [11], Shimamura [113], Noble [133], and
Tennyson [131]. Only very recently, R-matrix calculations on polyatomic molecules
were reported by Morgan et al. [89].
The accuracy of the results obtained from the standard R-matrix calculations
7The R matrix differs from the K matrix, which refers the reaction matrix here.
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are far from satisfactory, especially for the polyatomic molecule case. The problem
can be traced back to the use of an expansion of the collision wavefunction in terms
of a basis, which is complete inside the R-matrix box. This expansion yields the R
matrix in terms of a Lorentz series, with poles located at the molecular Hamiltonian's
eigenvalues, that depend on the boundary conditions imposed at the imaginary surface
surrounding the R-matrix box [12]. However, the Lorentz series suffers from very slow
convergence because of the effects of remote levels that make a non-zero contribution
to the electron wavefunction's phase shift. The effects of the remote levels can be
partially accounted for by the Buttle correction [15]. However, a different approach
is needed to achieve the near-spectroscopic accuracy customary in quantum chemical
calculations.
Walter Kohn's variational version of R-matrix theory [69] yields directly the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the R matrix. Since it bypasses the expansion of the R
matrix in terms of a Lorentz series, this approach does not present a convergence
problem. Calculations by Fano [33], Greene [44], Aymar [6], and Jungen [130] have
shown that the variational R-matrix method is accurate and reliable. On the other
hand, the applications of the variational R-matrix method have been limited to only
few-electron atoms and molecules. This is because the method requires the use of
non-conventional basis functions whose logarithmic derivatives are not fixed but span
a range of values on the R-matrix boundary. Therefore, all matrix elements must be
calculated numerically, since no analytical expressions exist as in the Gaussian-based
quantum chemistry program.
Chapter 3 presents a new variational R-matrix method optimized for molecular
problems. This method combines features from the close-coupling approximation with
a basis set calculation, while imposing a stationary constraint as per the variational
approach. The new method is capable of being embedded in a standard quantum
chemistry calculation.
Chapter 4 applies the new method to calculate the Rydberg spectrum of the
molecule CaF. The eigenquantum defects as a function of energy, the scattering,
differential, and integral photoionization cross sections are presented. The computed
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results are shown to be in excellent agreement with the experiment.
Chapter 5 discusses an MQDT analysis that finds a broad shape resonance spread
over the entire Rydberg spectrum of CaF. The effects of this broad shape resonance
are manifest as subtle yet significant violations of Mulliken's rule for Rydberg states
[90](see footnote 1 on page 36 for a statement of Mulliken's rule). This implies that
CaF has a fundamentally different spectrum that cannot be analyzed using the famil-
iar Rydberg scaling laws, although no dramatic level interactions and perturbations
are evident.
Chapter 6 develops the many-electron generalization of the R-matrix theory in-
troduced in Chapter 3 and presents preliminary results of a two electron calculation
on H2.
Chapter 7 summarizes the current achievements and concludes with future di-
rections.
1.2.1 Connection between the Effective Hamiltonian and MQDT
At the end of this introduction, it is important to address the question of whether
a simpler effective Hamiltonian method can be used to treat Rydberg spectra in-
stead of the complicated machinery of MQDT. An effective Hamiltonian approach
is faced with the same kind of problems as encountered by configuration interaction
treatments. These are the effects of remote levels that perturb a given n* complex
from neighboring principal quantum numbers. Although these perturbations may
be weak, they may result in observable shifts in the energy levels, since there is an
infinite number of perturbers. However, if the effects of these remote perturbers are
taken into account a-priori in terms of an eigenquantum defect, then an effective
Hamiltonian calculation indeed becomes feasible. In a first step, an MQDT calcula-
tion can determine the eigenquantum defects to be input to the effective Hamiltonian
model. Then the effective Hamiltonian can be used to calculate total term values of
the ro-vibrational states accessible in the experiment. Here, an effective Hamiltonian
is built upon the results of the ab initio MQDT calculation from Chapter 4 and it
is used to calculate the n* = 13 f complex of CaF to spectroscopic accuracy.
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Let H denote the electronic Hamiltonian operator of an isolated system that can
be partitioned as,
H = Ho + H1, (1.4)
where Ho is a zero order Hamiltonian with the known spectrum,
RHo0Inr) = T Ina) Tn. =- n = 1, .° (1.5)
where T,, is the energy eigenvalue in Rydbergs, A,> is the eigenquantum defect, and n
is the principal quantum number. Thus, we can construct an effective Hamiltonian,
He ff in the k-fold quasi-degenerate subspace of the Hilbert space spanned by the
eigenstates of Ho as,
H ff = C na)Tn,,(anl + E Ina)Ta,a('Inl. (1.6)
Here, Tna,a are the off-diagonal matrix elements due to AH 1,
Tn,,a = A(nalH Ina'). (1.7)
For concreteness, we can specialize to a diatomic molecule in Hund's case (b) elec-
tronic rotational coupling and associate with the quantum number a the combinations
of electronic orbital angular momentum, 1, and its projection along the internuclear
axis, A,
a) _ 11A)= y llml)Dl (O,13,' ). (1.8)
ml
In Eq. 1.8, Dl 1t(O,3,-y) are the Euler rotation matrix elements [139] that depend
on the two Euler angles P and y and ml is the projection of 1 on a space-fixed axis.
The first Euler angle a is set to zero, since only two Euler rotations are required
to specify the body frame for a diatomic molecule (see Fig. 1-5). The perturbation
matrix elements originate from (i) -mixing due to anisotropy in the core potential
function and (ii) I-uncoupling due to the rotating molecular body-frame,
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Figure 1-5: Euler rotations from the space-fixed coordinate system to the body-fixed
coordinate system. The body-frame is obtained from the space-fixed coordinate sys-
tem by (i) an Euler rotation through an angle / about the space-fixed Y-axis and (ii)
an Euler rotation through an angle y about the body-fixed z axis, as shown in the
lower two panels. Capital letters (XYZ) are used to denote the space-fixed coordi-
nate system whereas small letters (xyz) are used to denote the body-fixed coordinate
system.
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H1 = Xcore + >E IN +A+INMN) (B+ N+(N + + 1)- A+ 2) (N+A+INMNI, (1.9)
N-+A+IN
where A+ is the projection of the total core angular momentum N+ on the internu-
clear axis, MN is the projection of the total angular momentum N on the space fixed
axis and B+ is the rotational constant for the ion. In the absence of electric and
magnetic fields, different values of MN are energetically degenerate and this quan-
tum number can be taken to be zero. The matrix elements of the 1-mixing operator,
Xcore, can be determined from the potential function that is used to model the elec-
trostatic interactions between the electron and the ion-core. These interactions are
often described in terms of a multipole expansion [134] s. The matrix elements of the
remaining rotational part, H,,rot, can be derived by expanding [9],
IN+A+INMN) = mN+m, IN+; MN+A+) Iml)(N+MN+lmIIN, MN) (1.10)
= EMN+ml IN+; MN+A + )Dl (0, / , y) IA)(N+MN+I, mlIN, MN) (1.11)
where Eq.1.11 used the inverse of Eq. 1.8. Next we have,
f dQ EMN+ ml If, y) (, I N+; MN+ A+)DI* (N+MN+ Im I NMN) (1.12)
w2N 5 f dQ m N+ ml 1, Dy)D *N +Dl* (N+ M+lml N, MN) (1.13)(f do)1/2 M a EMN+ml Im' m
J 2ozy fd dZ E 11 , 7)DNA(N+A+lAIN, A) (1.14)
2= A IN; MNA)(N+A+IAIN, A) (1.15)
Using Eq. 1.15 in Eq 1.11, we obtain
IN+A+lNMN) = .2N 1 IN; MNA)IIA)(N+A+AIN, A) (1.16)/2 N+ 1 AA
8A multipole expansion is useful for the analysis of non-penetrating states, which are characterized
by large values of orbital angular momentum ( I > 3). Other parameterizations of Xcore should be
used for penetrating states to account for the short-range distortions of the charge on the ion as well
as electron exchange effects. These parameterizations are possible in terms of pseudopotentials that
are optimized on the results of multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock calculations [95].
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Equations 1.16 and 1.9 allow for the computation of the matrix elements of Hrot
in the unsymmetrized case (b) basis as,
(NAMNlAHrotINA'MN1IA') = (1.17)
2N+1 EN+A+(2 N+ + 1)(N+A+IINA)(B+N+(N+ + 1) - A+2)(N+A+IA'INA').
The derivation has so far neglected to account for the symmetries of the exact
Hamiltonian. The exact Hamiltonian is invariant under inversion of all electronic
and nuclear coordinates about the origin of the space fixed axial system and its
eigenstates are simultaneous eigenstates of the corresponding parity operator, I. The
effective Hamiltonian must reflect this symmetry in order to account for the unbroken
parity with increased rotational quantum number, N. This can be accomplished by
restricting the representation of the effective Hamiltonian to subspaces spanned by
symmetrized Hund's case (b) bases that are eigenstates of the parity operation. The
parity operation in the space-fixed coordinate system is equivalent to a reflection of
the electronic coordinates through a plane containing the nuclei in the body frame
(the av operation) and a replacement in the Euler angles 3, 7y - r-/3, -y+r. Choosing
the xz plane shown in Fig. 1-5 as the plane of reflection for the av, operation and the
body-fixed z-axis as the quantization axis, we can determine that
uallA) = (-1)11 - A) (1.18)
avlA+) = (-1)A+ - A+ ) (1.19)
DMN (0, - , y + r) = (-1)N+ADNMN(0O, 3,). (1.20)
Therefore, the properly symmetrized case (b) functions for the parity operation are,
IANAMNo) = 8 2 (+O6A {INAMN)IIA) + irIN - AMN)I1 - A)} (1.21)X/S2(l+ 6AA ,O Xo )
8 2(+6 A)I {IA+) TA)DA + q- A+)I - A)DNAM}, (1.22)
where r/2 = 1 and the normalization constant 8r 2 = dQ. In the symmetrized
version, it is understood that A, A > 0 whereas in the unsymmetrized version signed
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values are used for both A and A. The application of the parity operator on the
symmetrized case (b) basis ket in Eq. 1.22 produces,
Il1ANAMNl) = (-)Nq711ANAMN7q) (1.23)
The matrix elements of the rotational Hamiltonian can be recalculated in the
symmetrized Hund's case (b) basis. Alternatively, we can use the result in the un-
symmetrized basis with signed quantum numbers and account for symmetry based on
group theoretical arguments. The Hamiltonian in the unsymmetrized representation
is reducible and can be decomposed into two irreducible representations for r = 1
and 7r= -1 by a similarity transform. The eigenvectors of each irreducible sub-block
of the Hamiltonian form a basis which transforms to case (d) according to the = 1
and = -1 representations, respectively.
The CaF molecule has a E+ ion-core, which implies A+ = 0 and forces A = A.
In addition, Eq. 1.21 gives the restriction A < N. For the n* = 13,1 = 3 complex
of CaF, there will be seven sets of levels corresponding to the seven dimensional
state space, also spanned by signed A = -3 ... 3. Four of these levels will transform
according to the = 1 representation, whereas the remaining three will transform
according to = -1. This follows from the observation that the number of 7 = 1
levels should exceed by one the number 77 = -1 levels at a given value of rotational
quantum number, because the symmetrized hund's case (b) basis vanishes for A = 0
and = -1. The r/-representation to which each state belongs can be determined
from an eigenvector analysis at each N.
The term values for the CaF n* = 13 f complex were calculated from the effective
Hamiltonian in Eq. 1.6 that used the eigenquantum defects determined ab initio in
Chapter 4. In these calculations, the operator Xcoe was set to zero as appropriate
for a non-penetrating type state. It should be noted that this assumption implies that
1 is a good quantum number for the 13f complex. This would be a poor zero-order
picture for penetrating states of CaF, which has a highly dipolar ion-core.
The resultant reduced term value plots for the = 1 and r/ = -1 symmetries are
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Figure 1-6: Reduced term value plots obtained from the effective Hamiltonian calcu-
lation of CaF for 1 = 3 non-penetrating states. The term values are calculated using
the formula TNi = IP + Ti - BN(N + 1) - 47000, where the index i refers the i'th
eigenvalue of the effective Hamiltonian. (A) Reduced term values for 7 = 1 symmetry.
At low N, the eigenstates are assigned as fE+,ffH+, fA+ and f + based on their
dominant A character. At high N, the eigenstates recouple to case(d) and they are
assigned as f R = -3, -1, 0,1, 3 based on their dominant N+ character. 1R = N-N+
is the projection of 1 on the molecular rotation axis; see text for more details about
1R. (B) Reduced term values for = -1 symmetry. In this case the case (b) states
fII-, fA- and f - correlate with the remaining projections IR = -2, 0, 2 at high N.
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shown in Fig. 1-6. These plots display the variation of the quantity
TNi = IP + Ti - B+N(N + 1) - 47000cm-1 (1.24)
with N. In this equation, Ti refers to the i'th eigenvalue of the effective Hamiltonian,
IP = 47685.87cm- 1 is the energy needed to ionize CaF from its X2 E+ , N = 0, v = 0
ground state, producing an ion in its X1E+ , N+ = 0, v+ = 1 state and B+ = 0.35cm-1
is the rotational constant. Based on the well known Hund's case (b) level structure
formula [65], the reduced term values computed in this fashion must remain constant
as a function of N, if the molecule is in Hund's case (b) for all values of the rotational
quantum number. The curved nature of the reduced term value plots in Fig. 1-6 is
a consequence of the change in the pattern-forming quantum number from N at low
values of N to N+ at higher values of N.
The basis for this change in the pattern-forming quantum number can be under-
stood by the following device. The off-diagonal elements of the effective Hamiltonian
expressed in the case (b) basis increase in magnitude with increasing N. This follows
from the restricted summation over N+ that starts from a large minimum value of
IN - 11 at high values of N. These off-diagonal elements cause the eigenstates of the
effective Hamiltonian to become mixtures of the case (b) states in the form,
liN11) = II1ANMNl)ccxi, (1.25)
A
where cxi are called the mixing coefficients. The squared values of the computed
mixing coefficients, ci, are plotted in Fig. 1-7 as a function of N. The case (b)
basis set is shown for A = 0, 1, 2, 3, which correspond respectively to the irreducible
representations E, H, A, of the molecular point group Co,,. The figures suggest that
the fractionation of the eigenstates into the case (b) basis increases with increasing
N due to the increasing magnitude of the off-diagonal matrix elements.
At sufficiently high values of N, the magnitude of the off-diagonal matrix elements
become larger than the differences between the eigenvalues of Ho. In such a limit,
the perturbing term H1 becomes the zero-order Hamiltonian, switching places with
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Figure 1-7: The evolution of case (b) character as a function of rotational quantum
number. The heights of the bar graphs are the squares of the mixing coefficients, C)"i,
of Eq. 1.25. The partial characters are shown for A = 0, 1,2,3, which correspond
respectively to the irreducible representations ~, TI,~, <I> of Coov. ~ and <I> states are
displayed for 'f} = 1 and TI and ~ states are displayed for 'f} = -1. At low N, the
molecular eigenstates are nearly pure Hund's case (b) states and assignments in terms
of the case (b) labeling are valid. As N increases, the Hund's case(b) states begin to
mix. The mixing occurs in steps of one in A with the selection rule ~A = :f:1. At N ~
10, the states are strongly mixed and the case (b) labeling is no longer appropriate.
The strong case (b) mixing is a consequence of eigenstate recoupling to case (d).
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Ho. Therefore, a recoupling of the eigenstates to case (d) occurs in which the portion
H1 of the effective Hamiltonian is diagonal by construction. This is demonstrated by
Fig. 1-9, which shows the amplitude squared mixing coefficients CN+il2 of the various
eigenstates in the 13f complex at N =10. These mixing coefficients are obtained from
a case (d) expansion of the eigenstates as,
liNlr,) = E IN+NMNr)cN+i. (1.26)
N+
The eigenstates shown in Fig. 1-9 are dominantly single-N+ states with perturbative
mixtures of other N+ states.
A useful bookkeeping device can be introduced for describing the conserved parity
of eigenstates that recouple to case (d). This bookkeeping device is the IR quantum
number, which is defined as
1R = N- N+ . (1.27)
Since 1 = N - N+, the values of IR range from -1.. -I for large values of N and
N+ . Thus, R has the properties of a projection; in the large N and N+ limit, it is
the projection of 1 on the vector that points in the direction of N+ i.e the rotation
axis for a 1E+ core. This is easily demonstrated by figure 1-8.
Complete recoupling to case(d) is achieved only in the limit N -+ oo. 1R is
conserved in this asymptotic limit and as a good quantum number, it characterizes
the limiting Hund's case (d) rotation-electronic coupling. For finite but large N, IR
is approximately conserved and can nevertheless be used to label an eigenstate, as in
Figs 1-7 and 1-9. In this labeling, the use of 1R is rigorous only pertaining to parity
of a pure case (d) eigenstate.
The space-fixed projection of a case (d) state for a 1E+ core is,
(0, q$, , llN+NNMN) = E Yiml, (9, q5)YN+MN+ (E, d)(lmlN+MN+ INMN), (1.28)
ml ,MN+
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IR1 -
Figure 1-8: The definition of 1R as a projection on the rotation axis. The total
angular momentum N is obtained from the angular momentum addition N = 1 + N+ .
Therefore, when the quantum numbers N and N+ are much larger than 1, the vectors
N and N+ are approximately parallel. The projection of 1 on N+ is shown as the
dashed vector. In the asymptotic N and N + limit, the magnitude of this projection is
equal to N- N+. The quantum number N+ is obtained from the angular momentum
addition N + = R + L+, where R is the angular momentum of the rotation of the
nuclei and L+ is the orbital angular momentum of the core. In the typical case of
a 1E+ core, the vectors L+ and R are parallel and thus the rotational axis of the
ion-core lies along the N+ vector. This justifies the meaning of IR as a projection on
the molecular rotation axis.
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Figure 1-9:The partial case (d) characters of molecular eigenstates at N=10. The
heights of the bar graphs are equal to the C~+i of Eq. 1.26. (A) The partial character
of the N=10, f ~+ state. This state has dominant N+ = 13,lR = -3 character. (B)
The partial character of the N=10, f rr- state. This state has dominant N+ = 12,
lR = -2 character. (C)The partial character of the N=10, f ~- state. This state
has dominant N+ = la,lR = 0 character. (D) The partial character of the N=lO, f
<1>+ state. This state has dominant N+ = 7, lR = 3 character.
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where 0 and 0 are the angular coordinates that describe the orientation of the elec-
tron's position vector r in the space fixed axis and and · are the angular coordinates
that describe the orientation of the vector R that connects the nuclei of Ca, and F.
The functions l,,,(0, 0) and YN+MN+(E, ~) are spherical harmonics. The quantum
numbers mnl and MlN+ refer to projections of 1 and N+ on the space fixed coordinate
axis, Z. The application of the inversion operator on this state is,
I(O, 0, O, ¢)(0, 0, EO, IN+NMN) (1.29)
= Eml,MN+ Ylm, (r - , 5 + 7r)YN+M,, (Tr - , 'I + rr)(lmIN+IMN+NMN)(1.30)
= m,,MN+ (-1)'Yim,( , 0)(_1)N+yN+Mf,+ (O, 4)(lmlN+IN+INMN) (1.31)
(-1) +N+Zml,MN+ Ylm, (, )YN+MN+ (0, 4)(lmlMNMN+INMN). (1.32)
Thus, IIN+NMN) is automatically an eigenstate of I with an eigenvalue (-1)l+N+.
9. Then, an eigenstate of the effective Hamiltonian whose parity is determined as
7(-1)N according to Eq. 1.23 can be mixtures of case (d) states whose 1 and N +
values are restricted to satisfy r/(-1)N = (_-1)+N+. Substituting IR for N+, we can
re-write this restriction as,
r/(1) N= ( 1 )1-nR(-1)N, (1.33)
which implies q = I - IR. Therefore, for 1 = 3 and = 1, the values of 1R are restricted
to IR = -3, -1, 1, 3, whereas they are restricted to IR = -2, 0, 2 for = -1. This
justifies the use of for the definition of a case (d) basis state in Eq. 1.26. Equation
1.33 is also the basis for the various labeling schemes in terms of IR that are used in
Figs. 1-6 and 1-9. Figure 1-9 clearly displays the recoupling to case (d) at N=10 and
the use of IR as an approximately good quantum number.
According to the effective Hamiltonian results displayed in Fig. 1-6A, the elec-
tronic state of CaF that is assigned as f .+ at low N, correlates approximately with
9 This expression is specific to a 1i+ core.
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Table 1.2: Comparison of observed total term values from Gittins et al. [40] and
calculated values using the present effective Hamiltonian for r = 1
N 13 f(-3) Obs. 13 f(-3) Calc. 13 f(-1) Obs. 13 f(-1) Calc. 13 f(1) Obs. 13 f(1) Calc.
0 47046.9
1 47049.1 47043.0
2 47057.3 47052.4 47043.3 47036.1
3 47059.2 47056.5 47044.7 47037.8
4 47064.3 47061.5 47047.5 47047.2 47039.8
5 47069.6 47067.3 47051.2 47050.9 47042.3 47042.4
6 47075.5 47073.8 47055.5 47055.5 47045.6 47045.6
7 47082.2 47081.1 47060.9 47061.0 47049.7 47049.5
8 47089.8 47089.1 47067.2 47067.4 47054.5 47054.3
9 47098.1 47097.9 47074.3 47074.5 47060.1 47059.8
10 47107.3 47107.5 47082.1 47082.5 47066.5 47066.2
Table 1.3: Comparison of observed total term values from Gittins et al. [40] and
calculated values using the present effective Hamiltonian for w1 = -1
N 13 f(-2) Obs. 13 f(-2) Calc. 13 f(0) Obs. 13 f(0) Calc. 13 f(2) Obs. 13 f(2) Calc.
1 47044.4
2 47046.4 47036.2
3 47049.4 47038.2 47028.7
4 47053.0 47053.3 47040.6 47040.9 47031.0
5 47057.5 47058.1 47044.0 47044.3 47033.9
6 47063.5 47063.6 47048.2 47048.5 47039.1 47037.4
7 47070.0 47070.0 47053.2 47053.5 47042.9 47041.5
8 47077.1 47077.2 47058.9 47059.3 47047.4 47046.4
9 47085.0 47085.1 47065.5 47065.8 47052.6 47051.9
10 47093.6 47093.8 47072.8 47073.1 47058.2 47058.1
a single flR = -3 state at high N. The states that are assigned as fI+,fA + and
f I + correlate with IR = -1, 1, 3 states respectively, in the case (d) limit. Fig. 1-6B
shows the analogous results for the 7 = -1 symmetry. In this case, the correlation
is between the sets -, A-, 4)- and 1R = -2, 0, 2. These results indicate that the
states with negative projection along the rotation axis are destabilized (i.e. pushed
up in energy), whereas the states with positive projection along the rotation axis are
stabilized (i.e. pushed down in energy) with increasing N.
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 show comparisons of the observed total term values from Gittins
et al. [40] and the calculated total term values using the present effective Hamiltonian
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for = 1 and r = -1 symmetries. In most cases, there is very close agreement
between the experimental and theoretical results. The largest differences between
experiment and theory are on the order of 5 cm- 1 and they occur at low N for the
13f IR = -3 states. Gittins et al. [40] find that these states are perturbed by the
13.19 Z+, v=l1 state and this perturbation cannot be captured by the current effective
Hamiltonian. In addition, smaller discrepancies on the order of 2cm- 1 arise for the
13f IR = 2 states, whose assignments are not secure according to Gittins et al. [40].
For all other states the differences between experiment and theory are less than 1
-1
In common spectroscopic applications of the effective Hamiltonian theory, the pa-
rameters describing the effective Hamiltonian are fit to the experimental results to
obtain agreement between the observed and calculated total term values. However,
no attempt has been made to fit the parameters of the present effective Hamilto-
nian to the observed term values; this effective Hamiltonian is ab initio in the sense
that the only input it requires are the calculated eigenquantum defects from Chap-
ter 4. The powerful combination of the effective Hamiltonian theory and MQDT
makes it possible to compute an electronic spectrum without the need for a prior
experiment. With the advent of such a combination of methods and perfection of
the first-principles MQDT calculations, simulations of more complicated electronic
spectra will be possible.
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Chapter 2
Formalism of Multichannel
Quantum Defect Theory
2.1 Introduction
Multichannel quantum defect theory is the study of electron scattering in the field of
a positive ion. For this reason, it is founded upon the theory of Coulomb scattering
and the analytical properties of the Coulomb wavefunctions as a function of collision
energy. This chapter begins with a description of the Coulomb scattering problem
and presents a derivation of the radial Coulomb functions f and g that are used in
MQDT. The precise concept of a collision channel is subsequently introduced and the
single-channel theory is discussed with applications to alkali atoms. The multichannel
theory is derived as a generalization of the single-channel case and the mathematical
foundation of the Lu-Fano plot is presented. This is followed by the derivation of the
frame-transformation equations, specializing to molecular applications of MQDT. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of shape and Feshbach type scattering resonances
and resonance scattering theory. The presentation in this chapter is technical and
serves to complement the more qualitative aspects of MQDT that are discussed in
Chapter 1.
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2.2 Coulomb Scattering
The theory of Coulomb scattering is presented in many graduate level quantum me-
chanics books such as the texts by Messiah [85], Sakurai [104] and Newton [96]. The
text book treatment typically starts from the separation of variables in parabolic co-
ordinates of the Coulomb radial equation and aims to derive the Rutherford formula
for the Coulomb scattering cross section. This is accomplished by passing directly to
the asymptotic limit using Laplace transforms and complex variable methods. MQDT
requires knowledge of the properties of the Coulomb functions at short-range in ad-
dition to the asymptotic limit. This results in a need to pursue the analysis beyond
the degree that is given in standard texts.
The treatment that is developed here relies heavily on the theory of the confluent
hypergeometric function [73]. The confluent hypergeometric function is a precursor to
a variety of important special functions in quantum mechanics, such as the Laguerre
polynomials, Bessel functions, and Airy functions. The analysis follows the original
derivations presented by Seaton in references [107, 108, 109, 110, 111]. A more phys-
ical approach, that starts from the WKB solutions of the Coulomb radial equation,
is presented by Rau and Fano [34], Greene, Fano and Strinati [46], and Greene, Rau
and Fano [50]. Efficient numerical methods for determining the Coulomb functions
are discussed by Texier and Jungen [66].
In atomic units, the time independent Schr6dinger equation for an electron scat-
tering in the field of a bare nucleus of total positive charge +Z is,
-V2(r)- Z(r) = E(r). (2.1)2 r
Upon substituting V)(r) = ,()Ym(9, 0) in spherical polar coordinates and using the
identity,
2 (r) Ym(9¢)) = ±2 + (1+ 1) rr (2.2)
r dr2 2r2 r
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equation 2.1 reduces to the radial Coulomb Schr6dinger equation,
d2 1(1 + 1) 2Z
dr2 r2 + - + E.ydberg) t(r) = 0 (2.3)
where Erydberg = 2E (au) is the collision energy in Rydbergs and Ylm(0, ¢) is a spher-
ical harmonic. The differential equation in Eq. 2.3 can be solved exactly by reducing
it to the confluent hypergeometric equation discussed in [2, 73]. This is accomplished
by substituting,
p = Zr and = Erydberg/Z 2 (2.4)
in Eq. 2.3 to yield,
(d2 1(1 + 1) 2
dp2 p2 + +) (P) = O0. (2.5)
Letting = A + 2 and e = - in Eq. 2.5 gives,
d2 2 +- 2 ) u(P) = (2.6)dp2 p2 p 2 
A final substitution of z = 2p in Eq. 2.6 results in,
2 Z
Equation 2.7 is the Whittaker equation, the solutions of which are known. We
first consider the more general case for which A is not restricted to a half integer, as
in Eq.2.5. For arbitrary A, a solution of the Whittaker equation that is regular at the
origin is,
MK,,(z) = ei 2z+A lF1(1 + A - , 1 + 2A, z), (2.8)2
where 1F denotes the confluent hypergeometric function. In the definition of Eq.
2.8, the confluent hypergeometric function is singular when 1 + 2A equals zero or a
negative integer [83]. A physically acceptable solution to the radial Coulomb equation
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is the regularized Whittaker function defined as,
\+ 1
y l( A~, z) - M (z),F(1 + 2) (2.9)
where the term r refers to the Euler gamma function, which removes the singularity
in the confluent hypergeometric function. The significance of nA+2 as a normalization
constant will be apparent later in the derivation. The term A enters through A2 in
Eq. 2.7, so a second linearly independent solution to the Coulomb radial equation
can be obtained as,
Y2(K, A, z) = y(K, -A, z). (2.10)
However, it can be shown that the two solutions yl and Y2 are not linearly in-
dependent when A = + From the properties of the confluent hypergeometric
function, the solution in Eq. 2.9 has the series expansion,
y l( , Z) =
Kz +exp(-z/2) r( + 1 - + n) Zn1 _ 2F( + 2- K r(2A+ 1 - n) n!'2 = (2.11)
If we let A = 1 + I where is an integer as in Eq. 2.5, we get from Eqs. 2.11 and
2.10,
y(, 1 + ) = (z)-exp(-z/2) E r(- - n. + n) z"
+2,) r(-l- r) =0 r(-21 + n) n!'
Since,
I
r(-n) for n = 0,1,2,.-
(2.12)
(2.13)
Eq. 2.12 becomes,
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1 (zz)'-exp(-z/2) rF(-l- + n) z n
y 2(i, + ,z) = F(-21+ n) (2.14)
n=21+1
1 -(z)l+lexp(-z/2) r F(l- + 1 + n) z 1 (2.15)
2(, 2 , r(-1- K) o r(n + 1) n! (n -+ 1)21+1
Y2( I z) = K-l(z)+'exp(-z/2) F(l- + 1 + 1n)z n (n + 1) (2.16)
y 2XZ) rF(-/ - rn) n=o r(n + 1) n! r(n + 21+ 2)
I1 z= r-l(z)l+lexp(-z2) F( r(- + 1 + n) zn
Y2 (, +2 Z (-) n=o r(n+ 21+2) n!' (2.17)
where the Pochhammer symbol (z)n, is used in Eq. 2.15,
(z)n = z(z + 1)(z + 2) ... (z + n- 1) = (z + n) (2.18)
r(z)
Now we define,
r(K+ A+ 1 )
A(K, A)= 2(_A + 1 (2.19)
and multiply Eq. 2.17 on the left with -A(n, 1 + )-1 to obtain,
y2(z)A-l -(zn)l+lexp(-z/2 ) r(-) o r(I21+n) n (2.20)/r(-2-))r(r(+I+) n= r(n+21+2) n!
_ (z)l+lezp(-z/2) OO r(-K+l+n)zn (2.21)
r(+l- L 0n=O r(n+21+2) n!'
Equation 2.21 is obtained from Eq. 2.20 using the relation,
r(n - 1 + z) = (n - 2 + z)(n - 3 + z)... zr(z). (2.22)
Equation 2.21 implies, through Eq.2.11 that,
Y2 (K, +2 Z) = -A(n, I + 2 )y(n, I + 2 ,Z). (2.23)
Thus, the two solutions are not linearly independent for the physical case A = 1 + 2'
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A third solution that is linearly independent from yl for A = I + can be defined as,
, _ A(K A)cos(27rA)yl (K, A, z) - y2(K, A, Z)
szn(27rA) (2.24)
The solution Ys remains finite in the limit A - 1 + 12'
We can now define the two energy-normalized linearly independent solutions to
the Coulomb radial equation as,
fA(e, r) = A2y(n,, 1 + ,z)
gi(e, r) = A-2y 3(, 1, + 
(2.25)
(2.26)
2.2.1 Asymptotic Limit
For zl large, the asymptotic form of the regularized confluent hypergeometric function
is given in [2] as,
1Fl(a,b,z) e- ii ra ezza-b
r(b) - r(b - a) r(a) (2.27)
Using Eq. 2.27 in Eq. 2.9, we obtain,
'A' , v ) Sze O A+!1 -z/2Z'+ {eir(J+AK)zNAAy (n, A, z) --+IzI-0o n+ K 2e-Z1z +{ r-( +x-) x-
r(~+~+~)f
--lzl-oo +2 {e- Z/ 2e-"(' + '- r)z' + ez/ 2 z- }+XTIr(~},)
(2.28)
(2.29)
Continuum Solutions
For continuum solutions, we have E > O. We let = iy with y = v/i = I and k is
the magnitude of the wavevector. For real A and Z = 1, we can derive the following
set of relations:
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+ e'z- 4+x+.)
e-/2 = eir/y
K ( 2ir )i - (e-ielog(2r/7y) )i = eYiylog(2r//y)
Z- = e-2ye-iylog(2r/y)
1 1 e-iarg ( F ( A+iy+ ))
r(+~+ ) -r(+iW+ )l
1 _ 1 I iarg(r(A+if+ ,))
r(,x-+ 2) - r(x+i-+- 1)l et
Using these relations in Eq. 2.29, we obtain
+ c.c} (2.30)
Y (, A, z) -, Ccos (y - + Ai) + ylog(2r/7) - arg(F(A + i&y + ))) (2.31)
Y (r, A, z) -0* Csin (r/-y - A + + ylog(2r/y) - arg(r(A + i'y + ))) (2. 32)
C = rx+i+) C= C (2.33)
' 2
Putting A = 1 + in Eq, 2.32 we arrive at,
Y(,, A, r - oo) = Csinol(r, k), (2.34)
where q1(r, k) is the Coulomb phase defined as in Eq. 2.32,
0(r, k) = kr- 2
2
+ klog(2kr) - arg(r(l + 1 + i/k)k
For low energy scattering, k - 0 and y >> 0. In this limit, we can approximate
A(y, I + ) of Eq. 2.19 as,
1
A(-y,1 + -)
2
r F(i + I + 1)
(iy) 21+1F(i7 - 1)
1. (2.36)
This approximation follows from Eq. 2.18. Furthermore, we can use the asymptotic
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(2.35)
\+1 = ( ),\+ = ill (,\+ ! )yX\+ K 2 z 2 2 2
eZ/2 = -ir/-y
Yj(,A ) .0 e 22 2l
expansion (zI -- oc) of the gamma function [2],
(2.37)F(az + b) - V/7ze-(az)a+b - ½ arg(z) < 7r, a > 0
in combination with Eq. 2.36 to show that
C * A(y, 1 + 1)1/2 2(l+l+ie-) ( )+ r(i-+l+l))
N
Equations 2.39 and 2.25 together demonstrate that,
f(E k 2 , r --+ o) = -sin, 1(r, k).irk
(2.38)
(2.39)
(2.40)
Using Eq. 2.40 in Eq. 2.24 and applying l'Hospital's rule in the limit A -I 1 + , it is
easily shown that,
g9(E = k2 ,r , oo) = - (2.41)
Equations 2.40 and 2.41 imply that the functions f and g are r/2 out of phase for
large r.
The Wronskian
It is known from the theory of ordinary differential equations [61] that any two lin-
early independent solutions to a second order differential equation must satisfy the
Wronskian relation given by,
,dg(e, r)W(f,(, r),g91(E, r)) = f(E, r rdr
dfi(E, r)dr g(E, r) = constant,dr
for all values of r. From Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41, we compute the Wronskian constant to
be,
1
V(f1(', r)g 1(E, )) (2.43)
We will make extensive use of the Wronskian relation in Eq. 2.43 later in this thesis.
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(2.42)
' coso, (r, k).
_k
2.2.2 Behavior of the Coulomb functions at r = 0
Equation 2.11 shows that,
fi(e, r - 0) . 7 r+l. (2.44)
Since fj goes smoothly to zero as r -+ 0, it is called the regular Coulomb function.
Equations 2.12 and 2.24 imply that,
gl(e, r --, O) r- . (2.45)
Thus gl has an inverse singularity at r = 0. For this reason, it is called the irregular
Coulomb function.
2.2.3 Continuum Normalization
We define the differential operator,
1(1 + 1)
r2 (2.46)
and the functions,
fi = fi(E,r)
Since fi and f2 are both solutions to the Coulomb radial equation, we have,
(O + )fi =0 (O + ')f2 = .
Next we consider the expression,
dr' (fi(r')(O + ')f2(r')fi - f2(r')(O + e)fi(r')) = 0.
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(2.47)
(2.48)
(2.49)
d r2d
f2 = f E r).
Integrating by parts and using Eq. 2.44, Eq. 2.49 canl be simplified to,
f(rdf 2 (7')fi(r) dr
dT- - f2(r) = ( - E')dr
Jr
Jrdr'fl (r') f2 (r')
/
(2.50)
(2.51)dr'f (r')f2(r') = W(fl(r), f 2(r))
E - EI
In the limit r -- oo we can compute the Wronskian using Eqs. 2.44 and 2.45 as,
W(f (r), f2(r)) =-sin((r, E) -- i(r, E')). (2
Since e = k2 , in the limit as E' -- E we have
(E - E') = 2k(k - k'). (2
W(fl(r), f2(r))
- l
sin(0l(r, c) - 41(r, E'))
2kr(k - k')
From Eqs. 2.54, 2.35 and the following definition of the Dirac-delta function,
6(x) = lim - Sin( )
a---O rX a
we deduce that,
w(fi(r), f2(r))
E - E/
= -6(k - k') = 6(E - E').2k
It follows from Eq. 2.51 that
J dr'fl (r')f2(r') = a(E - ')./ (2.57)
Hence the function f (, r) is normalized to a Delta function per unit energy in Ryd-
bergs.
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Thus,
.52)
.53)
(2.54)
(2.55)
(2.56)
2.2.4 Solutions at Negative Energy
The solutions at negative energy are obtained from the analytical continuation of
the Coulomb finctions defined in Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26 to < 0. At small r, the
negative energy solutions differ from the continuum solutions by slight shifts in the
radial nodal positions. However, the asymptotic forms change appreciably, becoming
a superplosition of decaying and growing exponentials as a. function of r as opposed to
the oscillatory functions obtained at > 0. These asymptotic forms can be derived
from Eq. 2.29 with the substitution n = v, where v is a real, positive valued variable.
This yields,
fi(e =- 2,r _+ 00) , (vr(l+ 1 + v)F(v - 1))" er/ sin7r(-l)+ae--/u,
(2.58)
where the parameter a is independent of r. In obtaining Eq. 2.58 from Eq. 2.29 we
use the identity,
1 sinrz
1= sinhi-z ~~~(2.59)
r(z)r(1 - z) 7r
Substitution of Eq. 2.58 in Eq. 2.24 and the application of l'Hosptial's rule in the
limit as A - 1 + gives,
gl1 1e = 2,r 2-9gl(, E r -- o)-- 2(v(l + 1 - v)r(v - 1)r) er/u cosr(v-l)+be- ~/ ~
(2.60)
where the parameter b is independent of r. Equations 2.58 and 2.60 show that both
f and g are exponentially divergent in the asymptotic limit, for < 0.
2.2.5 Bound States of the Coulomb potential
Bound states are obtained from the constraint that any physical wavefunction rep-
resenting a bound state should be normalizable to unity over all space. Since the
function g9 has an inverse singularity at r = 0 for arbitrary 1, the normalization con-
straint precludes the irregular function as a candidate for a bound state solution. The
bound state radial wavefunctions are given by f evaluated at energies for which the
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coefficient of the exponentially growing factor in Eq. 2.58 vanishes. This leads to the
energy constraint,
sin7r(v - ) = 0. (2.61)
Equation 2.61 implies,
v- = mn, m =1,2,. (2.62)
_1_ = v = n + (2.63)
e =-, n=m + (2.64)
Equation 2.64 is the familiar formula for the hydrogenic energy levels in Rydberg
energy units. In Eq. 2.62, m cannot start from zero or be negative, because the F
function has poles at zero and negative integers, giving rise to divergent terms in Eqs.
2.58 and 2.60 when m = 0 or negative.
2.2.6 Phase-Amplitude Form of the Coulomb Functions
The asymptotic limits for the positive and negative scattering energies of the regular
and the irregular Coulomb functions, given in Eqs. 2.40, 2.41 and in Eqs. 2.58, 2.60,
motivate the introduction of the phase-amplitude form of the Coulomb functions. We
define,
fiA(, = J (, r)sin (e,r) (2.65)
g (e, r) = -~at(e, r)cosqi (, r). (2.66)
From the previously derived asymptotic limits,
a(E = k2 r --, oo) = k (2.67)
1((e = k2, r--oo) = kr-!2 + +log(2kr)-arg((l + 1 i/k), > 0(2.68)
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and
12 2ra( -- r-- oc) = (vF(I + 1 + v)F(v - 1)) e / () (2.69)
0(E = -2, r o t oo) = 7r(v -), a e < 0. (2.70)
Equations 2.67 and 2.68 show that the amplitude factor, al, tends to a constant and
the phase factor, q0i tends to an r-dependent divergent function as r goes to infinity,
for E > 0. In contrast, Eqs. 2.69 and 2.70 show that the amplitude factor tends to
an r-dependent divergent function and the phase factor, ql tends to a constant as r
goes to infinity, for E < 0. The term 5I(E, r -- oo) is called the accumulated Coulomb
phase and takes on the value 7r(v - 1) for < 0. At short range, the amplitude and
the phase factors are defined respectively as,
01(e, r) =-arctan ( fL(E,r)) (2.71)
al(e, r) = fi(e, r)coseco(E, r) (2.72)
The phase-amplitude form unifies the description of the negative and positive energy
Coulomb wavefunctions, making explicit the r/2 phase-lag relationship between the
two solutions. Furthermore, the Coulomb functions are presented in the same form
as the solutions obtained using the much simpler WKB theory and this enables more
facile connections to the results obtained from the WKB analysis [50].
2.2.7 Plots of the Coulomb Functions
Figures 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 display the regular and the irregular Coulomb waves as
functions of the radial coordinate, r, for angular momenta I = 0, 1,2 and energies,
E= -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. Some important properties of the Coulomb
functions are clearly visible in these plots. Comparison of Fig.2-2A and B shows
that the maxima in the plot of the regular Coulomb function coincide with the radial
nodes of the irregular Coulomb function. This is a consequence of the 7r/2 phase-lag
relationship that is explicit in the phase-amplitude form of Eq. 2.66. The Coulomb
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functions oscillate with shorter wavelengths at higher energy, resulting in an inward
shift in the radial nodes as the energy increases above the threshold. However, the
innermost lobes remain invariant with increasing energy. This invariance follows from
the energy normalization imposed on the Coulomb functions and it forms the basis for
the Rydberg scaling laws that are commonly used in the analysis of Rydberg spectra
[74].
Figure 2-1B shows that the irregular Coulomb functions are not infinite at the
origin for 1 = 0, s-waves. However, the r-reduced radial functions Rj=O(r) = gl=o(r)/r
are still infinite at the origin [53] and the s-wave irregular functions can no longer
describe the hydrogenic radial wavefunctions.
Figures 2-2A and 2-2B display the corresponding regular and irregular Coulomb
functions for I = 1, p-waves. At this increased value of the angular momentum, the
innermost lobes of the regular functions are pushed out to larger r with respect to
the innermost lobes of the regular s-waves. Physically, this is due to the presence of
a centrifugal barrier in the effective radial potential, which reduces the amplitudes in
the electron wavefunctions at small values of r. The deep singularities in the irregular
functions at r = 0 are visible in Fig. 2-lB. The regular = 2, d-waves shown in Figs.
2-2A have very small amplitudes close to the origin due to the stronger centrifugal
barrier experienced by the d-waves. Similarly, the divergences in the irregular I = 2,
d-waves begin at larger values of r relative to the divergences in the p-waves. Chapter
3 shows that this high-angular momentum behavior has important implications for
the choice of value for the R-matrix radius used in ab initio calculations.
At values of the parameter v = n, where n = 1,2, -- , the coefficient of the
exponentially divergent term in the regular Coulomb functions vanishes for all 1. For
these cases, the regular Coulomb functions reduce, up to a normalization constant,
to the hydrogenic radial functions. The 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 hydrogenic solutions are
shown for n = 10 , E = -1/2n 2 au = -0.03125 au in Fig. 2-4. In order to describe
physical bound states, these wavefunctions must be normalized to unity over the
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(A) Regular Coulomb Functions for I = 0
r(au)
(B) Irregular Coulomb Functions for I = 0
2
r(au)
Figure 2-1: (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, fi=o(e, r), as functions of the
radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three different energies, E =
-0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. At higher energy, the Coulomb functions oscillate
with shorter wavelength, causing an inward shift in the radial nodes. However, the
innermost lobes remain invariant with increasing energy. This is a consequence of
energy normalization imposed on the Coulomb functions. (B) The plot of the irregular
Coulomb function, gl=o(e, r), as a function of the radial coordinate, r. The irregular
Coulomb functions are shown for the same set of energies as in Fig. 2-1A. The
irregular Coulomb function is 7r/2 out of phase with the regular Coulomb function
and its radial nodes coincide with the maxima in fi=o(e, r).
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Figure 2-2: (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, fi=l(e, r), as functions of
the radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three different energies,
E = -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. The positions of the innermost lobes of the
p-waves are shifted to larger r with respect to the positions of the innermost lobes of
the s-waves plotted in Fig. 2-1A. This is a consequence of the presence of a centrifugal
barrier in the effective radial potential, which prevents the electron from approaching
r = 0. (B) The plots of the irregular Coulomb waves, g=1(, r), as functions of the
radial coordinate, r. The irregular Coulomb functions are shown for the same set of
energies as in Fig. 2-2A. The r-' type deep singularities are visible near the origin.
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(A) Regular Coulomb Functions for 1 =2
(B) Irregular Coulomb Functions for I = 2
Figure 2-3: (A) The plots of the regular Coulomb waves, f=2 (, r), as functions of
the radial coordinate, r. The regular functions are shown for three different energies,
E = -0.05, 0, and 0.1 au, respectively. The I = 2, d-waves experience a stronger
centrifugal barrier and they have relatively smaller amplitudes close to the origin
than the amplitudes of the lower-i angular momentum waves. (B) The plots of the
irregular Coulomb waves, g=2(e, r), as functions of the radial coordinate, r. The
irregular Coulomb functions are shown for the same set of energies as in Fig. 2-
3A. The divergences in the d-waves begin at larger values of r with respect to the
radial positions of divergences in the p-waves. This high angular momentum behavior
restricts the choice of value for the R-matrix radius used in the calculations presented
in Chapter 3.
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Hydrogenic Radial Functions
r(au) 0
Figure 2-4: The unnormalized hydrogenic radial wavefunctions for the principal quan-
tum number n = 4 and orbital angular momenta I = 0, 1. The hydrogenic functions
are obtained from f(E,r) evaluated at E = -1/2n 2 . In analogy to the regular
Coulomb functions, the normalized hydrogenic wavefunctions have innermost lobes
that remain approximately invariant in shape and nodal position with increasing n.
However, the amplitudes in these innermost lobes scale as n -3 / 2 , because of space
normalization. The n-3 / 2 scaling law is attributed to Mulliken, who discussed it in
reference [90].
interval r E [O .. oo]. The bound state solutions are given as,
1 1
un,(r)= ~fi ') (2.73)UnI (r) 1 f, 1 , r), (2.73)
where
N = jdrf (- 22'Ir). (2.74)
The space normalization in Eq. 2.73 slightly alters the innermost lobe invari-
ance property of the Coulomb functions discussed previously. While the innermost
lobes remain invariant as a function of the principal quantum number, n, in nodal
positions and shape, the amplitudes in the innermost lobes change, scaling as n- 3/ 2
This scaling relationship results in (i) the n- 3 / 2 scaling law for the ground state to
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Rydberg transition dipole matrix elements, (ii) the n - 3/2 scaling of the perturbation
matrix elements for the valence/Rydberg interactions, and (iii) the n - 3 scaling of the
R.ydberg/Rydberg interaction matrix elements [74]. The innermost lobe invariance
property was discussed by IMulliken in reference [90] and it is sometimes referred to
as 'Mulliken's law' 1
2.2.8 Coulomb Scattering Matrix
In order to obtain the Coulomb scattering matrix, we define the incoming and out-
going Coulomb partial waves as,
+t(e, ) = - (g(e,r) - ifi(E, r)) (2.75)
O (e, r) = - (g91(, r) + if i(, r)). (2.76)
The asymptotic limits of the incoming and outgoing partial waves are obtained from
Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41 as,
i~ (e, --+ o) = l eiln(rk)ei a (2.77)
1 (E, r - o) = 1e-i.(r,k)e-ia (2.78)
where we define the quantities,
l (r, k) = kr - + log(2kr) (2.79)
al = arg(r( + 1 - i/k)). (2.80)
The partial waves for the stationary states of the collision are defined as,
F, (, r) = g-i\eiG' (- - +) (2.81)
= (e- i 1 (r,k) - e2i e"l (rk)) (2.82)
1Prof. Bob Field has brought to my attention that it was Slater who first discussed this invariance
property.
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The factor x/ie i 'a in Eq. 2.81 is a normalization constant and F1(e, r) is normalized to
unit radial flux. This is easily seen by computing the current density for the incoming
and outgoing portions of Ft (e, r) as,
j+ = Int (F (e,r) (r)) , (2.83)
where,
F(c, r)- = e-i71(r,k) (2.84)
F (, r)+ = e2ialei71(r,k). (2.85)
Equation Eq. 2.83 yields j+ =-j- = 1. The pure phase factor, e2i~ ', in Eq. 2.82 is
called the Coulomb scattering matrix in the orbital angular momentum representation
and the parameter, al, defines the Coulomb phase shift. The Coulomb scattering
matrix can be written in the alternate form,
e2i = (1 + 1 - i/k) (2.86)
It is shown in Messiah [85] that the function 0c,(r), defined as a Legendre series
expansion over the partial waves Fl(e, r) as,
00
2(r)= E(21+ l)i+lFl(e,r)PI(cosO), (2.87)
has the closed form asymptotic limit,
0c(r) = exp(ikz - i/k logk(r - z)) + f (O)exp(ikr + i/k log2kr), (2.88)
where,
(I + 1 - i/k) P(cos)f (0) = 2ik (21 + 1)(l + 1 + i/k)
1( ) 2=0.89)
and PI(x) are the Legendre polynomials. The quantity f(0) is called the scattering
amplitude. The wavefunction ,c(r) describes the stationary state of the collision for
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the typical experimental situation in which an electron is incident from z = -oc
toward a target proton positioned at the coordinate system origin and scattered in
the direction 0, subsequently hitting a, detector positioned at a distance r from the
target. No additional coordinates need to be specified, since the collision is planar.
The series expansion for f(0) can be summed to closed form. The result is,
f ()- = cosec2(0/2) exp (i/k log 1/2 (1 - cos) + ir + arg( (1 )) (2.90)
Equation 2.90 yields the Coulomb differential cross section for scattering in terms of
the Rutherford formula,
do 1d= If (0) 12 = k 4s0t' 4 (2.91)df= 4k4sin41
2.2.9 Bound States as Poles of the Coulomb Scattering Ma-
trix
The analytical continuation of the Coulomb scattering matrix to E < 0 is obtained
from Eq. 2.86 as, Sc(V) -r(l +1+ v)(2.92)
where E = -1/2v. Thus, the poles of the scattering matrix correspond to the poles
of the Gamma function, which are located at zero and negative integers. This implies
that the scattering matrix has poles at the values of v such that,
+1 - v = -m m = 0, 1, -oo (2.93)
v=m + 1 + 1. (2.94)
Equation 2.94 yields again the familiar formula for the bound states of the hydro-
gen atom.
This result indicates that an entirely independent theory of bound states can be
developed based on the analytical properties of the scattering matrix defined as a
function of complex valued energy. Quite generally, the bound state energies of a
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quantum mechanical system are located at energies for which the scattering matrix
is infinite. Thus, at the energies of the bound states, the scattered partial waves
represent only outgoing waves at infinity. For the Coulomb problem, the infinite
number of bound state energies lie on the negative real axis in the interval [-1/2,0].
Thus, the outgoing waves become decaying exponentials due to the replacement k -~
i/v. This view of bound states becomes very useful in the theory of quasi-bound
levels, which are located at the poles of the scattering matrix on the fourth quadrant
of the complex E-plane [71].
The Coulomb scattering phase shift derived in Eq. 2.80 has a branch-cut dis-
continuity across the positive real axis on the complex z = 1 + 1 - i/k plane and
it is only physically meaningful when defined modulo r. However, a phase shift as
a continuous function of energy can be obtained by allowing function evaluation on
neighboring Riemann sheets and keeping track of the passings by adding unity to a
winding number every time the parameter z crosses the branch-cut discontinuity 2.
The continuous Coulomb phase shift calculated in this fashion is plotted as a function
of energy in Fig. 2-5. As the energy approaches zero from above, the winding number
for the scattering phase shift increases without bound and the phase shift diverges to
negative infinity. The threshold (E=0) value of the scattering phase shift equals the
number of bound states supported by the potential [104, 96]. Thus, the divergence of
the Coulomb phase shift at the E=0 threshold is a consequence of the infinite number
of bound levels in the presence of a Coulomb potential.
Typically, long-range potentials such as the Coulomb or point-dipole potentials
support an infinity of bound levels, which results in an undesired (divergent) energy
dependence in the scattering matrix close to thresholds. This leads to difficulties in
the application of MQDT to polar molecules, the effective potentials of which have
both Coulomb and strong dipole contributions.
2 This procedure is required since arg(z) is otherwise a multi-valued function.
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Figure 2-5: The Coulomb phase shifts as functions of collision energy. The calcu-
lated phase shifts are shown for angular momenta 1=0, 1, 2 and 3. The phase shifts
diverge to negative infinity at the ionization threshold, E = 0. The divergences are
consequences of the existence of an infinity of Rydberg states that are densely lo-
cated slightly below the ionization threshold. At higher energy, the phase shifts for
each of the angular momenta monotonically increase to zero. Therefore, the scat-
tering matrix approaches unity in the high energy limit. This limiting value of the
scattering matrix implies an incoming partial wave that is exactly in phase with the
outgoing partial-wave, i.e. the electron experiences no time-delay when scattering in
the Coulomb potential. This last statement is justified by the time-dependent version
of scattering theory [34].
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2.3 Single Channel Theory
The single channel theory considers the collision of an electron with an ion-core that
has internal structure. In this case, the physical situation is dictated by the quantum
state of the ion-core, unlike the case of Coulomb scattering for which the ion-core is a
structureless proton. The stationary states of the collision are expressed as functions
of coordinates r that correspond to the internal degrees of freedom and the coordinate
r that measures the radial distance between the two collision partners. The internal
state of the ion-core + electron system, )0 (r), is a vector coupled product of the
electronic and ion-core quantum numbers and it has definite total angular momentum
and parity. In the case of an atom, we can use the LS coupling scheme to express,
'(T) =
Z MsomoMLomlO b'EoSoLoMsoMLo (ri, 'i)Yom'o (, C)Wmso (a)( Somo Mso ISMs)(loLmOMLo ILML),
where ri, ai are the position and spin coordinates of the electrons on the ion core,
0, q, a are the angular and spin coordinates of the scattered electron, Ym denotes a
spherical harmonic and w is the spin function. In quantum chemistry notation [128],
the spin function is characterized as,
o (a) = a(a) (2.95)
= 2~~~~~~~~(2.95)
w_
.
(a) = f(a) (2.96)
f daa*(a)a(a) = f da/*(a)p(a) = 1 (2.97)
f da*(u)/(a)() f da3*(a)a(a) = 0. (2.98)
The quantum numbers Lo and So are the total orbital and spin angular momentum
quantum numbers of the ion-core. Similarly lo and so = are the orbital and spin
angular momentum quantum numbers for the electron. These quantum numbers are
vector coupled to form a total orbital angular momentum L and total spin angular
momentum S for the whole system. The letter m is used to refer to space-fixed
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projections of the aforementioned angular momenta. EoSoOLOAi.SoML() is an electronic
eigenstate of the ion-core with energy eigenvalue E0. The internal state 4b0(T) is said
to define a collision channel . In molecular applications, the collision channel is a
vector coupled product in the Hund's case that is appropriate for the molecule under
study.
The single channel stationary state of the collision is expressed as,
T = o(T) 1r-FO(r), (2.99)
where Fo(r) is a radial function for the scattered electron. The effects of electron
exchange are neglected in Eq. 2.99. This is a good approximation if the ion-core is in
a closed-shell electronic state [112]. The exchange effects will be taken into account
in Chapter 6. The radial differential equation for Fo(r) is derived from the matrix
element,
(%oH - EII) = 0, (2.100)
where H and E are the Hamiltonian and the total energy of the system. We use the
definition of 0o and Eq. 2.99 in Eq.2.100 to obtain,
-dr2- 1)2 + 2(E - Eo) - 2V(r) Fo(r) = 0, (2.101)
where
Vo(r) = (ol I-l r - - Io). (2.102)
n=1Ir-rI r
In Eq. 2.102, N is the total number of electrons on the ion-core and N+1 is the
positive charge on the nucleus. The interelectronic repulsion terms can be expanded
in a Legendre series as,
1 00
Ir- rI E Pl(.rn) (2.103)
where r< = r, r> = r if r > r and r> = rn, r< = r if r < r.
From Eq. 2.103 and by neglecting all potential terms that decrease faster than ,
we can obtain the asymptotic limit of Eq. 2.102 as,
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1
VO(r -+ 00) = --. (2.104)
r
Therefore, the conditions for Coulomb scattering apply. At this point we invoke the
central assumption of quantum defect theory, which states that,
1
Vo(r > ro) =--, (2.105)
for some finite ro.
The radial solution, Fo(r), is required to be bounded at the origin. Since the
centrifugal potential dominates at small r, Fo(r) satisfies,
Fo(T -, 0) = crlo+l, (2.106)
where c is some constant. Based on the central assumption of MQDT in Eq. 2.104,
the potential function is purely Coulombic for values of r larger than r. Then the
general solution Fo(r) must be given by some arbitrary linear combination of the
regular and irregular Coulomb functions beyond ro, i.e.,
Fo(r > ro) = Iofio(Eo, r)- Jogo(Eo, r), (2.107)
where e0 = E - E 0. The values of the parameters Io and Jo are determined from the
asymptotic boundary conditions imposed on Fo(r). Physically relevant solutions are
the radial functions that satisfy: (i) vanishing boundary conditions for bound states,
(ii) standing waves for collision eigenstates, and (iii) incoming/outgoing boundary
conditions for scattering waves. Each of the three physically relevant solutions can
be obtained elegantly from the reaction matrix normalized solution.
The reaction matrix normalized solution is defined as,
FOK(r > ro) = I 1Fo(r > ro) = fio(Co, r)- JoI1 glo(EO, r) (2.108)
= flo(Eo, T)- K 10 (eO)o(E)gO,T), (2.109)
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where Kl ,(o) = JoI' is the single channel reaction matrix. The quantum defect,
I/%1,(o), is obtained from the reaction matrix as,
tan7rtlo(eO) = hK,(eo). (2.110)
2.3.1 Bound States
For e0 < 0, the asymptotic limit of FK(r) can be obtained from Eqs. 2.58 and 2.60
as,
Fj0(rK-~ oc =1( v r(o ±1 r v)r( -jo))/ 2 /i 
r o) {(vro + 1 + e sin7r(v - lo) + tanr/, ()cosr (v - lo)}
(2.111)
where v = -\. The coefficient of er/v must vanish for bound states. This leads to the
condition,
sinr(v - lo) + tan-7rulj(v)cosr(v - lo) = 0
cosrl1o(v)sinr(v - lo) + sin7rl 0o(v)cosir(v - lo) = 0
sin7r(v - lo + Ilo) = 0.
(2.112)
(2.113)
(2.114)
Equation 2.114 implies that bound states occur at values of v such that,
v = m + lo -/lo () m = 1, 2..oo. (2.115)
The integer m cannot be zero or negative for the reasons provided in Section 2.2.5. Equation
2.115 yields the Rydberg formula,
E =Eo- 1
2(n - vlo(E))2 n=m+1o, m= 1,2...oo. (2.116)
The quantum defect as a function of energy can be determined by fitting the Rydberg
formula to the observed energy levels.
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2.3.2 Collision Eigenstates
For eo > 0 the asymptotic limit of the Coulomb functions given in Eqs.2.40 and 2.41 can
be used to determine the asymptotic limit of the reaction matrix normalized solution as,
FK(rDoc) = (sin1)(, k) tan7rt 0 cos4l0o(r, k)), (2.117)
where k = f/-. We rescale Eq. 2.117 to obtain the collision eigenstate as,
Foc(r oo) = cos7rptLOFK(r) (2.118)
= 1i (cosi7rPsin4lo(r, k) + sin7rlilcosslo(r, k)) (2.119)
1 (s
= Vi; (in(O(r, k) + ri)) (2.120)
Equation 2.120 shows that the collision eigenstate is related to the regular Coulomb function,
but with an additional phase shift rplo. Thus, 7r times the quantum defect is the scattering
phase shift.
2.3.3 Scattering Wave
The collision eigenstate in Eq. 2.119 can be rewritten in terms of the outgoing/incoming
waves of Eqs. 2.75 and 2.76 as,
FO&(r) = cos7ruI. I,, 21 )i)+ sinrp1 2 (2.121)2i 2
The scattering wave is obtained from the collision eigenstate by rescaling as,
FoS(r) = -2iei'"'FFO(r) = Al - e2irpg + (2.122)
Equation 2.122 defines the scattering matrix as,
o _2i. _ + iKIo(eO)
SIO(EO) = e2i- = 1 - iK(E o)* (2.123)
Collision observables such as the differential and integral cross sections can now be calculated
from S(eo) as in Section 2.2.8. The results presented in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3
imply the important conclusion that all of the bound and continuum properties of the ion-
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core + electron system can be determined from a single energy dependent parameter, the
quantum defect.
2.3.4 Applications of the Single Channel Theory: Alkali Atoms
Single channel theory finds its most useful applications in the study of Rydberg states of al-
kali atoms. The alkali atoms have simple closed shell cores and the ion-core potentials can be
approximated accurately by Hartree-Slater type pseudopotentials. These pseudopotentials
have the form [20],
1 (Z-1)Vo (r) --- - r e- a l, r (2.124)
where Z is the nuclear charge and the parameter a is chosen to give the best agreement
with the experimental energy levels. More realistic pseudopotentials that take into account
core polarization and electron exchange effects can be developed [120]. However, it has been
shown that the Hartree-Slater potential in Eq. 2.124 is sufficiently accurate for the alkali
atoms [20]. Here, we present a sample calculation of the quantum defect for the s and p
Rydberg series of the lithium atom. The calculation serves to illustrate some important
analytical properties of the quantum defect in the absence of resonance behavior. These
properties are expected to remain valid regardless of the complexity of the problem.
For the lithium atom, the potential parameters a8 and ap have been determined to be
both equal to 2.13. We choose the K-matrix radius, ro, to be equal to ten 3 and normalize
our radial solution such that,
Fo(r -- 0) = r °+l. (2.125)
Equation 2.125 determines the value and the derivative Fo(r) in the vicinity of the origin.
Therefore, the radial Schrodinger equation can be numerically solved by propagating Fo(r)
outward from r 0 to r = ro by the method of finite differences [99]. The calculated
radial channel wavefunctions, Fo(r), for s and p waves are shown in Fig. 2-6 at an energy
e = O.lau. The procedure yields the value and the derivative of Fo(r) at r = r0 . From the
3Quantitatively, ro can be chosen such that the difference between the ion-core potential and the
Coulomb potential is less than one part in a thousand at r = ro.
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Figure 2-6: (A) The numerically determined radial channel wavefunction, Fo(r), for
the lo = 0, s-wave channel. The positions of the first few radial nodes are shifted
inward relative to the positions of the inner radial nodes of the regular s-wave Coulomb
function shown in Fig. 2-1A. This is because the electron sees an effective nuclear
charge, Z(r), that increases toward Z as r approaches zero. The deep potential well
at small r results in larger kinetic energy and faster oscillations in the wavefunction.
(B) The numerically determined radial channel wavefunction, Fo(r), for the lo = 1, p-
wave channel. Similarly, the positions of the first few radial nodes are shifted inward
relative to the positions of the inner radial nodes of the regular p-wave Coulomb
function shown in Fig. 2-2A.
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Figure 2-7: The calculated quantum defect for the s Rydberg series of the lithium
atom. Above the E = 0 ionization threshold, r times the quantum defect becomes
the s-wave scattering phase shift for the e + Li+ collision. The quantum defect varies
slowly as a function of energy in contrast with the strong energy dependence of the
long-range Coulomb phase shift. The quantum defect curve has a negative slope for
all energies. As explained in Chapter 5, the negative slope of the quantum defect
vs E indicates that the s-waves of the lithium atom are of penetrating-type.
Wronskian condition in Eq. 2.43, the constants Io and Jo in Eq. 2.108 can be computed as,
Io = 7r (Fo(ro)gl (o, ro) - Fo (ro)gjo (eo, ro)) (2.126)
Jo = 7r (Fo(ro)g0 (Eo, r) - Fo(ro)gl (Eo ro)) (2.127)
The quantum defect modulo unity can now be determined from Eq. 2.110. The calculated
quantum defects for the s and p Rydberg series of lithium are shown as a function of channel
collision energy (E - Eo = 2Eo) in Figs. 2-7 and 2-8.
The quantum defects for both s and p partial waves have weak and linear energy de-
pendences. They change by approximately five parts in a thousand over an energy interval
of 0.1 au. The reason for the near energy independence of the quantum defect is due to the
calculation of the reaction matrix at short-range (r = ro). At small values of r, the electron
falls in toward the core and picks up a very large kinetic energy. This kinetic energy is
fractionally much less dependent on the channel collision energy than the kinetic energy at
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Figure 2-8: The calculated quantum defect for the p Rydberg series of the lithium
atom. Above the E = 0 ionization threshold, r times the quantum defect becomes
the p-wave scattering phase shift for the e + Li+ collision. The quantum defect varies
slowly and linearly with energy and has a positive slope. As explained in Chapter
5, the positive slope of the quantum defect vs E indicates that the p-waves of the
lithium atom are of nonpenetrating-type.
long-range; it dominantly depends on the potential function or the charge on the nucleus.
For this reason, the collision wavefunction at small r and hence the short-range reaction
matrix is largely insensitive to the choice of collision energy. The computed values of the
quantum defects compare favorably with the experimentally determined quantum defects,
which are reported in reference [20] as Mus = 0.4 and ,/p = 0.05. The near energy indepen-
dence of the quantum defect contrasts with the strong energy dependences of the Coulomb
phase shifts shown in Fig. 2-5. This implies that the calculated K-matrix in the case of the
lithium atom is free of all long-range (Coulomb) field influences.
The quantum defect method is efficient and reliable for the numerical solution of the one
dimensional radial Schr6dinger equation. The bound state wavefunctions are constructed
piecewise by numerical integration in the interval [0, ro] and by forming the appropriate
linear combination of the Coulomb functions for r > ro in order to enforce continuity of the
wavefunction at r = ro. This method is much less time-consuming to implement than the
standard Numerov-Cooley method [19], because it shifts the boundary condition at r --+ oo
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2.4 Multichannel Theory
We obtain the multichannel theory by an immediate matrix generalization of the single
channel theory. The multichannel stationary state of the collision is expressed as,
N,. 1
I = i(T)- Fi(r), (2.128)
i=1
in an expansion over NC number of channels. The superposition of the internal states, Oi(T),
for each channel indexed by i in Eq. 2.128 makes it possible to include the possibility of
electron impact excitation of the ion-core. In some references, the channels used in the
expansion of Eq. 2.128 are called ionization or fragmentation channels. The radial channel
wavefunctions satisfy the close-coupling equations,
(dr2 - °(10 + ) +2(E - Ei) Fi(r) - 2J Vii,(r)Fi,(r) = 0, (2.129)
in analogy to Eq. 2.101. In Eq. 2.129, Ei is the energy eigenvalue for the i'th state of the
ion-core and the potential energy matrix is defined as,
Viqi(r) = (i , N E r- rn 1 I') (2.130)
n=l
and can be approximated as,
1
Viti(r > r) -- , (2.131)
based on the reasons delineated in Section 2.3 . We solve Eqs. 2.129 subject to the boundary
condition,
Fi(r - O) = cirli+l . (2.132)
We postpone application of the asymptotic boundary conditions, which are to be determined
by the physical situation we wish to investigate. It is known from the general theory of
4The Numerov-Cooley method is surprisingly tricky to implement for the Coulomb po-
tential. An algorithm that appears to be stable is provided in the following website:
http://theochem.uwaterloo.ca/ leroy/
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coupled differential equations [61, 21] that a set consisting of NC coupled, second-order linear
equations with NC specified boundary conditions has NC linearly independent solutions. We
label these linearly independent solutions by the index j and rewrite Eq. 2.128 for each
linearly independent solution as,
Nc
j -- Eqi(T) Fij(r). (2.133)
i=l
It is convenient to introduce a matrix notation, which simplifies further manipulations. We
represent the stationary states of the collision as a matrix F, the matrix elements of which
contain only the radial portion of the channel wavefunctions:
Fij = Fij(r). (2.134)
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the j'th column of F and the linearly inde-
pendent solutions, Ij. For example, we can linearly transform F to obtain an alternative
set of solutions, F, as,
F = FT, (2.135)
where the columns of the transformation T are linearly independent 5. The matrix F
corresponds to an alternative set of linearly independent solutions, j}, such that,
Tj = Ei c i(T)-Fij(r) (2.136)
A/j = Nc Fij,(r)Tjj. (2.137)
We define the diagonal matrices f and g such that,
fij = fii (ei, r)Jij (2.138)
gij = gi (ei, r)Jij, (2.139)
(2.140)
where ei = 2(E - Ei). By Eq. 2.131, the solution F can be expressed for r > ro, as a linear
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5In other words, T is of rank Nc.
combination of f and g,
where
F(r > ro) fI - gJ,
Iij = 7r (Fij(ro)g(Eiro) - Fi'j(ro)gi(ci,ro))
Jij = r (Fij(ro)g (,ro) - Fij (7o)g (i, ro))
(2.141)
(2.142)
(2.143)
in analogy to Eqs. 2.126 and 2.127. The reaction matrix normalized solutions can be
obtained by transforming F as,
FK = FI- 1 (2.144)
= f - gK, (2.145)
where Eq. 2.145 defines the multichannel reaction matrix as,
K = JI- 1. (2.146)
The multichannel quantum defect matrix is obtained from the reaction matrix as,
p = -arctanK
7r
(2.147)
These two matrices, p and K, are the central constructs of MQDT.
2.4.1 The Case where All Channels are Closed: Bound States
A channel is said to be closed if the channel collision energy, ei < 0. The physical situation
in a closed channel corresponds to scattering at negative energy. We let ei = - . For all
channels closed, the asymptotic limit of the reaction matrix normalized solutions follows
from Eqs.2.58 and 2.60 as,
FK(r -- oo) = (Si + CoK), (2.148)
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where
Si=,j e / i ' (ir(i + li + 1)r(( - li))1/2 sin(v - l)6ij (2.149)
Coij = e7/ ) (vir(ui + i + 1)r(v - li))/2 cosTr(vi - li)Sij. (2.150)
Let b denote the column vector for a bound state. The bound state, just as any other
state, is given by some linear combination of the general solutions F. We write this linear
combination as,
b = FB, (2.151)
where B is a column vector. The bound state asymptotic boundary condition requires that
the coefficients of the increasing exponentials in Eq. 2.148 must vanish in each channel.
This condition leads to the set of equations,
E [sin7r(vi - 1)6ij + cosr(vi - 1)Kij] Bj = 0 (2.152)
E (tan7rvisij + Kij) Bj = 0. (2.153)
Non-trivial solutions to Eq. 2.153 are found at values of Vi such that,
detltanrYviSij + Kijl = 0. (2.154)
Equation 2.154 is the MQDT quantization condition. If we are interested in values of energy
that are very far below all ionization thresholds, we can make the approximation
ei = 2(E - Ei) 2(E - Eo) e0, (2.155)
for all i, where Eo denotes the lowest ionization threshold. In this approximation Eq. 2.154
becomes an eigenvalue equation, the solution of which is,
tanrvo = -tanr (vo), (2.156)
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where tanl7rp,(vo) denotes an eigenvalue of the reaction matrix. The quantities l,(vo) are
called the eigenquantum defects. Equation 2.156 implies that.
vo = -/p,(vo) n = 1,2 .. oc (2.157)
1
E = E- 2(n-/a(v 0))2 (2.158)
Equation 2.158 is the generalized Rydberg formula of MQDT and it remains valid far from
ionization thresholds. Each different value of a labels a different Rydberg series.
The Lu-Fano Plot
The Lu-Fano plot is an useful device for visualizing channel interactions for the two-channel
problem. The Lu-Fano plot can be generalized for more than two channels 6. However, the
reaction matrix is usually used directly to analyze the many-channel problem, because the
parametric equations of the Lu-Fano plot become cumbersome and impractical for a fit to
experimental data. The Lu-Fano plot finds its full qualitative power in the case of two
channels.
The Lu-Fano plot is derived from the MQDT quantization condition in Eq. 2.154. In
a first step, the MQDT quantization condition is re-written in a representation in which
the reaction matrix is diagonal (the eigenchannel representation). In order to derive this
representation, we write Eq. 2.148 as,
FK = Si - CoUtanrlU T , (2.159)
where the columns of U are the eigenvectors of the reaction matrix. The eigenchannel
representation is obtained by transforming FK as,
Fa = FKUcos7rla (2.160)
= SiUcos-7rjt + CoUsinrpl,. (2.161)
6An example is provided in Chapter 1, where the Lu-Fano plot is constructed for five of the
Rydberg channels of the Xe atom.
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In component form, the eigenchannels can be written as,
F = -e (vi(vi + i + 1)r(v - li))'/2 Uiosinr(vi - li + 7ria/). (2.162)
The vanishing boundary condition imposed at = oc yields the form of the MQDT quan-
tization condition that is used to generate the Lu-Fano plot 7,
detlUiasinr(vi + rwp)I = 0. (2.163)
For the two-channel problem, the orthogonal eigenvectors of the reaction matrix can be
written as
U 1 cos (2.164)
sinO
( -sinG N
u = , (2.165)
cosO
where 0 is interpreted as a rotation angle in channel space. From Eqs. 2.164 and 2.165, we
can write the quantization condition explicitly as,
F(v2, vl) = cos2sin7r(v1 + L,,)Sinlr(v2 + /'a2) + sin2 sinrr(v1 + Ia,,)sinir(v2 + tam) = 0.
(2.166)
For each given bound state with energy En, we can define two effective principal quantum
numbers as,
1
ni = (2.167)2(E - E,)
n2 = A (2.168)2(E2 - Es)' (2.168)
where E1 and E2 are the ionization thresholds for channels 1 and 2. In the (vl, v2) plane,
the point (nl, n2) must lie on the curve defined by the set of points (vl, v2) that satisfy the
quantization condition in Eq. 2.166. Equation 2.166 implies that the plot of F(vl, v2) is
periodic in squares of unit side length in the (l, v2) plane. That is, the value of F(vl, v2) is
7We do not need to include li in Eq. 2.163, because li is an integer
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the same at the point (, v) such that v = Vl + 1 and v = 2 + 1. Then, it is sufficient to
plot F(u 2, vI) within the first quadrant unit square 8 to describe the entire spectrum. This
requires that the principal quantum numbers determined from the spectrum are evaluated
modulo one:
nl= inod( a> (2.169)
n ?nod( 2(E1 - En)' 1) (2.169)
1
n2 = mod( IE 1). (2.170)
When the two principal quantum numbers are defined modulo one, the negative of the
principal quantum number, -l, is the quantum defect, p1l, in the first channel. The Lu-
Fano plot is typically constructed from the set of points (v 2, pl) that satisfy F(v 2, i =
-vl) = 0 in the first quadrant. Lu-Fano plots for four different values of the rotation angle,
0, and fixed eigenquantum defect values t,, = 0.4 and P1 2 = 0.6 are shown in Fig. 2-9.
When 0 = 0, the Lu-Fano plot consists of a vertical and a horizontal branch that cross
through each other. This implies a constant quantum defect for the two ionization channels
in the absence of channel interaction and mixing. When 0 $ 0, the quantum defect varies in
both the vertical and horizontal branches resulting in the appearance of an avoided crossing
between the two branches. The non-constant values of the quantum defects imply that the
two ionization channels are strongly mixed on the curved portions of the plot.
Figures 2-9B and C demonstrate that the gap between the two branches increases as
0 increases toward 7r/4. A value of = r/4 implies that the two channels are completely
mixed, as can be inferred from Eqs. 2.164 and 2.165. The eigenchannel decomposition
begins to return to the uncoupled channel limit as increases above r/4 toward a value of
7r/2. This is the reason for the appearance of a smaller gap in Fig 2-9C for 0 = 3r/8. The
Lu-Fano plot reduces to the two vertical branches shown in Fig. 2-9A at 0 = r/2. Clearly,
the gap between the two branches in the Lu-Fano plot provides a visual estimate of the
channel interaction strength.
The quantum defect parameters can be obtained from the Lu-Fano plot by the following
device. At the points such that vl = 2 = - 1, Eq. 2.166 is satisfied when 1 = or
sThe first quadrant unit square is chosen by convention. Sometimes it is more instructive to use
the interval [-1/2, 1/2] rather than [0, 1], especially when nonpenetrating states lie close to integer
principal quantum numbers.
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Figure 2-9: Lu-Fano Plots calculated for eigenquantum defects ,u, = 0.6 and /, 2 =
0.4. (A) The Lu-Fano plot for = 0. In this case of a vanishing rotation angle, the
channels do not interact and the Lu-Fano plot consists of a horizontal and a vertical
branch that depict constant quantum defects in the two ionization channels. (B) The
Lu-Fano plot for = ir/8. A non-zero value of the rotation angle results in a Lu-
Fano plot with curvature in both branches. The curvature and the non-zero slope in
the branches depict energy dependences of the quantum defects in the two ionization
channels. These energy dependences are a consequence of channel interactions and
mixings. The slope at each point on the Lu-Fano plot is equal to the amplitude
squared ratio of the ionization channels in the collision stationary state. Maximal
channel mixing occurs at the inflection points on the graph. The magnitude of the
repulsion between the two branches at the avoided crossing is proportional to the off-
diagonal matrix element of the reaction matrix. (C) The Lu-Fano plot for 0 = 7r/4.
The magnitude of the gap at the avoided crossing is larger than the magnitude of the
gap at the avoided crossing visible in (B). This implies a stronger channel coupling
at this value of 0. (D) The Lu-Fano plot for 0 = 3r/8. The channel interaction is
weaker for this case than the interaction in (C), as evidenced by the smaller gap at the
avoided crossing. The channel interactions get weaker as 0 approaches the uncoupled
channel limit, = 7/2.
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IL1 = Pa2. Thus the eigenquantum defects can be determined from the ordinates of the
intersection of the curve F(v2, 1i) = 0 with the main diagonal t1 = -2. The derivative of
the quantum defect with respect to v2 is obtained from Eq. 2.166 as,
01 cos20siinr(vl + tL,)COS7r(V2 -+ /1a2) + sin20sin7r(/l + /ol2 )COS7r(v2 + -a,1)
Oa2 cos20cos7r(v +I pl,)sin(v 2 + 102) + sin20sin7r(v2 + al)cosr(vi + )' (2.171)
It follows from Eq. 2.171 that the slope of the quantum defect with respect to v2 is equal
to tan 20 and cot2 0 at the two intersections of the Lu-Fano plot with the main diagonal.
Therefore,
arctan ()2=-1/21a or (2.172)
0 = arccot (E) I=V2=-A2 (2.173)
Using Eqs. 2.172 and 2.173, the reaction matrix can be determined from a graphical analysis
of the Lu-Fano plot. Fano [112] shows that the slope of Eq. 2.171 at any point (v2,11) on
the F(v2, pl) = 0 curve may be interpreted as the ratio of the amplitudes (or the fractional
characters) of the two fragmentation channels in the collision eigenchannel. This ratio,
sometimes called the branching ratio, is given as,
p' _ / Z\2
=02 (Z 1 ) 2 (2.174)
Thus, when a branch is horizontal all of the amplitude is in the first channel whereas when
a branch is vertical all the amplitude is in the second channel. In the general case when
the Lu-Fano plot has curvature, the magnitudes of the slopes at various points yield the
branching ratios into the two fragmentation channels. The inflection points mark the states
for which the channels are maximally mixed. This mathematical result forms the basis for
much of the qualitative discussion in Chapter 1.
The magnitudes of the gaps at the avoided crossings (the repulsion between the two
branches) shown in Figs.2-9B-D are proportional to the off-diagonal matrix element of
the reaction matrix [41]. The gap is quantitatively measured as the difference between
the abscissa at the inflection point to the abscissa at the point of closest approach of the
two branches [41]. The tangent of r times this distance yields the off-diagonal element
of the reaction matrix in a phase-renormalized representation [41]. The graphical analysis
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for determining the quantum defect parameters from the Lu-Fano plot is outlined on the
expanded view of Fig. 2-9 shown in Fig. 2-10.
2.4.2 The Case for All Channels Open: Continuum
A collision channel is said to be open if the collision energy ei > 0. We let k2 = ei. For all
channels open, the reaction matrix normalized solutions in Eq. 2.141 can be expressed as,
FK(r > ro) = f - gK (2.175)
= -((-g - if)(I - iK) - (-g + if)(I + iK)) (2.176)
- (-(I - iK) - +(I + iK)), (2.177)
where I is an NC dimensional identity matrix and 01I denote diagonal matrices of func-
tions, the diagonal elements of which correspond to 0b _(ei, r) . The scattering solutions are
obtained by transforming FK as,
Fs = -2iFK(I - iK)-l (2.178)
= b-r - +(I + iK)(I - iK) - l (2.179)
= - - 0+S. (2.180)
Equation 2.180 defines the multichannel scattering matrix as,
S = (I + iK)(I - iK)- ', (2.181)
which is the multichannel generalization of Eq. 2.123. By definition we can express the
reaction matrix as,
K = Utan7rpaUT , (2.182)
where U is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and tan7r/Ia is the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues of the reaction matrix. The eigenquantum defect, Au,, was defined in Section
2.4.1. From the factorization of the reaction matrix in Eq. 2.182, we can rewrite,
(I + iK) = Ue ra cosrMaUT (2.183)
(I - iK)-l = UTcosw7rM-leir U. (2.184)
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Figure 2-10: The graphical analysis for determining the quantum defect parameters
from the Lu-Fano plot. The eigenquantum defects are equal to the ordinates of the
intersections of the main diagonal with the two branches of the Lu-Fano plot. The
slopes of the tangent lines to the Lu-Fano plot at the two intersection points are cotO
for 2 = -1 = pa2 and tans for 2 = -l = p,,. Therefore, the rotation angle can be
determined from the slope of the tangent line at either of the intersection points. As
marked in the plot, the gap is measured as the difference between the abscissa at the
inflection point of the lower branch to the abscissa at the point of closest approach of
the two branches. The tangent of w7 times this value gives the off-diagonal element of
the reaction matrix in a special phase-renormalized form. This form of the reaction
matrix is derived in reference [41].
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From Eqs. 2.183 and 2.184, an alternate definition of the symmetric scattering matrix is
obtained as,
S = Ue 2i7r' UT, (2.185)
which is also the multichannel generalization of Eq. 2.123 in terms of the scattering phase
shifts. The amplitude-squared elements of the scattering matrix, IS Ij, are interpreted as
the probability amplitude for a transition from an incoming channel j of the system to an
outgoing channel i, after the collision of the electron with the ion-core 9. The scattering
observables such as the differential and integral cross sections can be computed from the
scattering matrix, following the procedure outlined in Section 2.2.8.
2.4.3 The Case of a Mixture of Closed and Open Channels:
Autoionizing Resonances
In the case of a mixture of closed and open channels, vanishing asymptotic boundary condi-
tions must be imposed in the closed channels whereas incoming/outgoing wave asymptotic
boundary conditions must be imposed in the open channels. The use of bound state bound-
ary conditions in the closed channels results in occurrences of poles of the scattering matrix
that lie on the fourth quadrant in the complex-E plane. These types of poles of the scat-
tering matrix are known as Feshbach resonances and they correspond to quasi-bound levels
that exist for finite amounts of time before decaying into an adjacent continuum 10. This
process, which is illustrated in Fig. 2-11, is called autoionization in MQDT. A related pro-
cess is predissociation, which arises in molecular applications of MQDT. Predissociation is
the fragmentation of the molecule into two separated atoms and it is a consequence of the
interaction of Rydberg states with a repulsive valence electronic state. The mathematical
9In other words, IS12j is the probability amplitude for electron impact excitation from j to i.
1
°In reality, all states accessible by the experiment are quasi-bound states in the sense of the true
Hamiltonian of the system. The true Hamiltonian of the system differs from the Hamiltonian for the
isolated system that we use in the quantum mechanical calculations. The true Hamiltonian involves
infinitely many degrees of freedom due to external perturbations such as collision of the molecule
with other molecules in the container or with the walls of the container. These types of perturbations
can be rigorously accounted for by a statistical treatment. Nevertheless, we can include the external
perturbations in the isolated model if we accept that all states are quasi-bound states with a finite
natural life-time. A rigorous analysis of the natural life-time is not attempted in this thesis, but
there are many treatments available elsewhere. However, we note that the natural life-times are
typically much longer than the life-times of the autoionizing resonances described here. Exceptions
might arise under extreme experimental conditions of temperature and pressure.
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Figure 2-11: A schematic representation of autoionizing resonances. The Rydberg
states converging to an ionization threshold with energy E1 (an excited state of the
ion-core) interact with the continuum above a lower ionization threshold with energy
E0. The coupling to the continuum causes the Rydberg levels to become quasi-bound
states that exist for finite amounts of time. They autoionize by decaying into the
adjacent continuum. Autoionizing resonances appear as broadened lines in Rydberg
spectra.
analysis of both types of Feshbach resonances are identical. We return to this topic after
introducing resonance scattering theory in Section 2.5.
2.4.4 The Frame Transformation
In this section, we specialize to the molecular applications of MQDT. The molecular ap-
plications require the full machinery of the multichannel theory, because even for elastic
scattering, the problem is of a multichannel nature due to the nonspherical nature of the
molecular ion-core and orbital angular momentum mixing 11 . The inelastic processes arise
from the rovibrational channel interactions that result in exchange of energy between the
Rydberg electron and the ro-vibrational degrees of freedom. The stationary state of the
collision is given by Eq. 2.133, while each channel is associated with a set of quantum
"In some molecular applications, the orbital angular momentum quantum number of the Rydberg
electron is assumed to be approximately conserved. This is the case in the H2 example presented in
Chapter 1. Such an assumption is a poor approximation for polar or non-planar molecules.
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numbers that describe the internal state of the core and the orbital angular momentum for
the departing electron. For a diatomic molecule with a case (b) ion-core, these quantum
numbers can be written as,
i {v+, N+, n+, A+, li, 71+, (2.186)
where the superscript + denotes quantum numbers that describe the quantum state of
the ion-core. These quantum numbers include, the vibrational quantum number (v+), the
rotational quantum number(N+), the quantum number for the electronic state of the ion-
core (n+), and the projection of the ion-core orbital angular momentum on the internuclear
axis (A+). On the other hand, li is the value of the orbital angular momentum quantum
number of the Rydberg electron in the specified channel, i. The quantum number r = ±1
is a symmetry index that yields the parity eigenvalue for the overall state of the ion-core
as,
Ilv +, N +, n+, rl+) = rq+(-1)N+ Iv+, N+, n+, 7r+) . (2.187)
A detailed explanation of the symmetry index, 7r, is provided in Chapter 1, Eqs. 1.19-1.23.
The internal state for the i'th channel can be written as,
N\+ . n+ A+,N +Oi EYiim(0, ) (IA+)DA+,M-m + 71 _ - A+)D-A+ Mm) Xv+ RA+N (R)
m
x(liMN+M- mNM)( 8-7r2 + A+O) 
where R is the internuclear distance and Xn'+'N+(R) is a vibrational wavefunction
that depends on the electronic-rotation state of the ion-core. For low energy scattering,
electronic excitation of the ion-core by electron impact can be neglected and A+, n+ can be
taken as conserved quantities. Typically, these quantum numbers would denote the ground
electronic state of the ion-core. The definition, i of the channel internal state yields a
long-range reaction matrix for each value of the conserved quantities, qr+, N, A+, n+ as,
Kij = K N' +v+, +'+' (2.188)liN+v+ ,IjN+ v+t·
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Theoretically, the long-range reaction matrix can be computed using Eqs. 2.141 and 2.146.
However, this turns out to be exceedingly difficult ill practice. The difficulty arises from the
evaluation of the potential energy matrix elements in Eq. 2.130 that requires an integration
over functions, which are expressed in a mixture of body fixed and space-fixed coordinates.
These integrations would simplify if the stationary state of the collision could somehow be
expressed purely in body-fixed coordinates. In other words, we seek a Born-Oppenheimer
factorization of the collision stationary state, so that the powerful integration methods
of quantum chemistry can be employed in the reaction matrix calculation. The Born-
Oppenheimer factorization of the collision stationary state is made possible by the principle
of frame transformation [30, 64]. For this reason, the frame transformation forms the
essential link between quantum defect theory and ordinary quantum chemistry. The frame
transformation is based on the observation that there exists a region of space, characterized
by electronic distances ro < r < r2, such that all interactions are Coulombic and the electron
is sufficiently close to the ion-core as to permit the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to
be valid. The various electronic distances that depict the range of validity of the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation and the fragmentation limit in which Eq. 2.186 applies, are
diagrammatically shown in Fig. 2-12. In the Born-Oppenheimer region, we define short-
range channels of the form,
s 1 {,8, A+, n+, , (2.189)
where A is the projection of i on the internuclear axis and q is an alternate symmetry index
used in the definition of the short-range internal states. The short-range internal states are
defined as,
Xn+A+,N+(R) ( 2+1
s (Yl(0', 0')IA+)D-A+A+M  Y1-A(0 0' I - A+)DNA A+M) XV+ R 2 + 6 A+1)0
(2.190)
and the channel energy is given by es = 2(Es - E). Next, we assume that the spacings
between the ro-vibrational levels of the ion-core are small in comparison to the electronic
binding energy. Therefore, we drop the s subscript on and approximate,
eS e e, (2.191)
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Figure 2-12: Electronic radial distances characterizing the frame transformation. The
core is in the range 0 < r < ro. In this region, complicated many-body interactions
prevail and there is no simple description of the Rydberg electron's motion. When
r > ro all interactions between the ion-core and the electron are Coulombic. The
region labeled B is characterized by electronic radial distances such that ro < r < rl.
In this region, the electron is sufficiently close to the ion-core as to permit the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation to be valid. Therefore the channel wavefunction can be
expressed using body-fixed coordinates in terms of a Born-Oppenheimer factoriza-
tion (short-range channel wavefunction). The analytic form of this wavefunction is
known since all interactions are Coulombic. Beyond rl, the electronic kinetic energy
becomes smaller than the rovibrational energy spacings of the core, rendering the
Born-Oppenheimer assumption invalid. The region labeled A is characterized by ra-
dial distances such that r > ro. In this range, the long-range representation in terms
of the fragmentation channels in Eq. 2.186 is valid. The long-range representation
does not assume a Born-Oppenheimer factorization. Regions A and B overlap in the
interval r < r < rl. In this overlap region, the short-range channel wavefunction
can be transformed to the form of the long-range wavefunction. The equations of
this transformation that connect the two representations are called frame transfor-
mation equations, since they involve coordinate transformations from body-fixed to
space-fixed coordinates.
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for all s. In Eq. 2.191, e = Eo - E, where E0 is the energy of the ion-core ground state. The
short-range channel internal state yields the definition of the short-range reaction matrix
as,
Kst(R) = KA.1,tAt(R)6A,t (2.192)
The short-range reaction matrix depends parametrically on the internuclear distance and
it is an appropriate subject for an electronic structure calculation. In order to make the
connection to the long-range representation, we expand the collision stationary state in the
Born-Oppenheimer region as,
't(T) = s sFt(ro < r < rl) (2.193)
= Es s (fi. (, r)S6t - g (, r)Kt(R)) (2.194)
= Yi ifit(e,r)(bilt) - i Ysg ls(er)(iKst(R)[ls) (2.195)
Next, we transform Eq. 2.195 as,
Ij(r) = t t(r)(ctsj) (2.196)
= ]it fit (ef r)( i t)(Ot j) - YE]i tsg (e, r)(0i Kst(R)I 0s)(0tl j) (2.197)
= Ei i (fii (ei, )6ij - gl,(ei,r) ts(0ilKst(R)lIs)(0t l.j)) . (2.198)
Equation 2.198 follows from Eq. 2.197 because of Eq. 2.191 and the result that (iKSt(R) (R ) =
0 unless i = i. Equation 2.198 defines the long-range reaction matrix in terms of the short-
range matrix as,
Kij = (qSiIKst(R)ls)(0tlJj). (2.199)
ts
An explicit form for the long-range reaction matrix is derived using the definitions of Xi
and qs to yield,
K N,7+,+,in+ = ( N+ I1X)LtNi±+A+7N(v+ lKl,,ij,A(R)Iv+')((AN+' )tjN+'l+A+lNliN+v+,ljN+tv+ A
(2.200)
where,
(v+lK,,()lv / d X, A+N+ N (R)li rXn+,A+'N+(v+J1,,1,lXtRv+ (R)K1(R) (R) (2.201)
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and,
(XIN+)lN+lA+?aNN = (IA N+A+lN+NA) (2N+ + 1)1/2 1 + rr+(_1)N- - N+ (2.202)(A ) l(2N + 1)1/2 2
Equation 2.200 constitutes the ro-vibrational frame transformation. The frame transfor-
mation relation implies that all ro-vibrational channel interactions embodied by the long-
range reaction matrix can be determined from knowledge of the short-range reaction matrix.
Therefore, ab initio reaction matrix calculations aim to compute the short-range reaction
matrix and they make use of the clamped-nuclei (Born-Oppenheimer) approximation.
Several useful approximations of the frame transformation can be obtained. First, if the
inter-nuclear motion is neglected, Eq. 2.200 simplifies to,
K N,,q+ An = (N+ I n* N77 7NKi,,jA(Req)(AN+' )Xj N + ' + A + AN , (2.203)
A
where Req is the equilibrium internuclear distance of the ion-core in its specified electronic
state. The reduced frame transformation in Eq.2.203 is often sufficient to study electron-
rotation interactions (i.e. -uncoupling). Building from this result, we can include small
oscillations of the nuclei about the equilibrium geometry by expanding to first order in R,
KN,n+,A+,n+ _ E( N+7+A+71NK t (R )(IjN+')N++A+nN v+ +,liN+v+, ijN4.v =t -- ,A(R,,(IN+'
+ y]A(N+A) N+?+A+jN(v+ (R -R) )
81 R(AiN+ vq)v + )
= ZA(N+I A)IiN+n+A+7ANKNli,l, (Req)(AIN+' )ljN+ ' +AflA N jv+v+,
+ ,A(N+ I )liN+?+A+IAN aKqjlA(R q) (AIN+' )ljN+'i+A+AN
X V (v r (fV++l)v+ + 6(V+-)V+)
where nuc is the reduced nuclear mass and we+ is the ion-core vibrational frequency. This
expression of the frame transformation can employed in a fit of the quantum defect param-
eters (the reaction matrix) to experimental data, which samples electron-vibration channel
interactions but is insensitive to the energy dependence of the short-range reaction matrix.
In the absence of resonances, we can also write an explicit energy dependence of the short-
range reaction matrix by expanding about the binding energy = 0 to first order in e. This
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yields,
KN,r +,\+ ,n+
liN+v+ ,1jN+'v+'
,i(N+ )'iN4.+A+,'Ni (K9 )+ KjijA(R'eq)) N " 'A 71 + +A vZ\A(N +IA)I N + ) +A +IA N (Ki,lj,A(Req) ± df +E (AIN+'+ eAN
± Z:(N+IA)iiN+?+A+7:AN 9Kt j,1,' (: Ree1 ) (AIN+')1.,N+',?+A4AN
aR
X/2/1n.,W~ ( V v+ -l 6(v++l)v+' + V+6(v+l)iv+')
This expression can be employed in the fit if there is sufficient data to sample energy
dependences. However, the formula becomes inadequate for a fit in the presence of shape
and Feshbach resonances. In such cases, resonance formulas that describe the explicit energy
dependences of elements of the reaction matrix must be used. These resonance formulas
are derived in Section 2.5.
The Molecular Eigenquantum Defects
The asymptotic limits of the Born-Oppenheimer factorized collision stationary states are,
F = f(e, r) - g(e, r)K(R), (2.204)
where K(R) is the short-range reaction matrix. Application of the asymptotic boundary
conditions for bound states to Eq. 2.204 yields, from Eqs.2.157 and 2.158, the Rydberg
formula,
1En(R) = Eo(R)-2(n-a(n, R))2' (2.205)
where Eo(R) is the energy of the ion-core ground electronic state and ta(n,R) is the
molecular eigenquantum defect. The R-dependence of the eigenquantum defect follows
from the R-dependence of the short-range reaction matrix. In Eq. 2.205, the values of
Eo(R) as a function of R form the potential energy curve for the ground electronic state of
the ion, whereas En(R) is the potential energy curve for the n'th excited electronic state
within a given Rydberg series (labeled by a) of the neutral molecule. The eigenquantum
defects can be obtained by inverting Eq. 2.205, if the potential curves En(R) and Eo(R) are
known. These curves can be determined from a standard electronic structure calculation.
There are several difficulties associated with this kind of approach that must be mentioned.
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First, the potential energy curves, E(R), obtained from the output of a high-level
electronic structure code, such as Gausian 03, become increasingly more inaccurate for
higher electronic states. The inaccuracy arises from the divergent nature of the density of
electronic states near ionization thresholds, which cannot be reproduced by an expansion of
the electronic wavefunction over a finite basis, as is the case in a variational calculation. One
can assume that the eigenquantum defects have a very weak and linear energy dependence,
as for the eigenquantum defects of the Li atom calculated in Section 2.3.4. Then, the
eigenquantum defects as a function of energy can be calculated from the lowest few excited
electronic states of the molecule, which are accurately determined by the quantum chemistry
code. However, the weak energy dependence assumption is again violated in the presence
of resonances.
An additional difficulty is that the inversion of the molecular potential curves yields only
the eigenquantum defects of the reaction matrix, but not its eigenvectors. The full short-
range reaction matrix must be known for the purposes of the frame transformation and
the analysis of the ro-vibrational channel interactions. The energy eigenvalues En(R) may
potentially be used in a fit that employs the MQDT quantization condition to determine the
multidimensional reaction matrix. However, such a fit is likely to suffer from convergence
problems in high dimensional problems, without a good initial guess for the reaction matrix.
In light of these difficulties, it is desirable to develop an electronic structure calculation that
produces directly the short-range reaction matrix. This is the topic of Chapter 3.
2.5 Resonance Scattering Theory
The theory of resonances can be rigorously derived using a wavepacket description and
the time-dependent version of scattering theory [34, 18]. In the time-independent picture,
a resonance theory that is consistent with observations can be developed from a formal
ansatz. This ansatz, which is motivated in Section 2.2.9, states that quasi-bound levels
occur at the poles of the scattering matrix on the fourth quadrant of the complex E plane.
For the single channel case, the scattering matrix with such a pole can be expressed as,
E - Eres - i ?
SI = .- e i r (2.206)E - E, + 2
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where p0 is a resonance free background phase shift. The quasi-bound level described by
the pole of the scattering matrix has an energy Eres - ir and a time evolution factor,
e-iEt ei(E,e-ir)t -iE.,,t (2.207)
Thus, the square amplitude probability of finding the system in a quasi-bound level decreases
exponentially with time as e-rt. We identify as the lifetime of the quasi-bound state.
Equation 2.206 can be rewritten as,
S = e2i rle 2i- ° (2.208)
where the resonant quantum defect ,i is given by,
IL = (l/)arctan( 2(Er (2.209)
and the total scattering phase-shift is obtained from Eqs.2.208 and 2.209 as,
l = 7rpl + arctan( 2(E E) (2.210)2(E,,, - E)
Equation 2.210 is the Breit-Wigner form for the resonant phase shift [104] . The inverse
tangent function in Eq. 2.210 is evaluated by convention in the [0,7r] branch. Therefore,
the scattering phase shift rll rises rapidly by r over an energy width of magnitude 2r, as
E crosses the value Eres, becoming r/2 when E = Eres. The typical resonant behavior of
the scattering phase shifts for fixed Eres = 0.lau and various choices of F are shown in Fig.
2-13. Wigner uses a wavepacket argument in reference [136] to demonstrate that the energy
derivative of the phase shift corresponds to the total time spent by the scattered electron
in the ion-core before reemerging in an outgoing radial wave. This collision time-delay is
given by,
= 2dE. (2.211)dE'
If the background phase shift is nearly energy independent, the collision time-delay can be
calculated from Eq. 2.210 as,
F
(Eres- E)2 +± ' (2.212)
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Figure 2-13: The behavior of the scattering phase shift on resonance. The scattering
phase shifts are shown for three values of the resonance width, F, and a common res-
onance center , E = Ere = 0.1au. The background phase is assumed to be zero. The
curves increase by r across their energy width becoming 7r/2 at E = Ere,. A smaller
resonance width corresponds to a sharper rise in the scattering phase shift. Such
narrow, isolated resonances can easily be fitted to the Breit-Wigner form to obtain
the resonance parameters. However, difficulties arise in fitting a broad resonance to
the Breit-Wigner form, especially if the background phase is energy dependent. An
additional difficulty might originate from the presence of multiple broad resonances
that may overlap. We discuss how to analyze these types of resonances in Chapter
5.
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Thus, the time delay is a Lorentzian in energy with a maximum at E = Ees and a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of F. The indicated maximum corresponds to a resonance
capture process of the electron by the ion-core. We interpret Eres as the resonance energy
and F as the resonance width. The portion of the scattering amplitude due to short-range
ion-core/electron interactions is obtained from Eq. 2.89 as,
C(0) = (21+ l)e2ial(e2 i '1 - 1)P(cosO), (2.213)
I
where al is the Coulomb phase-shift. Equation 2.213 yields the short-range portion of the
total scattering cross section as,
OTOT = 27r f dOf()2sinO (2.214)
= E par (2.215)
where the partial cross section, at, is obtained from Eq. 2.213 as,
ar = 2 (21 + 1)sin2 r1. (2.216)
In Eq. 2.216, k2 = 2(E - Eo), where E is the energy of the channel internal state, as
before. Substituting Eq. 2.210 in Eq. 2.216, one obtains,
.4,1~(r~l)(sin r2cos2rt° - 2r(E - Er,,)sin2rr! °
t.ar = k(21 + 1) sin2 o + s r 4 -2(E - Ere)Si 27 N (2.217)7'./1 ±2 4(E, - E)2± 2 /
When the background quantum defect is an integer, the cross section simplifies to the
special symmetric form,
= 42-(21 + 1± ) E)2+ (2.218)
which is a Lorentzian with FWHM of r when rescaled with a factor of Z2 The cross4ir(21+1)
section has an asymmetric line shape when the background quantum defect differs from an
integer. Resonance line shapes (a r rescaled with a factor of 4i 1)) for various constant
values of the background quantum defect are displayed in Fig. 2-14. Additional distortions
in the line shape arise when the background quantum defect has an energy dependence.
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This energy dependence complicates the parametric fitting of an experimental resonance to
the Breit-Wigner form, especially if the resonance has a broad width.
2.5.1 Shape Resonances
A resonance is called a shape resonance if the internal state of the system remains unchanged
upon disintegration of the quasi-bound level. Thus, all single channel resonances are of the
shape resonance type. Shape resonances may also arise in multichannel elastic scattering
processes. Shape resonances are caused by the trapping of the scattered electron within an
attractive well in the core potential Vo(r) defined in Eq. 2.102. This type of feature in the
core potential is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2-15. The electron can escape this well by
quantum tunneling through a repulsive barrier. The tunneling results in an increased time
delay and the time delay reaches a maximum at the resonance energy, Eres. In the limit of
an infinitely high barrier, the state with the energy Eres would be a bound state with an
infinite life-time. Thus, the resonance width and the resonance center energy depend on the
height and width of the repulsive barrier as well as the width of the attractive well. Simple
formulas relating the resonance parameters to the shape of the potential function cannot be
derived using exact quantum mechanics. However, Child [16] uses the WKB approximation
to derive such shape resonance formulas. These formulas can be used to obtain the shape
of the potential function in the barrier region from experimentally determined resonance
parameters. In Chapter 5, the profound effects of a multichannel shape resonance on the
Rydberg spectrum of the molecule CaF are discussed.
2.5.2 Feshbach Resonances
A resonance is called a Feshbach resonance if the internal state of the system is changed
upon disintegration of the quasi-bound level. Therefore, Feshbach resonances always arise
in multichannel inelastic scattering processes. The autoionizing resonances mentioned in
Section 2.4.3 are of Feshbach type. Other examples of Feshbach resonances are predis-
sociative states that disintegrate into two separated atoms. Here, we present the formal
theory of the Feshbach resonance and derive some important properties of the autoionizing
resonances.
We return to the case of a mixture of open and closed channels in multichannel scat-
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Figure 2-14: Resonance line shapes for various values of the background quantum
defect, . The resonance parameters are Ere = O.lau and r = O.Olau.(A) The
resonance line shape for Il = 1. The line shape is a Lorentzian with a FWHM of F.
For this integer value, the outgoing and incoming waves are in phase at E = Eres. (B)
The resonance line shape for ,i = 7/8. For this fractional value, the outgoing spherical
wave that corresponds to the disintegrating quasi-bound level interferes constructively
with the incoming spherical wave, resulting in a sharp rise in the cross section slightly
below Er,,,. Complete destructive interference occurs at an energy slightly above Ee,,.
Asymmetric line shapes are typical indicators of such interference effects. (C) The
resonance line shape for ,l = 1/2. The physical situation is opposite to that of the
case depicted in (A). At this value of the quantum defect, the incoming and outgoing
waves are out of phase, resulting in the abrupt vanishing of the cross section near
E = E,,. The resonance energy in this case corresponds to the center of the dip.
(D) The resonance line shape for ,l = 1/8. The physical situation is opposite to that
of the case depicted in (B).
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Figure 2-15: Illustration of a shape resonance. A shape resonance arises from the
trapping of an electron within a well in the effective core potential. The quasi-bound
level with energy Eres would be an authentic bound level in the limit of an infinitely
high barrier. The energy of the quasi-bound level can be determined using the WKB
quantization condition [18]. The electronic wavefunction (wavepacket) for the quasi-
bound level is initially localized inside the well. As the wavepacket time-evolves, it
leaks out by quantum mechanical tunneling across the barrier [18]. The resonance
lifetime and energy depend on the shape of the potential. Analytical formulas can be
derived using the WKB approximation [16].
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O
tering. We assume that there are N,, < N, open channels. Therefore, we let ei = k for
i = ... N and ei = - for i = No + 1... Nc. We partition the matrix solutions F s of
Eq. 2.180 into open-open, open-closed, closed-open and open-open blocks as,
Fs F5
Fs = 00O FsC ) (2.219)
Fs FSC
co cc
We must transform these solutions to ensure that physical boundary conditions are sat-
isfied. These physical boundary conditions are that (i) the solutions must satisfy incom-
ing/outgoing wave boundary conditions in the open channels and (ii) all exponentially
increasing terms in the closed channels must vanish. We define the transformed solutions
as,
tH \( F5 F5H ( (FI F0 TC (2.220)
"1T, F o~ TooT + FocT, 8(2.221)
FSoTo + FS T, 
From the boundary condition (i) we must have,
Ho = - - +So. (2.222)
Using Eq. 2.180 and comparing Eqs. 2.221 and 2.222 we obtain,
To = I (2.223)
So = SooTo + SocTc. (2.224)
From the boundary condition (ii) we must have,
Hc(r -- o) = 0. (2.225)
Using the phase-amplitude form of the Coulomb functions in the definitions of - and A+ ,
we can rewrite the asymptotic limit of Hc as,
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H, =-o (-ei()ScoTo + (e-i( )-ei(I)Scc)Tc (2.226)
where a and e±in(v'- ) are diagonal matrices with diagonal matrix elements al (ei, r) and
e±ir( V i- t ). Since ai are exponentially divergent for ei < 0 and To = 1, the quantity in the
parentheses of Eq. 2.226 must be equal to zero for the vanishing boundary conditions in
Eq. 2.225. Thus, we must have
_-eir(v-l)SCO + (e -i 7(v-l) - eir(v-1)Scc)Tc = 0 (2.227)
(-e-2i7rV + SCC)Tc = -ScO (2.228)
T, = -(Scc - e-2i7rv)-lSco. (2.229)
Substituting Eq. 2.229 in Eq. 2.224 yields the open-continuum scattering matrix as,
So = Soo - Soc (Sc - e-2i) - 1 SC. (2.230)
Next, we investigate the analytical properties of the open-continuum scattering matrix. The
symmetry of the reaction matrix, K, and the definition of S in Eq. 2.181 implies that S
is symmetric and complex valued. Therefore, the block Scc is also symmetric and complex
valued. We can diagonalize Scc as in Eq. 2.125,
Scc = U 2ia UT T (2.231)
where U is orthogonal. From Eq. 2.185 we also have that,
S*S = SS* = I. (2.232)
Equation 2.232 implies that,
SocSCO + sScccc = 1. (2.233)
It follows from Eq. 2.233 that SScc < 1. Based on the definition in Eq. 2.231, this
inequality can be satisfied only if the eigenquantum defects /pa have positive imaginary
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components. We write the complex eigenquantum defects as,
1a Ia + i/3. (2.234)
We can substitute the Eq. 2.231 eigenvalue factorization in Eq. 2.230 to obtain,
S = S0 - SUc (e2il, e-2i7rv)-1 UTSCSo o S oc cc (e it~'* e -r cc ) - (2.235)
In component form, Eq. 2.235 becomes,
YiaYaj(So)ij = (S)ooij - e2ir -2i7r,,
a
(2.236)
where Yia = (SocUcc)ia. Equation 2.236 shows that the open-continuum scattering matrix
has poles at values of va such that,
e
2 itia - e- 2i7rv' = 0 =: (2.237)
va = n- Ila n = 1,2...oo. (2.238)
From Eq. 2.238, we deduce that the scattering matrix has poles at energies such that,
1E = E-
2(n -a) 2'
(2.239)
where E, is the ionization threshold for the closed channel labeled by index a. However, /Ia
is complex valued. Substituting Eq. 2.234 in Eq. 2.239 we obtain,
1E,= E, -
2(n - UL, - i)2' (2.240)
Defining x = i/(n - tO) and assuming n - , >> /, we can simplify Eq. 2.240 as,
En = E - 2(n)2 (1 - 2x)
= E a - __1 _ i 2(n-a)2 (n-/a) 3
(2.241)
(2.242)
From Eq. 2.242, we deduce that a series of autoionizing Feshbach resonances forms, the
energies of which coincide with the energies of the members of a Rydberg series converg-
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ing to the a'th ionization threshold. The widths of the Feshbach resonances are given by
IF -= ~ and they scale as the inverse of the principal quantum number cubed. The Fes-
hbach resonances disintegrate by decaying into an adjacent continuum above an ionization
threshold of energy Ei such that Ei < Ea.
An autoionizing Feshbach resonance in a molecule is a manifestation of nuclear-electronic
energy exchange. A Rydberg electron decays into an adjacent continuum by colliding with
the ion-core and de-exciting it to a lower ro-vibrational state. The energy released by the
nuclei when they make the transition to a lower energy level gets picked up as kinetic energy
by the electron, which is then able to escape to the continuum.
We illustrate the resonance properties of the multichannel scattering matrix with an
example. In this example, we use a three channel model to describe the autoionizing
Rydberg states of a molecule. These channels correspond to the lowest three ionization
thresholds with energies E < E1 < E2 . We focus on the autoionization region above
the second ionization threshold but below the third ionization threshold (El < E < E2).
Therefore, we have two open channels and one closed channel. The dimensionality of the
open-continuum scattering matrix is 2 x 2. We represent the resonance parameters in
terms of the quantum defect matrix elements defined in Eq. 2.147. Two physical cases
are considered. For the first case, we turn off all direct coupling between the two continua
and include only the indirect couplings between the continua via the Rydberg state. For
the second case, we include both the direct and the indirect couplings between the two
continua. A rich variety of interference effects arise in the latter case. Choices of quantum
defect parameters that correspond to each physical case are tabulated in Table 2.1.
In multichannel problems, we define the resonance line shape as,
= ISoI1. (2.243)
The calculated resonance line shapes in the autoionizing region are shown in Figs. 2-16A
and B. Fig. 2-16A displays the resonance line shapes for the case of no direct coupling
between the continua. Autoionizing resonances are visible at the positions of the Rydberg
states converging to the E = 0.8 au ionization threshold. The line shapes are symmetric
Lorentzians centered on the energy of the Rydberg state. The resonances get sharper closer
to the ionization threshold in accord with the Rydberg scaling law.
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Table 2.1: Resonance Parameters Describing the Channel Interactions
Parameter Direct Coupling of Continua. Off Direct Coupling of Continua. On 1
Iloo (Eq. 2.147) 0.13 0.13
p0lo (Eq. 2.147) 0.0 0.07
P02 (Eq. 2.147) 0.17 0.17
ll1 (Eq. 2.147 0.17 0.17
/112 (Eq. 2.147) 0.02 0.02
P22 (Eq. 2.147) 0.2 0.2
Eo (au) 0.0 0.0
El (au) 0.3 0.3
E2 (au) 0.8 0.8
P,= 2 (Eq. 2.234) 0.18 0.18
/3 (Eq. 2.234) 0.07 0.06
Fig. 2-16B displays the resonance line shapes for the case of direct coupling between
the continua. In this situation, the interaction pathway that couples continuum-bound-
continuum interferes with the pathway that couples continuum-continuum. This interfer-
ence is manifested as asymmetric line shapes for each of the Rydberg resonances. These
asymmetric line shapes are sometimes called Fano profiles after the person who first studied
them. A parameterization of the Fano line shape is given in reference [29].
There are many instances of interference between multiple interaction pathways. Other
examples can be interference between bound-bound and bound-continuum or bound-bound
and bound-continuum-bound pathways. The possibilities increase as the number of chan-
nels that describe the system increases. All such multiple pathway interferences would be
manifest by Rydberg spectra in the form of asymmetric line shapes as in Fig. 2-16B.
There is a simple multichannel generalization of the Breit-Wigner formula in Eq. 2.210.
Huzi shows in reference [60] that the eigenphase sum, sum, satisfies the single channel
Breit-Wigner formula,
jsum = = 7_ 71.0 _ + yE arctan 2(EI, - E) ' (2.244)
a Eres ( r )
where ia, are the eigenquantum defects of the open-continuum scattering matrix, r is the
resonance width, and Eres is the resonance energy. The calculated eigenphase sum for the
three channel example problem is shown in Fig. 2-17. The eigenphase sum goes through
transitions at each of the resonances, increasing by r in the vicinity of each Rydberg energy.
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Figure 2-16: (A) Resonance line shapes for the case in which the direct coupling
between the two continua is turned off. The two continua interact only indirectly
via their coupling to the Rydberg state. The line shapes are symmetric Lorentzians,
the widths of which scale as the inverse of the principal quantum number cubed.
Symmetric line shapes occur in rare instances when there is a single pathway to ion-
ization. (B) Resonance line shapes for the case in which the direct coupling between
the two continua is turned on. The continuum-bound-continuum interaction path-
way interferes with the continuum-continuum pathway resulting in asymmetric line
shapes. The widths of the asymmetric lines scale as the inverse principal quantum
number cubed. Such asymmetric line shapes are common in Rydberg spectroscopy
and they are called Fano profiles.
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Figure 2-17: The behavior of the eigenphase sum at the autoionizing resonances.
The top curve is obtained by shifting the lower curve upward by r. The eigenphase
sum increases rapidly by wr near the energy of each Rydberg state. The resonances
are sharper closer to the ionization threshold. The magnitudes of the gaps at the
avoided crossings measure the strength of the interactions between the neighboring
resonances, as in the Lu-Fano plot described in Section 2.4.1. The gaps scale inversely
with the principal quantum number cubed, all interactions vanish at the ionization
threshold and the eigenphase sum diverges to infinity. The divergence is caused by
the infinite number of Rydberg levels supported in the Coulomb potential. I thank
Dr. Stephen Coy for writing and providing the computer programs, which were used
for resonance analysis and the generation of this figure.
The increases become sharper as the ionization threshold is approached. The top curve in
Fig. 2-17 is obtained by shifting the lower curve upward by r. Since the eigenphase sum
is defined modulo w, the two curves are physically identical. However, as in the Lu-Fano
plot, the gaps at the avoided crossings provide visual estimates of the strength of the
interactions between neighboring resonances. The size of the gaps scales inversely with
principal quantum number cubed and the curves cross at the ionization threshold, while
the eigenphase sum diverges to infinity. The cause of this divergence is the infinite number
of Rydberg levels that lie close to the ionization threshold, as discussed in Section 2.2.9.
The resonance formulas provided in this section in terms of the scattering matrix provide
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all the tools necessary for resonance analysis of Rydberg spectra. However, Rydberg spectra
are typically analyzed and fitted using the reaction matrix rather than the scattering matrix.
This should pose no serious problems, since the S and K matrices are related by the simple
expression in Eq. 2.181. There are alternate resonance formulas provided in the literature
that are expressed in terms of the reaction matrix. A particularly helpful formula, which
is a multichannel generalization of the Breit-Wigner form in Eq. 2.210, is derived by Mies
[87]. This formula states that,
pij = arctan ( E - Ep) (2.245)
where pij is the quantum defect matrix and Fip is the partial width for the resonance with
energy Ep. However, Eq. 2.245 is valid when resonances are isolated in energy regions far
from the ionization thresholds. Eq. 2.245 also assumes that the background quantum defect
is small and has negligible energy dependence.
2.6 Conclusions
Multichannel quantum defect theory is an extension of continuum scattering theory below
ionization thresholds. It is mathematically founded on the theory of Coulomb scattering
and the analytical properties of the Coulomb radial wavefunctions. Interactions of all orders
between members of a Rydberg series, interlopers or perturbations from adjacent Rydberg
series are described in terms of a single entity called the reaction matrix. The reaction matrix
is also capable of revealing any resonance behavior in the Rydberg spectrum, whether it is
spread over an entire Rydberg series in the form of a shape resonance or it is localized in the
energy region around a Rydberg state in the form of a Feshbach resonance. In molecular
applications, the method of the frame transformation makes a connection between the
quantum defect method and quantum chemistry. It allows for the representation of the
entire molecular Rydberg spectrum in terms of a short-range reaction matrix that can
be computed using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the standard techniques of
quantum chemistry. In Chapter 3, we develop an electronic structure method for the ab
initio determination of the short-range reaction matrix. It is shown that the calculation of
the reaction matrix presents new and rather complex challenges, which are not encountered
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in a Hartree-Fock type variational calculation.
Until now, MQDT remains the most complete and elegant theory of electronic spec-
troscopy. There are several intriguing theoretical questions that remain and they might
provide new venues for research. Most notably, the relationships between the reaction ma-
trix and an effective Hamiltonian representation are not well understood. In the molecular
case, it is clear that the two matrices belong to the same irreducible representation of the
point symmetry group. In addition to this, it is likely that there are energy scaling laws
obeyed by each of the matrices even if there are no simple formulas that relate them to one
another. Establishing these scaling laws can allow for a better qualitative understanding
of the reaction matrix and the information it provides. Another outstanding question is
whether MQDT can be derived as a rigorous theory when electron exchange is included.
This question is addressed in Chapter 6, where the reaction matrix is derived using a
variational method that stems from orbital functional theory [95].
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Chapter 3
Calculation of the Short-Range
Reaction Matrix from First
Principles
3.1 Introduction
Since the realization that the long range forces between a Rydberg electron and an ionic
core are predominantly Coulombic [54, 112], reaction matrix methods (quantum defect
theory) [112] have been widely used to model atomic and molecular electronic spectra.
The subsequently developed eigenchannel approach to quantum defect theory [41] provides
a minimal set of parameters, namely the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors
of the reaction matrix, which can accurately represent spectroscopic data. Eigenchannel
methods paved the way for empirical analyses (fits) of experimental results [41, 79, 138] as
well as interpolation/extrapolation procedures to calculate quantities of interest, such as
photoionization cross-sections and scattering amplitudes [26].
There have been relatively fewer calculations of MQDT reaction matrices from first
principles. A commonly used method, developed by Greene [44], is based on Kohn's varia-
tional expression for the logarithmic derivative of the scattering wave function on a surface
that bounds a finite intra-core volume at a given energy (the R-matrix method) [69]. The
variational R-matrix scheme has been applied to determine the photoionization cross sec-
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tion of the hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field [44] and spin-orbit effects in heavy
alkaline-earth atom systems [45]. All-electron R matrix calculations for molecular systems
have been carried out by Tennyson and Noble [132] by and Rabadan and Tennyson[100].
More recent R matrix work by Hyama and Child [59], and Telmini and Jungen [130] in-
clude calculation of the MQDT reaction matrix. Arif, Jungen, and Roche [5] used the
variational R-matrix method to calculate the short range quantum defect matrix [64] of
CaF and obtained good agreement with experimental results [7] . Their approach is based
on the multiple scattering method [22] and makes use of the generalized form of quantum
defect theory [50]. One limitation of this method is that it cannot easily be extended to
include the effects of electronic configuration interaction at large internuclear distances [5],
which are important in most molecular systems. For example, the X 2E+ ground electronic
state of the molecule calcium monofluoride adiabatically evolves toward the 1 S Ca(4s 2 )-2 P
F separated atom limit. The repulsive state in the Ca(4s 2 )+F2pa- 1 hole 2+ configuration,
which also evolves toward to the same separated atom limit, goes through numerous avoided
crossings with the Rydberg states of the type n*2E+ (Ca+2 F- ) at various internuclear dis-
tances. It would thus be desirable to include these effects in an ab initio calculation of the
reaction matrix. In the following analysis, it is demonstrated that the specialized, closed-
shell calculations presented here can be expediently extended to account for configuration
interaction.
Computationally, the most expensive aspect of the variational scheme is the evaluation of
the required matrix elements over the intra-core volume that is surrounded by the bounding
surface. The dimension of the basis set used in the calculation must be scaled in proportion
to this volume in order to achieve convergence [45]. For large volumes, the calculation of
the reaction matrix at a single collision energy becomes time consuming.
These difficulties in applying ab initio reaction matrices to molecular spectra limit their
implementation, for example by making it difficult to develop an efficiently converging
MQDT fit [65] to the energy levels; an ab initio determined body-fixed reaction matrix would
provide reliable estimates of key parameters for a global MQDT fit to the ro-vibrational
energy levels. The new procedure described below, which can include configuration interac-
tion, converges rapidly and can be conveniently used by both experimentalists and theorists
in the analysis of molecular spectra and to describe molecular dynamics.
Our method is outlined here: First, we consider the interaction between an ionic molec-
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ular aggregate described by wavefunction P i and an electron with energy E - Ei > 0 (Ei
is the energy of the target state labeled by index i and E is the total energy [112]). If the
static charge density approximation [128] is used, the core is a closed-shell configuration
frozen in its ground state, ipo. The state, 4o, yields an effective electron-core interaction
potential, V(r).
It is also possible to include the mixing of several electronically excited core states, 4Pi,
by adding polarizability interactions to the effective one-electron potential, Veff(r). Core
polarizability effects are included in the application presented in Chapter 4, where the
Rydberg states of CaF are studied, using the effective potential given by Arif, Jungen, and
Roche [5].
In molecules, whether modeled by a frozen core or a polarizable core, the potential
is necessarily non-spherical and results in a set of one-dimensional coupled Schr6dinger
equations in a partial-i expansion scheme. We construct solutions to these equations that
are regular at the origin and that satisfy the standing-wave boundary condition at a large
radius (effectively infinite) in integro-matrix form using the principal value Coulomb Green's
function [96].
Functional analysis shows that the formal Born series for the collision channels will
not converge over any spatial region that contains the origin. We solve this problem by
separately analyzing a small spherical region of space about the origin.
The effect of the electronic wave function inside this region is represented by the value
of its logarithmic derivative on the boundary (R-matrix eigenvalue). The wave function in
the outer region can then be determined in a convergent Born series by using a modified
form of the principal value Green's function.
Green's function methods have been used previously to explain the connection between
quantum defect theory and the configuration interaction approach [31], in generalizations
of quantum defect theory [24], and in other closely related fields [39, 80, 97, 81]. How-
ever, iterative Green's function methods are not commonly used in the current ab initio
R-matrix/MQDT calculations tailored toward molecular applications. Our work demon-
strates the practical utility of the iterative Green's function methods in calculating reaction
matrices and presents a viable alternative to the standard variational approaches. In the
analysis presented below, special care is taken to provide rigorous mathematical answers
to some important theoretical questions that arise in the derivations but that are often
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neglected in practical applications.
A diatomic molecular ion-core with a large electric dipole moment has a long-range
interaction with its Rydberg electron. For such molecules, the assumption that all non-
Coulombic potentials can be neglected beyond some finite range is violated and the equa-
tions of ordinary quantum defect theory cannot be used. Generalized quantum defect theory
[50, 42] is needed, with the proviso that the effective single-electron potential must allow
for a separation of the radial and angular variables of the Schr6dinger equation at all points
on the surface that surrounds the reaction volume [5]. If this requirement is met, then it is
possible to define an alternative pair of quantum defect basis functions (the QDT base pair),
which are often defined numerically [66] as replacements of the analytic Coulomb wavefunc-
tions given by Seaton [112]. However, the separability requirement makes it difficult to
embed within the generalized R-matrix treatment a quantum chemical multi-configuration
ab initio calculation. In an MCSCF calculation, the spatial potentials for the Rydberg elec-
tron are expressed in numerical form on a grid of the radial variable. Numerical techniques
might be used to approximate the required separation of variables; however, for nonlinear
nuclear configurations in polyatomic molecules, such a separation is not possible due to the
lack of cylindrical symmetry. Our equations do not require assumption of any restricted
form for the interaction potential and should be valid for a wide range of molecular sys-
tems. This paves the way for facile incorporation of rigorous quantum chemical treatments
of multi-electron interactions into R-matrix methods.
The treatment presented here considers the behavior of the solutions of the coupled
equations at infinite electron-core separation, where the interaction potential reduces to the
Coulomb field. For the electronic energies in the continuum, Seaton's analytical Coulomb
functions remain linearly independent in the asymptotic limit, so that a K-matrix can be
defined. However, since this reaction matrix is defined at long range, it necessarily displays
a strong energy dependence. Such energy dependent behavior in the K-matrix renders
extrapolation of its eigenvalues to the region of negative energy (i.e. below the ionization
limit) difficult. Furthermore, numerical determination of the K matrix at energies below
the ionization limit is not computationally feasible due to the poor linear independence
of the Coulomb functions at negative energies. We show in Section 3.2 that much of this
strong energy dependence can be removed by performing a transformation of the reaction
matrix, K, to obtain a dipole-reduced matrix, K, which is defined at short range. The
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bound states of the combined electron-ion-core system can then be determined by using
the transformed reaction matrix, which is shown here to have a smooth energy dependence
[112, 25]. Accordingly, the method presented in the current work treats both polar and
non-polar ion-cores in a unified fashion and yields a reaction matrix with a smooth energy
dependence, which can be used in ro-vibrational MQDT calculations [130]. The theory
discussed in this chapter has been published in the Journal of Chemical Physics [117].
3.2 Theory
We begin by considering the collision of an electron with an N-electron molecular ion-core.
In our analysis, the nuclei are fixed in a spatial configuration near the equilibrium geometry
of a particular electronic state of the molecular-ion.
Let bi/ denote a collision channel, which is a vector coupled product of an electronic
state of the ion with the spin coordinates of the colliding electron. Then,
( = f, (4I Hk'I )) = E,6i. (3.1)
Here H+ is the electronic Hamiltonian for the ion and Ei is the energy for the i'th electronic
state. The collision wave function for the electron-core system is represented as
lma
@ zz(E) = Z (T) i(r)Yl(0,M) (3.2)
i=O 1=0 A
where YX(0, A) is a spherical harmonic, and the sums are over electronic states (i) of the
core and over the 1, A quantum numbers associated with the Rydberg electron. The coupled
equations of collision theory can be obtained from the matrix element
(Y lH' - EI@(E)) = 0. (3.3)
The integration in Eq. 3.3 is over all of the core internal coordinates, , the Rydberg
electron angular coordinates (0, X), and Htot is the Hamiltonian for the combined system.
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Equation 3.3, in atomic units, becomes
1 d2 1(1±1) E 
2 kdr2 r2 j 2 AIE(r) Ej ;i'3lX'Mi'v(r) = 0 (3.4)
i'=0O'=0 A'
where ei = 2(E - Ei) > 0, and the radial interaction potential matrix elements for N
electrons around n nuclei are
Vilx\;it(r) x I Z, x'
Here, Za is the positive charge on nucleus a, Fa is the position of that nucleus, nc is the
number of nuclei, and the vectors Fn are the positions of the core electrons. Making use of
the Legendre polynomial expansion,
1-= P&(·.j) '+ii, (3.6)
$=0
it can be shown that
Vi,;it,x,(r oo) =- ---iil 611 ' (3.7)
r
where the net charge Z = Ea Za - N.
At this stage, we specialize to the case of a diatomic molecule, where we place two
nuclei on the z-axis separated by a distance R = R +. Because of cylindrical symmetry, the
radial interaction potential matrix elements are diagonal in A, and Eqs. 3.4 may be solved
as separate systems for each value of A. Furthermore, we assume that the ion is a singly
charged (Z = 1) diatomic, and that the collision between the electron and the core does
not cause electronic excitation of the ion (i = i' = 0). We will relax this assumption when
we address the Rydberg states of the CaF molecule in Chapter 4. It should be noted that
more general cases will depart only in minor details from our analysis, and they can be
dealt with by returning to Eq. 3.4. Based on our special conditions, we get
VilA;ij'lx'(r) - V(O)°')(r, R)6 io6 Ax,. (3.8)
Subscripts i and A can be suppressed, so we rewrite the coupled equations of Eq. 3.4 in the
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form
( d2 1(1 1) 2I
IrI-I 1 -()( ) (), R)l' (r) = 0
P1=0
I = O. .. I ax (3.9)
where we have separated the long range Coulombic part from the potential, V(°X)(i, R),
by defining
(0,AX) (i, R) = V(O,A) (j, R) + -.
7'
(3.10)
Next we require that Eq. 3.9 is regular at r = 0 but leave the boundary condition at r = o0
unspecified:
M(0) =0 1 = 0... max. (3.11)
These coupled equations with the specified boundary conditions have ma,, + 1 linearly
independent solutions, M, which we write as row vectors:
M. (r) = (Mao(r) ... M 1.(r)) a=O... Imax.
Each value of a defines a collisional wavefunction via Eq. 3.2.
3.2.1 Solutions of the Zero-Order Equations
Following Seaton [112], we now obtain the two linearly independent solutions to the zero-
order Coulombic radial equation:
d2
Kdr2
1(1+ 1)
r2 (3.13)
Write 2 = =_ i and define
IE PE
2r
z =-
ar
1
2
(3.14)
Substitution of Eq. 3.14 in Eq. 3.13 brings Eq. 3.13 into the form of the Whittaker equation
d
dz 2
_2 _ 
z2
+ - -z (z) = .
z 4
(3.15)
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(3.12)
2
+ +-((r) = D
A solution of Eq. 3.15 that is regular at the origin is [112],[2]
(nz)VI+i2 1(,rz) (Z 1) e- 21F1- , ( + - ,,1 +277, ), (3.16)F(2 7 7+ 1) 2
where 1F1 (a, b, c) is the confluent hypergeometric function and F(z) is the Gamma function.
Since r7 enters Eq. 3.15 through 72, a second solution can immediately be defined as
2(, , Z) = l1(', -, Z). (3.17)
The functions (1, (2) are linearly dependent when 77 is equal to a half integer [112]. In
order to obtain a linearly independent pair of solutions, the theory should be developed for
arbitrary 77 and then the limit as 7 -- 1 + should be considered. For << 47r2 , we define
the pair of solutions
f (e, 7, r) = ((2'))1( )
g(E, r7, r) = (2A(r, 7))- 2 A(, )cos(27) (, V, z) - ¢(", 77, z)
sin(27rrl)
1 (l+ 1 + )A(, + ) = 21+lr(-l ) + (3.18)
The function g remains finite in the limit 77 - 1 + ½ and is linearly independent of f for all
77 except when 7 is an integer. The functions (f, g) have the asymptotic forms
1 if(e, 1+ , r oo) = k- 2 sin(ol) (3.19)
1 1
g(e, 1 + ,r oo) = - k- 2 Cos(), (3.20)
where Xl is the Coulomb phase defined by,
17r 1t1(r) = kr - - + -log(2rk) - arg(r(l + + )). (3.21)2 k k
Equations 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 show that the functions (fi, gl) satisfy the Wronskian relation
1
W(fl,gi) = figi - gl = - . (3.22)
71'
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The behavior of the Coulomb functions near the origin is given by:gtl(?, )ro-~t.  ~(3.23)
Thus, the solutions to Eq. 3.13 that are regular at the origin can be written in the form:
Mal(r) = fi(r)6,jI. (3.24)
3.2.2 Coupled Equations
We now seek solutions to the complete set of coupled radial equations, Eq. 3.9. These
solutions have an asymptotic behavior that is expressed through the reaction matrix, K, as
a sum of regular and irregular Coulomb functions:
Ma(r - oo) = fi(r)361 - KA1gI(r). (3.25)
Since the potential is Coulombic at long range, (Eq. 3.7), the existence of solutions in this
form is guaranteed by the linear independence of the Coulomb functions in the asymptotic
limit for > 0.
A formal solution can be written in the form
Imax oo
Ml(r) = fi(r)lV + 2 E j dr'GI(r,r')MjI (r')V ' (r',R), (3.26)
/'=0
where Gl(r,r') is a principal-value Green's function for the zero-order equations. Due to
the boundary conditions given in Eq. 3.11 and Eq. 3.25, it is necessary that
Gl (r, r') = rfl (r<)g1(r>), (3.27)
and the K matrix becomes
Imax oo
Kcl = -2E dr'fi(r')Mcl,(r')Vl>)(r', R). (3.28)
'=t is na ural, at this stage, toat empt an iterative procedure to obtain the solutions M
It is natural, at this stage, to attempt an iterative procedure to obtain the solutions M,.
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Mathematical appendix A at the end of this chapter shows that a Born series expansion for
MlAl/ (r), which uses the Green's function given in Eq. 3.27, does not converge. The difficulty
arises from the inverse-r type singularity in the perturbing potential at the origin. However,
use of the variational [33, 44] method of calculating R-matrix eigenvalues in combination
with an alternate Born series expansion can yield a convergent Green's function iteration
scheme, because it excludes the region near r = 0.
3.2.3 Iterative Procedure to Calculate the K-Matrix
Following Greene [44], we consider the expression
fro fr 2r 7p*(j(-_V2 + 2V a()(r))4(rd (3.29)
fo 0 L V (3.29)fo f o f r V* (r (r)d3 r
where 4(r) is the one-electron wave function expanded in spherical harmonics, as in Eq.
3.2, and r < oo. The equation is an identity when ib is a solution to the Schr6dinger
equation within a sphere of radius r
,
and has stationary properties for O near a solution
[44]. We impose the condition
) I=r V-b) (rr=r° (3.30)r r-
Note that there is no loss of generality here: we are looking at a specific class of solutions,
namely those solutions with a constant logarithmic derivative on the spherical surface and we
prove the existence of these solutions by explicit construction. The undetermined quantity
we are trying to calculate is b. Stated more precisely, we are trying to find the allowed
values of b for which the Schrodinger equation is soluble at a pre-selected value of e. Let
us consider a basis set expansion of the solution, b, in terms of basis set elements that all
have a fixed logarithmic derivative at the boundary, r = r,. A natural choice for a basis set
1 is the set of orthonormal solutions of the free particle radial equation
dr2 1(1 + 1) + k2 ul(r) = (3.31)
'We use a specific basis set here for the sake of clarity. In practice other basis sets, such as the
Fourier basis [51 may be more convenient to use.
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with the boundary conditions
u,1(O) (- - b)u(, o). (3.32)
ro
The differential equation and the first of these conditions identifies the ul (r) as Riccati-Bessel
functions and the derivative condition at r defines the scale factors of the Riccati-Bessel
function arguments at each 1. Letting j(r) = ue(r) ,the basis set expansion for V becomes
jmax Imax
(r) = E E ajl(klj,,r)YX(, ), (3.33)
j=1 1=1
where kljro is the j'th solution of the second equation in Eq. 3.32 for the l'th order spherical
Bessel function, Jl, and j (klj,r) are the original jl(klj,r) functions renormalized by the
square integral with r2 over the interval [0, ro]. The basis set 79jl(r) = j(kjr)Y(O, 0) is
complete in the interval 0 < r < r. The solution O will be stationary with respect to
variations in the {ajl} ,
-= O. (3.34)
ajl
The variational condition in Eq. 3.34 yields, through Eq. 3.29, a generalized eigenvalue
equation of the form [44]
(eI - 2H)a = (b - b)A. (3.35)
The definitions are
r 7r 27r V2
ITjA,3 = j jj d3r ( -)J (ki)Y;- (0X+) (- 2 +(°)(r) J(klr)Y,(,)
Ajjl = jiv (kij,ro)jl (kljro)6, . (3.36)
In Equation 3.35, I denotes the identity matrix and d is a column vector whose components
consist of the coefficients {ajl}. Thus the allowed values of b can be found by solving
the generalized eigenvalue equation shown in Eq. 3.35. This generalized problem can be
converted to a simple eigenvalue problem for values of b-L by exploiting the properties ofb-b
the matrix A. The method employed to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem in the
current work is presented in Appendix B. Solution of Eq. 3.35 yields Imax + 1 eigenvalues,
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bo, and mnax + 1 eigensolutions, /3(iF), which can be expanded as
1ilax ~ (
'P(O iM<r = E ~ 'i ( ()0(,0),
1=0
where,
jlnax
,1(r' < ro) = E ajjlri(kljr)
j=o
jilax Imrax
E E laojl12 = 1
j=1 1=0
d_(r) _r=r+ r - bppl(ro).dr - r
We note that for some problems it may be necessary to include non-orthogonal basis func-
tions with different values of b in the Eq. 3.33 expansion to facilitate the convergence of the
computed b values. The extension of the theory to permit the use of such a non-orthogonal
basis is straightforward and is given in reference [44].
Solutions of the Zero-Order Equations
For r > r, the solutions of the uncoupled zero-order equations can be written as
M(o)(r > r) = alfi(r) - blgl(r), (3.39)
where, imposing continuity, we have
ao = r (p31(r)g9(r) - Cj(r)gl(r))
bol = (pl(r¥)fl(ro) - E'I(r)fi(ro)) (3.40)
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(3.37)
(3.38)
Solutions of the Coupled Equations
We write the solutions to the full set of coupled equations in the form
/111ax r
A10 (r > =M(l°) (r) + 2 dr'Gj(r-, )')M13,(r')('t(',, R), (3.41)
I'=0
where the principal-value Green's function generalizes as
0 for 7' > rGl(r, r') = 0 for r' >r (3.42)
7r (f1(r')g1 (r) - g(r')f1 (r)) for r' < r.
From Eqs. 3.42 and 3.41, it is evident that the functions M3p automatically satisfy the
continuity requirements at r = r,o. We can calculate the exact solutions iteratively as,
Imax r
M~j > r) = (r > r0) + 2 E j dr'G,(r, r')Ml, 1(r')Vll' )(rI, R). (3.43)
The exact solutions are found when the input set, {M(-l)(r)} is identical to the output
set, {Ml) (r) }. This is decided based upon the convergence criterion that is specified in Eq.
3.4.83 in the Appendix. The iterative procedure in Eq. 3.43 has much stronger convergence
properties than the formal Born series expansion (Appendix Eq. 3.4.81), because a spherical
region of radius ro is excluded from the integration, removing the divergent contribution
at the origin. Furthermore, for every finite value of r, the integrations are carried out on a
finite length interval and the values of the function for large r are obtained using already
converged values of the function at smaller r.
It is known [140] that the use of integral operators in numerical propagation is superior
to the use of differential operators. For example, if a finite difference method is used to
propagate the solutions known at r = r,, the numerical error will almost always grow sig-
nificantly as r approaches oo. Such accumulated errors do not arise in Eq. 3.43, mainly due
to its restricted region of radial integration. This iterative method is a numerically stable
and efficient procedure to obtain the exact solutions of the full set of coupled equations.
Technical algorithms that facilitate the fast convergence of Eq. 3.43 are presented in refer-
ence [3]. It should be noted that the calculated solutions, M1ip(r), are linearly independent
when all the eigenvalues b are distinct. A proof is given in Appendix C.
The Reaction Matrix
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The linearly independent solutions, Mp, of Eq. 3.43 are related to the alternate set of
linearly independent solutions, M<, of Eq. 3.12 through a linear transformation T
M = TM,,, (3.44)
where T is of dimensions ((Im,, + 1) x (max + 1)) and M is a fundamental matrix for the
system of coupled equations, the rows of which consist of linearly independent solutions. In
particular, in the asymptotic limit we get
lmnax+1
M 3l(r - o) = E T13 (f1 0 -K gS )
a=l
=Tf T (2) (3.45)
where we have defined the composite transformation
T(2 ) = TK. (3.46)
Imposing continuity on Eq. 3.45 we get
Tp = 7(MflIg - M'lgl)
T( ) = r(Mpfl - M;f). (3.47)
The function values and derivatives must be evaluated at sufficiently large values of r. The
reaction matrix is finally obtained from Eq. 3.46
K = T-T (2). (3.48)
This completes the procedure for calculating the reaction matrix.
3.2.4 The Energy Dependence of the Reaction Matrix
In our previous discussion we have assumed that > 0 and restricted our attention to
collision energies in the ionization continuum. In order to locate the bound states, we must
consider < 0. From the analyticity of the Coulomb functions, it follows that the matrices
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T and T(2 ) are analytic in except possibly at a few isolated points and therefore the
matrices can be expanded in a power series:
e2 (2) jT = E Tj ! T(2)= : T . (3.49)
3 3!J J
Properties of this expansion, which have been determined empirically through numerical
computations [111], are as follows:
(1) When the perturbing potential V(0X)(f, R) effectively vanishes at short range, the
matrices T and T(2 ) can be fitted to the polynomial series in Eq. 3.49, retaining only a few
terms. The calculated reaction matrix usually varies slowly with energy.
(2) The fitted polynomial series can be extrapolated to the regions below the ionization
threshold and the reaction matrix can be obtained for negative energies. This reaction
matrix can then be used [112] to determine the bound state energy levels.
An important exception occurs when the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of
V(0X)(F, R) is a dipole term that falls off as ½. The long range nature of such a potential
forces the value of r where the reaction matrix is determined to become large (r > 100ao).
In most cases, this leads to a strong energy dependence in the reaction matrix, rendering
extrapolation of the reaction matrix to negative energies difficult. We show next how this
energy dependence can be removed by a diagonalization procedure developed by Dubau
[25]. A related approach is also presented in reference [46]. Define the dipole moment of
the electrostatic interaction as:
3r2 7r
a(R) = lim - -- V(°) (r,O ,R)P (cosO)sinOdO. (3.50)
The value of u(R) will be coordinate-system dependent in the presence of a monopole
contribution. It is in general possible to define an r, < oo such that for r > r the coupled
equations reduce to:
d2 2 Imax >(d2 +- M) = Ml(r, (3.51)
l'=O
where the dipole matrix Cij1,, expressed in terms of Wigner 3-j coefficients, is given by:
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0>, = 1(1 + 1)61,i + 2I.(R)(-1)(A+l) (21 + 1)(21' + 1)(CX~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I 11 {1
0o o0 0
I I'A
A -A)
(3.52)
Let F be the similarity transformation that diagonalizes CA. Applying FT to both sides of
Eq. 3.51, we get
d2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-/ 2!Irc F 0 AC F Mi ().+E+- 2 Fkj1'j~r)=EEEI k i E r2 rE r
I 1 i 3 V=O
(3.53)
The diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of CA is given by
CA = FTCAF. (3.54)
We define the functions M as
M = MF. (3.55)
and the uncoupled equations for the M(r > rc) follow from Eq. 3.53,
(3.56)d2 + + 2- n Mn(r) = 0.
r
Here C',, is the n'th eigenvalue of the matrix CA.
Alternate Pair of Basis Functions
Equation 3.56 has the form of the Coulomb equation and therefore the functions, Mf,
are linear combinations of Coulomb functions for r > r. By analogy with the centrifugal
barrier term in the Coulomb equation, the appropriate solutions are Coulomb functions
for non-integer or complex angular momenta that satisfy l(n)(l(n) + 1) - Cnn = 0. These
solutions are defined as [25],
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AV, srInr & 2) (3.57)
2,/_ sinrr I
g(ql~r) A(] 71)-1 ('Ai (2)
(A( A( 1) +(2)) (3.58)
1
W(filg) = fifg - ffg_ = -(359)
r= I+ . (3.60)
The expression A(, r1) and the functions (((1),((2)) are given in Section 3.2.1. The param-
eters qr and n can be either real or imaginary. The pair of Coulomb functions (f, g) are
linearly independent for all qr, but when is neither an integer nor a half integer they both
show a divergence at 7r = 0 due to the contribution from the ((2) term in Eq. 3.57. This
is an important difference between this new pair of basis functions and the pair defined in
Eq. 3.18. The functions (f, g) have the asymptotic forms
1)f(e,[(n),r --o oo) v Vk-1/2sin(n) (3.61)
g(e, (n), r - o) - ik-1/2cos(), (3.62)
where (n is the Coulomb-Dipole phase defined by,
lfr[ (n>)r 1 realn(r) = kr + [(2 + klog(2rk) - arg(r(l(n) + 1 + for (n) real
(3.63)
n(r) = kr+ log(2rk) 2- - (arg((-I(n) - )) + arg(r(l(n) + 1 - ±)) for (n) complex.k 42 k 
(3.64)
In practice, it is more convenient to use the function Im(logr(z)) for evaluating the
expressions of the form arg(r(z)) in the definitions of the Coulomb and Coulomb-Dipole
phases. The function log(z) is an entire function with a single branch cut along the negative
real axis. Using Im(logr(z)) makes the phases a continuous function of the collision energy,
without the 7r ambiguity that occurs in evaluating Eq. 3.64.
The imax + 1 linearly independent solutions in Eq. 3.12 for all V(°,X)(r, 0, R) generalize
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as:
MAl,,(r > re) = f(,,)6. - KJnlg(n), (3.65)
where (n) = C ± - as before. The dipole reduced reaction matrix K accounts for
the contributions from the terms in the perturbing potential that fall off faster than A. The
effects of both the monopole and dipole terms are absorbed in the (f, g) pair in this form.
Therefore the K matrix is defined at short range and thus varies slowly with energy. Since
the K matrix is defined at short range, it can be directly calculated at negative energies or
can be extrapolated from positive energies by exploiting its smooth energy dependence. The
construction of the K matrix enables the current formalism to treat polar and non-polar
ion-cores in a unified fashion.
3.2.5 The Transformation between K(e) and K
Due to its smooth dependence on energy, the matrix K can be reliably extrapolated to
negative energy, and is thus the proper reaction matrix to use for the study of the bound
states of systems with long-range non-Coulomb potentials. In addition to the mathematical
reasons discussed previously, we provide a full discussion in Chapter 4 of the physical
reasons that justify the use of the K matrix. Comparing Eqs. 3.63 and 3.64 to Eq. 3.21, it
is possible to express the dipole reduced reaction matrix in terms of the asymptotic reaction
matrix K of Eq. 3.25. Since this expression is algebraically complicated, we instead present
a simpler relationship between the corresponding scattering matrices [1]. We define the
functions,
I (r) = -gl(r) ± i f(r). (3.66)
Therefore the functions qP± behave asymptotically as outgoing and incoming waves. Notice
that
Ma(r - o) =f - Kg (3.67)
1
= 2i ((I + iK)! + - (I - iK)), (3.68)
where I is the identity matrix and f and g denote diagonal matrices with the I + l'th
diagonal element being equal to f(r) and gl(r) respectively. The scattering solutions are
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obtained by transforming Mo(7r):
9) = -2i(I - iK)-lM, (3.69)
r-oc (-D - SD+ , (3.70)
where,
S = (I - iK)-'(I + iK). (3.71)
Scattering solutions for Eq. 3.51 are obtained by applying F to the solutions ,9Ji:
9)(r -- oo)F = e-ipFeiP - - SeiPFe-ip+, (3.72)
where we have set
Pn = ,n(r) - kr - log(2kr) (3.73)
pt = k1(r) - kr - Ilog(2kr) (3.74)
(r) = -91(n)(r) ± i fi(r). (3.75)
Using Eq. 3.72, one gets
1-= e-iPFTeiP9)1F (3.76)
-4 - S'+ .(3.77)
In Eq. 3.77 we have,
S = e-iFTeiPseipFe - i (3.78)
= (I - iK)-(I + iK). (3.79)
The K matrix can be obtained from the K matrix using Eqs. 3.71, 3.78 and 3.79. The
physical meaning of the dipole reduced reaction matrix is apparent in the transformation
given in Eq. 3.78. The various mixings of the partial l's due to the core dipole are accounted
for in the K matrix by folding some information from the off-diagonal parts of the K ma-
trix onto the diagonal parts of the K matrix. The transformation, viewed in this sense,
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Table 3.1: Summary of the Terms Used in the Reaction Matrix Calculations
Expression K Matrix Calculation K Matrix Calculation
Coulomb Functions (fi(6, r), g(E, r)) (fi(e, r), g(e, r))
Green's Function G1(e, r, r') GT(e, r, r')
The Solutions M(r) M(r) = M(r)F
The Perturbing Potential V(O°')(, R) = V(O°')(, R) V(o\)( 7 ,R) -+ V(oX)(i R) + 1 + z(R)cos(
Input in Eq. 3.43 V(°')(r) |U(°X')(r) = FTV(°,)F I
resembles the Van Vleck transformation encountered in quasi-degenerate perturbation the-
ory [74]. A Van Vleck transformation is used to account for the effect of the interactions
between members of a quasi-degenerate block of the Hamiltonian matrix and all out-of-
block states while keeping the dimensionality of the calculation constant. The analogous
effect of the transformation that we have described here is to reduce the undesired strong
energy dependence in the reaction matrix, allowing for a stable and reliable extrapolation
to the region of negative energies.
Alternatively, one can directly calculate the K matrix rather than initially calculating
the K matrix. For some problems, this might speed up the computations since the length
of the radial interval in which the solutions are propagated using Eq. 3.43 is smaller for
the K matrix than for the K matrix. By making the correspondences listed in Table 3.1,
the equations derived in the previous sections can be used, without any modification, to
calculate the K matrix.
3.3 Conclusions
We have presented a new method for the calculation of reaction matrices based on a Green's
function numerical propagation scheme. This method is a viable alternative to the standard
variational approaches and removes some of the previous theoretical difficulties with ab initio
calculations of reaction matrices. First, because we do not assume that the interaction
potential reduces to the Coulomb field at any finite distance of the electron from the ion-
core, our calculations are equally valid for both short and long-range potentials. Therefore,
the analytical Coulomb functions derived by Seaton [112] can be used even in the presence of
long-range potentials within the present framework. The calculation can be tailored toward
either the determination of the K or the K matrix. The K matrix has the analytical
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properties that are required for practical computation and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors
vary slowly with energy, as shown in Fig. 3-1 below. On the other hand, ordinary angular
momentum algebra is inapplicable to the K representation; the K matrix is needed as input
to the frame transformation to describe electronic coupling to the nuclear rotation. The
K matrix can be obtained by performing a simple transformation of the K matrix. Figure
3-2 shows that the eigenvalues of the K matrix possess a prominent energy dependence,
in contrast to the behavior of the K eigenvalues displayed in Fig. 3-1. The eigenquantum
defects obtained from the K matrix cannot be easily extrapolated to the region of negative
energies. Although the K matrix might possess a strong energy dependence, it reveals
physical insights into the mechanism of e- -4 ion-core interactions more straightforwardly
than the K matrix [117].
Another significant improvement is the time required to calculate the matrices needed to
obtain the values of the logarithmic derivatives. In the present context, the bounded volume
used in the variational calculation need not extend into the asymptotic region. The effects
of all medium to long range interactions enter into the solutions through the numerical
propagation in Eq. 3.43.
In practice, the radius of the bounded volume, r
,
should be made as small as possible,
contingent upon convergence of Eq. 3.43. The maximum value of ro used in the calculations
reported in Chapter 4 is 6 aO as opposed to a typical R-matrix box length of 25 a0 [45].
The use of a smaller bounded volume allows for a reduction of the size of the variational
basis set and further speeds up the numerical integrations.
An efficient iterative method to solve the integral equations, such as one of the methods
described in reference [3], combined with the reduced volume variational calculation, makes
implementation of the entire computation fast; we refer the reader to Chapter 4 for a
detailed discussion of the application of the current technique to an example system, the
Rydberg electronic structure of CaF.
The output of the computation for 2E and 2I Rydberg states of CaF is represented
by the eigenquantum defect data shown in Fig. 3-1. Each data point shown on the graph
requires less than 3 minutes of computation time on a 1GHz PC; the method presented
here achieves both rapid convergence and acceptable agreement with the experiment. The
filled circles in Figure 3-1 are the experimentally determined eigenquantum defects [5, 7],
whereas the points on the solid curves are the theoretical data points computed on an
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energy grid. The plus signs above each curve are the eigenquantum defects of the reaction
matrices determined by a global MQDT fit to 617 previously assigned energy levels of
CaF in the 7 < n* < 18 region [37]. The reaction matrix was assumed to be energy
independent in that global fit, and the result of the calculation is shown only for the n* m 10
region in Fig. 3-1. It is seen that the current eigenquantum defects are, on average,
within ±0.02 of the experimental and global fit results. This value would correspond to a
discrepancy of 15.56 cm-l1 in the n* = 6 region. However, there are larger deviations from
the theoretical curves in the n* 10 region. The expanded views of the eigenquantum
defects shown in the right panels of Fig. 3-1A and B illustrate that the deviations are
systematic. This suggests that the error is due to an effect that is not explicitly included
in the calculations, namely the configuration interaction of the Rydberg levels with the
Ca(4s2 )+F2po hole 2E+ and Ca(4s 2 )+F2pir hole 21 repulsive states, which dissociate to
separated neutral atoms (it should be noted, however, that the effects of these repulsive
states are included in the energetics of the scattering electron in a perturbative sense due to
the various polarizability interactions included in the calculation. The reader is referred to
Chapter 4 for an expanded discussion). The largest discrepancies between the calculated
and the experimental eigenquantum defect values occur for the 0.882E+ series in the n'* 10
region (E -0.005 au) and for the 0.362II series in the n* 7 region. The magnitude of
the discrepancies in electronic energies amount to 11.66 cm -1 for the 10.882E+ state and
44.23 cm-l for the 7.362II state. The mean discrepancy between experiment and theory (i.e
average deviations apart from the systematic deviations due to repulsive states) is likely due
to incomplete deperturbation of the experimental data, particularly for rotating molecule
effects, which are excluded here.
The procedure is capable of generalization to configuration interaction treatments often
used in conventional quantum chemical calculations; the flexibility in the theory developed
here makes it straightforward to remove a limitation [5] in previous treatments of the CaF
Rydberg states. The mixing of configurations of type Ca++F-e - and Ca+Fe - can be
approximated by an effective one-electron potential at short internuclear distances in the
perturbative limit by including various core polarizability terms. However, the systemic
discrepancies between the calculated and experimental eigenquantum defects at the equi-
librium internuclear distance, shown in Fig. 3-1, highlights the fact this approximation is
not entirely satisfactory. There is yet a stronger interaction between the two ion-core elec-
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Figure 3-1: (A) The Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2E+ Electronic
Symmetry, obtained from the K matrix . The eigenquantum defect curves charac-
terize the four penetrating 2+ Rydberg series of CaF, which have been observed in
the electronic spectrum [7]. The Rydberg series are labeled by the value mod(v, 1)
where v is the effective principal quantum number [7, 91]. The filled circles are
the experimentally determined eigenquantum defects, whereas the plus signs are the
eigenquantum defects determined from a global fit by Field et. al. [37]. (B) The
Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2 HI Electronic Symmetry. The eigen-
quantum defect curves characterize the three penetrating 2 Rydberg series of CaF,
which have been observed in the electronic spectrum [7]. The Rydberg series are
labeled by the value mod(v, 1) where v is the effective principal quantum number
[7, 91]. Experimental eigenquantum defects are marked by the filled circles and the
plus signs are the eigenquantum defects determined from a global fit by Field et. al.
[37].
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Figure 3-2: The Calculated Eigenquantum Defects of CaF in the 2E+ Electronic
Symmetry, obtained from the integer-i K matrix. The calculation of the K matrix was
carried out for the ionization continuum only and the eigenchannels are labeled using
the scheme of Fig. 3-1. The eigenquantum defects show a prominent energy variation,
due to the effects of the long range dipole field; this strong energy dependence is not
present in the behavior of the eigenquantum defects of the K matrix shown in Fig. 3-1.
The strong energy dependence of the K matrix eigenquantum defects makes it difficult
to extrapolate their values to the region of negative energies. The eigenquantum
defects for the eigenchannels labeled as 0.552E+ and 0.882E+ experience an avoided
crossing at E 0.03 au. The 0.552E+ eigenquantum defect continues to resonantly
rise on the high energy side of the avoided crossing, intersecting 0.5 at E - 0.07 au.
This conspicuous behavior is due to a molecular shape resonance, whose properties
are explored in more detail in Chapter 4.
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tronic states at larger internuclear distances, which cannot be treated in the perturbative
limit. This configuration mixing, that becomes important as the internuclear separation
increases, is responsible for the predissociation of various Rydberg states. Predissociation
has been observed in experimental spectra and it remains a theoretical challenge to explain
these strongly series, n*, and rotation-dependent measurements. Treatment of predissoci-
ation is feasible within the present framework. The dynamical effects of small amplitude
vibrations of the nuclei about the equilibrium bond length can also be accounted for by
calculating the derivatives of the reaction matrix components with respect to internuclear
distance. This will help establish quantitative relationships between measured perturba-
tion and autoionization matrix elements and various parameters that define the ion-core
potential.
An important extension of the theory would be to polyatomic molecules with non-
linear geometries. These systems do not possess cylindrical symmetry, which allows for a
separation of variables in the Schrbdinger equation at short range. Since separability is
not a requirement in the theory presented here, the bound or free electron properties for
these molecules can be treated with the same technique without a significant increase in
computational burden. This is a decisive step toward generalizing the application of reaction
matrix theories to systems more complicated than diatomics and will provide valuable tools
to molecular spectroscopists.
The use of the analytical Coulomb functions given in this work is best restricted to
values of the effective principal quantum number that are greater than the maximum value
of the orbital angular momentum quantum number that enters the calculation. This leads
to difficulties in the study of very tightly bound Rydberg levels with low values of the
effective principal quantum number because unphysical solutions in this energy range will
be obtained if Seaton's analytical Coulomb functions are used [112]. It is necessary to define
the pair of basis solutions numerically in the context of generalized quantum defect theory
to study these very low lying bound states. Such a numerical approach is described in
reference [66].
It is shown in Chapter 4 that the formalism developed in this work permits accurate
predictions of experimental results and can guide in formulating qualitative interpreta-
tions of physical interactions. We believe the unified theory presented here, along with its
fundamental simplifications, should make ab initio reaction matrix methods accessible to
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experimentalists in their analyses of molecular spectra, and to theorists in their quantitative
computation and qualitative explanation of molecular electronic structure, and molecular
dynamics.
3.4 Mathematical Appendix A
In the Born-series expansion, we define:
M (r)= fi(r)cpe (3.4.80)
maxand compute by iteration
M(na(r) = fi(r)5i + 2 / dr'G,(r,r')M ,l)(r')V~,!°")(r, R) (3.4.81)
1'=0
until the input becomes identical to the output (in Eq. 3.4.81, Gl(r,r') is the standard
radial Green's function, given in Eq. 3.27). However, the infeasibility of this approach can
be understood by testing the convergence properties of Eq. 3.4.81. Define the norm of a
function by [140]
jlf(x)] = max (If(x)l) 0 < x < co (3.4.82)
and ask that at convergence
M( ,)(,r)-M( l) (Ir) --O. (3.4.83)
The Banach Fixed-Point theorem [140] is used to establish convergence for a large class
of iteration methods. The theorem requires k-contractivity for convergence (the iteration
operator must reduce the distance between any two members of a closed non-empty set in
a given Banach space by a multiplicative factor k < 1). For our integral operator in Eq.
3.4.81, k-contractivity results in a set of statements [140], including the following two:
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For convergence,
(1) There must be a number A1 such that
GI(r,1 ')1'(°)')(r, R) < Ai(L) for all r,r' c [O,L]
(2) LA 1(L) < 1 as L oo. (3.4.84)
The second statement can be seen to be violated for electrostatic potentials. The r
dependent part of the potential near the ion-core varies as - where Zo is a positiver
integer or zero. We exclude the case of a pure Coulomb field Zo = 1. Thus, the reduced
perturbing potential, V(°'"), has a divergence at r = 0 that varies as ZO-11. As r decreases
along the line 7' = r', Eq. 3.23 shows that Gl(r, r) r as r - O, bounding AI(L) from
below by Zo - 11, and violating statement (2) above.
This result indicates the need for a different iteration scheme.
3.5 Mathematical Appendix B
From the properties of the spherical Bessel functions, all elements of A are zero except
those of the form Ajl,j, and those are non-zero by the properties of the scale factors, k, for
finite b. In addition, the matrix is highly degenerate, because Ajj,, = Ajl,j, (k,,. This
reduces the rank of A to max + 1 even though it is a square matrix with each dimension
jmax(lmax + 1). The singular value decomposition (SVD) of A [126] is
A = UTDV, (3.5.85)
where U and V are orthogonal matrices and D is a diagonal matrix of the same rank as
A. Since the rank of A is max + 1, D has max + 1 non-zero elements. In the next step, we
will need the following corollary:
Corollary: The matrix (eI - 2H) is singular if and only if e is an eigenvalue of 2H.
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Proof: If e is an eigenvalue of 2H then the determinant of (I - 2H) is zero and therefore
singular. Eigenvector u1 of 2H with eigenvalue ek satisfies
(EI - 2H)ik = ( - Ek)Vk.
The set of eigenvalues of (eI - 2H) is {e - ek} where k are the eigenvalues of 2H. If the
matrix (eI - 2H) is singular, at least one of its eigenvalues must be equal to zero, so e must
be equal to an eigenvalue of 2H. QED.
Clearly, the eigenvalues ek in the proof correspond to the simple poles of the R-matrix,
defined in this context by,
Rl = z Xk,(r)Xk,(r) (3.5.86)E ~l Ek -
where Xk(r) is the k'th eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H and Ek is the corresponding
eigenenergy. If we choose a value for that does not coincide with any of the eigenvalues
of 2H, then (eI - 2H) is non-singular, and the eigenvalue equation for the logarithmic
derivatives, b, can be written in standard form as an eigenvalue problem for b1b withb-b
eigenvectors Vd as follows ,
(eI- 2H)a = (b- b)Ad
A = UTDV so
[U(eI - 2H)VT-lD(Vd) = ( -) (Va).
D has ma,, + 1 non-zero diagonal components, so we find exactly max + 1 logarithmic
derivatives, b.
3.6 Mathematical Appendix C
Corollary: The solutions M~p(r) are linearly independent if all the elements of the set {bp}
are distinct.
Proof: Suppose the eigenvalues b are distinct. Since the functions M 3 ,l(r) solve the
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coupled equations. we have
DI,M 3,1 (r) = 0, (3.6.87)
D1 , ( d=r2 1(1--- + + - 2V (r, R) (3.6.88)
From Eq.3.6.88 we get,
.r.. .l.. . rZ E (j dr'M3,,I(,')DI,MO,l,(r') - dr'M,(r')DIM,,(r') = 0. (3.6.89)/=0'  )
Equation 3.6.89 simplifies upon integrating by parts to give:
(bOl - bO) y Ml,,(ro)l3,I(r ) = 0. (3.6.90)
1=0
Since b, $ bf, it follows from Equation 3.6.90 that E'"z MP,,l(ro)MO,I(ro) = 0. Consider
the matrix X whose rows are the solutions Mlp(r),
Mlo(r) Mll(r) - Mlmaxl(r) .Mllmax(r)
X= . . .
M(max-)+l)O(r) M(max+l)l (r) .-. M(lma+l)l 1(r) M(lmax+l)lmax(r)
(3.6.91)
At r = r
,
Eq. 3.6.90 shows that the rows of the matrix X are mutually orthogonal.
Therefore the Wronskian of the solutions W(r) = det(X) is not zero at r = r. Then by
the uniqueness theorem, the Wronskian never vanishes in the interval r < r < oo. Hence
the solutions Ml(r) are linearly independent.
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Chapter 4
Electronic Spectrum of CaF
4.1 Introduction
Multichannel quantum defect theory(MQDT) uses a scattering formalism to explain the
properties of bound and continuum states of an electron interacting with an atomic or
molecular ion-core [112, 34]. The equations of MQDT are derived from a few key observa-
tions. Far from the ion core, the radius of which extends on the order of 2-3 Angstroms,
a Coulomb field prevails and the motion of the external electron is separable. Inside the
ion-core, complicated many-body interactions dominate and there is no simple description
of the electron's motion. However since the ion-core is confined within a small region of
space, the electron in a highly excited bound or continuum state samples mostly the region
exterior to the ion-core. Therefore the net effect of the ion-core can be incorporated into
a few QDT parameters that depend weakly on the total energy of the combined system
[30, 43, 78]. These parameters provide a compact representation of all spectroscopic and
dynamical observables and can be determined by fitting to experimental data [41, 79].
Although the use of MQDT had been restricted primarily to empirical analyses of data,
recent work has focused on the calculation of the quantum defect parameters from first
principles. The ab initio calculation of these parameters has presented theorists with prac-
tical challenges, especially in the determination of body-fixed quantum defect matrices in
molecular problems [130]. Most of the ab initio techniques use Kohn's variational scheme
(R-matrix method) [69] to solve for the electronic wavefunction inside the ion-core and the
solutions over all space are determined by matching the wavefunctions inside the core to the
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wavefunctions in the exterior region by the appropriate continuity relations. As a conse-
quence of this boundary matching procedure, the calculated quantities are sensitive to the
size of the ion-core. In particular, a large ion-core may result in strong energy dependences
of the QDT parameters [5, 52]. In order to use the body-fixed quantum defect matrix in
the context of ro-vibrational quantum defect theory [64, 47], it is necessary to remove (or
minimize) the energy dependences from the quantum defect matrix [130].
The problem associated with the energy dependence of the body-fixed quantum defect
matrix becomes more severe when the system under consideration is a dipolar molecule.
CaF + has a permanent dipole moment of 8.82 Debye (coordinate origin at the center of
mass), and this large value of the dipole moment leads to a long range dipole interaction
in the exterior region, in addition to the Coulomb field. In order to use ordinary quantum
defect theory, it would be necessary to extend the core out to the asymptotic region, where
the potential reduces to a Coulomb field. However, this results in undesired strong energy
dependences in the quantum defect matrix. Arif, Jungen, and Roche [5] treated the CaF
problem using elliptical coordinates [55] and defining a quantum defect matrix at short
range. That treatment, which was successful in describing the entire electronic spectrum
of CaF, required the use of the generalized form of quantum defect theory [46, 50] and
separability in the radial and angular coordinates of the effective one-electron potential in
the exterior region.
In Chapter 3, we describe an alternative method for calculating the scattering theory
reaction matrix [96]. The method utilizes a Green's function numerical propagation scheme
and allows for a reduction of the bounded core volume that enters into Kohn's variational
calculation. This results in significant improvements of convergence rate, accuracy, and
calculation speed over current methods. It is also shown in Chapter 3 that information
in the calculated reaction matrix, K, can be re-expressed in a form in which the energy
dependence is minimized. This is accomplished by defining a new matrix, K [117, 25], by
performing a transformation on the K matrix to remove the effects of the non-spherical
long-range dipole field. The effects of the dipole field are in turn absorbed into a new pair
of quantum defect basis functions.
The computational procedure developed in Chapter 3 is applied to the Rydberg elec-
tronic structure of CaF in the present chapter. Two purposes are addressed here: first, to
validate and demonstrate the practical use of the method developed in Chapter 3 and,
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second, to reproduce current experimental results and make predictions about other observ-
ables from first principles. These predictions can be used to guide future experiments. One
of the goals of this work is to develop physical pictures that canll provide causal explanations
of specific interactions and the mechanisms responsible for resonance features in the exper-
imental data. The majority of the results presented in this chapter have been published in
the Journal of Chemical Physics [118].
We analyze the 2E+, 2 i, 2A, and 2- Rydberg states of the CaF molecule by determining
the body-fixed reaction matrix. Particular emphasis is placed on the high Rydberg states
close to ionization and in the continuum. The analysis of the continuum focuses on the
structure of the scattering matrix and the resultant features in the integrated ionization
cross section, photoelectron angular distribution, and the anisotropy parameter. We show
that the energy dependences of these parameters indicate the presence of a molecular shape
resonance close to the ionization threshold. The existence of this resonance is a basis for
I-specific probes of the dynamics and spectra of CaF.
4.2 Application and Results
In order to reproduce the experimentally observed Rydberg energy levels of CaF accurately
[40] it is necessary to include the effect of Rydberg electron penetration into the core region.
The most rigorous way to do this is to include a superposition of ion-core states in Eq. 3.4.
However, such effects can be incorporated in an effective one-electron potential treatment
that includes polarizability terms (a polarizable core) [86]. We take the explicit form of this
potential from Arif, Jungen, and Roche [5], using coordinates illustrated in Fig. 4-1.
v0() - Vff() = - -- + 
f2 1 .Z 2 cos 2 1 Z1 COS 02]
-[ -lf 4'~ -{ 0alfl ;2 O2 f2 7-~ -{ 0z2 2 r~2--' J2r r R r 2 ]
2alf 1 a 2f 2 [ZIcosO Z2 cos 2
R5 r2 ± 2
alfl~2f 2 2cos0 cos 02 + sinO sin0] + V(Ca++,- ce )
± R [r2r2 0 0 2 i(r). (4.2.1)
R3r2 r2
The expression in Eq. 4.2.1 contains the following interactions:
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Figure 4-1: Coordinates used in the CaF calculation. The origin is fixed at the Ca
nucleus.
(A) The Coulomb interaction between the integer charges Z1 and Z2 on the calcium and
the fluorine atoms and the Rydberg electron.
(B) The monopole-dipole interaction of the Rydberg-electron-induced dipole on one ion
with the integer charge on the other ion (See Figure 4-1).
(C) The dipole-dipole interaction of the electron-induced and ion-induced dipoles on op-
posite centers.
(D) The dipole-dipole interaction of the two electron-induced dipoles on opposite centers.
(E) A Ca++ core correction that includes core-penetration(deshielding) effects.
(F) All terms independent of the electronic coordinate, r, are part of the energy of the
ion-core and are not considered explicitly in the potential. Accordingly, the zero of
energy is set at the minimum of the potential curve of the ion-core when R = R~,
the equilibrium bond length, and the Rydberg electron is removed to r ~ 00.
Table 4.1 explains the symbols in Eq. 4.2.1 and lists their numerical values. The last
term in Eq. 4.2.1, vt(Ca++ Core)(r), is a pseudopotential that approximates the many-body
interactions of the Rydberg electron inside the Ca++ electron distribution. This potential
depends on the orbital angular momentum quantum number, l, and its terms have been
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Table 4.1: Terms that define the Electron e- Core
Term
Ca+ + Charge
F- Charge
Ca+ + Polarizability
F- Polarizability
Polarizability Cutoff Function for Ca+ +
Polarizability Cutoff Function for F-
The Radius of the Ca2+ Atomic Core
F- Ionic Radius
Equilibrium Bond Length of CaF +
Symbol
Z 1
Z2
a1
a2
f (r)
f2(r2)
T'c
r2c
R+
Value (au)
2
-1
3.5
4.7
[l _-e-(r/r2,)6](1/2)
[1 - e-( 2/)(1/2)
1.6
2.3
3.54
Table 4.2: Pseudo-potential parameters for Ca++ from Aymar et al.[6]
1=0 1 2 1>3
a' 4.0099 4.2056 3.5058 3.7741
bl 13.023 12.658 12.399 13.232
cl 2.1315 2.0186 2.2648 3.1848
l 1.6352 1.5177 1.6187 0.7150
optimized to reproduce the experimentally observed quantum defects of the atomic Ca+
ion [6]. The form of this potential is
V )(r) =- n - Z1)e t r ± b re tlr] ± 4 e c) - rl V/Ca ++Cre)(-) - l)e-- + lre- ' -- T) (r)~~~~~~ =t- r.---?-' e-(r4 (4.2.2)
where Zn = 20 is the total charge on the Ca nucleus and rlc is the I dependent size of the
Ca++ core. The pseudopotential parameters that we use in this calculation are listed in
Table 4.2. It should be noted that the physical picture we are using in this model resembles
ligand-field theory [102]. The Rydberg energy levels we calculate can be understood to
correspond to the Rydberg levels of the Ca+ atom perturbed by an external ligand, F-.
Our choice of the coordinate origin to coincide with the center of the Ca nucleus, although
motivated by convenience, coincides with that picture (the molecular center of mass must
be used in a theory that includes rotating molecule effects. The calculation presented here
is tailored toward the calculation of the body-fixed reaction matrix and the following results
are compared with deperturbed spectroscopic data for the non-rotating molecule).
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Interaction from Arif et a [5]
-
Details of the Calculation
(1) The choice of r, the radius of the spherical dividing surface
Several considerations go into the determination of the value of ro that appears in the
variational expression in Eq. 3.29. From a practical point of view, we would like ro to be on
the order of several Bohr so that the numerical computations of the expressions in Eq. 3.36
are fast. However, if r'0 is made too small, then some of the high-i members of the basis set
functions in Eq. 3.33 will have very small amplitude in the integration region, resulting in
numerical instabilities. This trade-off can be summarized by the following statements.
(A) r must be small enough so that the magnitude of V(eff) (r) differs from its asymp-
totic value at least by 10%.
(B) r needs to be large enough so that the truncated I expansion that accounts for all
1-mixing in Eq. 3.33 converges for r < r.
Tests show that ro in the range from 4 to 6 au works well for 1I <7. We use ro = 6 au.
A physical lower bound for ro is the CaF + equilibrium bond length, R + = 3.54 au.
(2) The choice of e.
Since there are no exact results for this problem, it is not possible to know a priori the
nature of the energy dependence of the asymptotic reaction matrix. Therefore we calculate
the K matrix instead of the K matrix. As we have demonstrated, the weakly energy
dependent K matrix can be used to recover the analytical properties of the strongly energy
dependent K matrix. We determine the K matrix on a coarse energy grid over an interval
that extends from negative to positive values of e = 2E and obtain its energy dependence
by interpolation.
(3) The Basis Set
To facilitate the convergence of the calculation, we use a non-orthogonal basis. This
allows us to employ a basis set of smaller dimensionality, with 30 radial functions for each
i-component and a total of 7 I-components. We design 28 of the 30 radial functions for each
I to have a node at r(b = 10) and the remaining two radial functions are chosen to have
an anti-node at r( = 0). In addition, we exclude a small spherical region of space about
the Ca nucleus from the calculations, following Arif, Jungen, and Roche [5]. The excluded
region of space, which we refer to as the atomic zone, is defined by electron radial distances
r < ra , 0.8au. Although this exclusion is not strictly necessary, it facilitates the rapid
convergence of the calculation since it excludes the singularity at the origin (the center of
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Table 4.3: The Angular Momenta, I for CaF
Terln p d f 9
I - + 1.38i 1.2 2.11 3.04 4.02
the Ca nucleus) from the numerical integrations. Another slight change from the analysis
in Chapter 3 is our choice of the basis for the variational calculation. Spherical Bessel
functions can be used, but it is computationally more convenient to use a Fourier basis of
the form [5],
ul(r) = alsin(kljr) + blcos(kljr), (4.2.3)
where the parameters al, bl, and klj are determined by the boundary condition b at r and
normalization [5].
(4) The Angular Momenta I
The real or complex generalized angular momentum, , that are defined in Eq. 3.60
depend on the permanent dipole moment of the CaF+ core. The value of the dipole moment,
as measured from the origin located at the Ca nucleus used to define the long-range wave
functions, can be calculated using Eq. 3.50. This value is y = -2.33 au at R = R +. The
values of I for A = 0 (2y+) Rydberg states are given in Table 4.3.
(5) Iteration Procedure
Using the following convergence criterion with the norm of Eq. 3.4.82
|M(n)(r)- M(?-l)(r) < 10-3 (4.2.4)
we achieve convergence in 3 iterations of Eq. 3.43. r is restricted to a finite interval,
r < r < 30. Each iteration requires less than 10 seconds of computation on a PC. The
converged solutions, M'l(r), used in Eqs. 3.45-3.48, give the K matrix. The inner 5 x 5
block of the K matrix for the A = 0 symmetry, calculated at a reference energy of e = -0.02
and R = Re, is shown in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: The Reaction Matrix, K, for the 2+ Rydberg States of CaF. Columns
denote the channels and rows denote a particular set of solutions.
7.1445 1.2433 -1.8086 0.0884 -0.0271
1.2433 0.4920 0.2148 0.0287 0.0008
-1.8087 0.2149 0.2116 0.0578 0.0025
0.0884 0.0287 0.0577 -0.2078 0.0108
-0.0271 0.0008 0.0025 0.0108 -0.0925
Large matrix elements of K in Table 4.4 correspond to strong scattering and large
contributions from the irregular Coulomb functions. We see that the off-diagonal elements
in the upper 3 x 3 block are large and comparable in size to the diagonal elements, signaling
significant -mixing in this class of angular momentum states. Clearly this upper-block
belongs to the penetrating states whereas the 2 x 2 lower block is nearly uncoupled from
the penetrating states and belongs to the non-penetrating states . The reaction matrix
elements progressively get smaller as 1 increases for non-penetrating states and they can be
more simply treated with an approximate theory, such as the point dipole model of Watson
[134].
Bound States
For electronic energies below the ionization threshold, one can set e = -6 , where v is
the effective principal quantum number that must be regarded as a running number at this
stage. The quantization condition [111, 25] for bound states is
det(tan lrvSJ, + Kalf) = 0. (4.2.5)
The eigenquantum defects are defined as,
1
i= -- arctan(Ki), (4.2.6)
where Ki is the i'th eigenvalue of the reaction matrix, K. According to the eigenvalue
equation (Eq. 4.2.5), the bound state quantum defects must lie on the energy-dependent
eigenquantum defect curves of the K matrix. The eigenquantum defect curves of CaF that
characterize the 2 .+ 2 , 2 A, and 24) Rydberg series are plotted in Fig.4-2. As expected,
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they show a very smooth and slow energy dependence. The experimentally observed quan-
tum defects from Berg et al. [7] are marked as filled circles on the figure. Most of the
experimental values of the eigenquantum defects fall very near our theoretical series curves,
verifying the trend along the curves as well as the numerical accuracy of the points on them.
Our quantum defects lie within ±0.02 of the experimental results, with the exception of
isolated deviations visible in the 0.882 E+ and 0.362I1 curves. Possible sources of deviation
include interactions with the repulsive 2E+ and 211 states, which have the Ca+4s+F2pa - l
and Ca+4s+F2pr - 1 hole electronic configurations respectively. The plus signs shown in
each figure denote the eigenquantum defects obtained from a global ro-vibrational MQDT
fit to 617 previously assigned energy levels of CaF in the 7 < n* < 18 region [37]. The
global fit results for the eigenquantum defects in the high n* region are less sensitive to the
local perturbations due to the repulsive states and therefore agree more closely with the
theoretical values.
The 3-dimensional plots of the calculated 2E+ bound state wavefunctions, rn. (r),
in the n* = 10 region, for the 0 = 0, x - z azimuthal plane, are shown in Fig. 4-3. The
spectral decomposition [5] of these states are reported in Table 4.5 through the eigenfunction
expansion coefficients. While it would be an almost impossible task to calculate an excited
electronic wavefunction with such a high value of the principal quantum number using
a traditional ab initio method of computation, the current formalism achieves accurate
wavefunctions with minimal effort once the iterative equations are solved. Figure 4-3A
shows a plot of the X 2+ ground electronic state calculated using the ligand-field model
of Rice, Martin and Field [102]. All the amplitude in this low-lying state is confined within
5Bohr of the origin. The angular structure seen in the X state resembles the angular
structure of the 10.552Z+ wavefunction shown in Fig. 4-3B. Both states are approximate
mixtures of s and p partial-i waves. This is in agreement with Mulliken's rule [90], which
states that every Rydberg orbital is built upon an innermost lobe which does not change
in shape or nodal position as a function of n*("ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny"). The X
2E+ state is the series terminus for the 10.55 state. Figure 4-3C shows a plot of the 10.882E+
state, whose series terminus orbital is the B 2+ state [7]. The wavefunction for this state
is polarized behind the F- ion and it is approximately a p + s partial-i wave mixture. This
has important consequences for the relative intensities of transitions that may be observed
out of this state. Figure 4-3D displays the wavefunction for the 10.162E+ state, whose series
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Figure 4-2: (A) 2+ State eigenquantum defects of CaF from the K matrix. The
filled circles are the experimentally observed 2E+ Rydberg series and the plus signs
denote the eigenquantum defects obtained from a global MQDT fit by Field et. al.
[37]. The scatter in the experimental eigenquantum defects seen in the 0.882Z+ series
in the E = -0.006 au region is likely due to a perturbation interaction with the
Ca+4s+F2pa - 1 hole 2E+ repulsive state. (B) 2fI State eigenquantum defects of CaF.
The experimental and fit data points are marked as in panel A. The scatter in the
experimental eigenquantum defects seen in the 0.362I series in the E = -0.009au
region is likely due to a perturbation interaction with the Ca+4s+F2pr - 1 hole 2
repulsive state. (C) 2A State eigenquantum defects of CaF. The experimental, and
fit data points are marked as in panel A. (D) 2) State eigenquantum defects of CaF.
The experimental, and fit data points are marked as in panel A.
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Table 4.5: The spectral decomposition of the bound levels in the n* ~ 10 region. The
eigenfunction coefficients are given in both the I and the integer-I representation. The
integer-I results are obtained by transforming the reaction matrix K(E) as explained
in Chapter 3.
d f s p d f
10.55 2E+ -0.96 -0.11 0.26 -0.01 -0.75 0.66 0.07 -0.08
10.88 2E+ -0.05 -0.84 -0.54 -0.07 -0.66 -0.75 -0.01 0.01
10.16 2E+ 0.28 -0.51 0.79 -0.20 0.07 -0.08 0.83 -0.52
10.08 2E+ 0.04 -0.17 0.13 0.97 0.02 -0.03 -0.54 -0.77
terminus is the F' 2+ state [7]. This state is d - f mixed and possesses a larger number
of angular nodes than the 10.88 and 10.55 states. The 10.082E+ non-penetrating excited
electronic state is shown in Fig. 4-3E. The displayed wavefunction, which is dominantly an
f state, is approximately spherically symmetric. Its outermost lobe is pushed farther out
in radial distance than the outermost lobes of the penetrating states. The electron in this
non-penetrating state samples the ion-core at long-range and moves predominantly under
the influence of the ion-core Coulomb and dipole fields. Approximate hydrogenic behavior
is recovered in the wavefunctions of the non-penetrating states.
The K eigenquantum defects are shown over a larger domain of collision energy in
Fig. 4-4. The eigenquantum defects display a smooth dependence on energy in the whole
interval. This behavior indicates that the K reaction matrix is defined at short range
and it can be used in ro-vibrational MQDT calculations [130]. The 0.55 and 0.88 2 +
eigenquantum defect curves slowly increase with increasing collision energy. The increases
in the eigenquantum defects are reflected as an overall rise in the eigenphase sum, shown
in Fig. 4-5B. The rise in the eigenphase sum suggests the presence of a broad molecular
shape resonance. However, it is difficult to establish the existence of this shape resonance
from the displayed eigenphase sum alone, because the standard Breit-Wigner form is not
suitable for fitting broad shape resonances [27]. A more useful physical quantity that can
be employed for resonance analysis in this case is the collision lifetime matrix. The lifetime
matrix is defined as [114],
= -iSt d§ (4.2.7)dE'
where S is the short range scattering matrix. The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix,
qmax, corresponds to the collision channel that experiences the largest time-delay and the
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(H)
(D)
Figure 4-3: The ab initio 2~+ electronic wavefunctions of CaF, rwn* (T), shown in the
cP = 0, x - z plane. The Calcium nucleus is located at z = 0 and the Fluorine nucleus
is at z = R~ = 3.54 au. (A) The X2~+ ground electronic state calculated using
the ligand-field model [102]. The ground state is polarized behind the Ca nucleus
and much of its amplitude is present within 5 Bohr of the origin. (B) The 10.552~+
excited electronic state calculated using the current theory. The outermost lobe of
the wavefunction extends out to 300 Bohr. (C) The 10.882~+ excited electronic state.
The 10.88 state is polarized behind the F-. (D) The 10.162~+ excited electronic state.
This state is d - p mixed and possesses a larger number of angular nodes than the
10.88 and 10.55 states. (E) The 10.082~+ non-penetrating excited electronic state.
The wavefunction, which is predominantly an f state, is approximately spherically
symmetric.
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Figure 4-4: The K eigenquantum defects over a larger domain of collision energy. The
0.55 and 0.88 2E+ eigenquantum defect curves smoothly rise with increasing collision
energy. The 0.16 and 0.08 2E+ eigenquantum defects are approximately constant on
the energy interval.
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Figure 4-5: (A) The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix, qm=, as a function of
energy. The theoretical data points are marked with triangles and the dashed curve
is a Lorentzian fit to the data points. The Lorentzian fit gives the resonance center
energy as Eres = -0.013 au and resonance width as r = 0.15 au. (B) The eigenphase
sum as calculated from the K matrix. The overall rise in the eigenphase sum may
indicate a shape resonance. However, the eigenphase sum rises on very a wide interval
and it cannot be satisfactorily fit to the standard Breit-Wigner form.
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peaks in the plot of qmax as a function of energy can be identified with resonances [27]. The
resonance lineshape in qmax can be fitted to a Lorentzian form to determine the resonance
energy and width [27, 125]. The calculated qmax from the S matrix is shown in Fig. 4-5A.
The peak near E -0.01 au decisively establishes the existence of the shape resonance.
The Lorentzian fit (dashed curve in the figure) to the theoretical data points yields the
resonance center energy and width as -0.013 au and 0.15 au respectively.
It shall be shown in Chapter 5 that the molecular shape resonance is due to the
trapping of the continuum electron behind a barrier on the F- ion, which arises in the
adiabatic molecular effective potential. The theory of the adiabatic molecular effective
potential for the continuum electron is explained by Dourneuf et al. [23]. The lifetime
determined here can be interpreted as the time it takes for the electron to tunnel across the
barrier on the F- ion to the classically allowed region in the adiabatic potential. Since the
resonance is very broad, it affects the properties of the electronic spectrum over the whole
energy domain studied here. The effects of the shape resonance on the electronic spectrum
is best understood in terms of the probability of decay, or branching ratios, into the collision
eigenchannels. The branching ratio, B, into a particular eigenchannel j is given by,
B = .Uj 12, (4.2.8)
where V the eigenvector of Q corresponding to qmax and Uj is the eigenvector of K associ-
ated with the eigenchannel. The branching ratios to four of the eigenchannels for E = Eres
and E = 0.2 au are given in Table 4.4. The values indicate that the 0.882E+ eigenchannel
contains a prominent resonance character near the resonance center. This is consistent with
the behavior of the corresponding eigenquantum defect, which shows the largest rise in Fig.
4-4. The structure of the 10.88 2 + wavefunction shown in Fig. 4-3 further illuminates the
point. The wavefunction in this eigenchannel is polarized behind the F- and the electron
has to tunnel across the repulsive barrier on the ligand to reach the asymptotic region. The
values of branching ratios at high collision energies show that there is no preference for
decay into either the 0.55 or the 0.88 eigenchannels. This is a consequence of the vanishing
influence of the shape resonance when the collision energy exceeds far above the energy of
the resonance center. Table 4.5 also reports the branching ratios to the integer-i Rydberg
channels. These branching ratios correspond to the squared components of the transformed
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Table 4.6: The Branching Ratios
0.552E+ 0.882E+ 0.162 E+ 0.082Z+ s P d f
B (E = Eres) 0.16 0.80 0.04 0.004 0.20 0.77 0.03 0.003
B (E = 0.2 au) 0.47 0.47 0.05 0.01 0.19 0.74 0.02 0.001
lifetime matrix eigenvector V' = F.V, where F is the dipole matrix defined in Eq. 3.54. It
is seen that the largest probability of decay is to the p-type Rydberg channels.
The Integer-i Reaction Matrix Eigenquantum Defects
The eigenquantum defects obtained from the integer-i reaction matrix, K, for the A = 0
symmetry, defined in Eq. 3.48 are shown in Fig. 4-6. The eigenquantum defects possess
a conspicuous energy dependence in contrast to the smooth energy dependence displayed
by the K matrix, shown in Fig. 4-4. The strong energy dependence in the K matrix is
due to the long-range dipole field; the effects of the dipole field are removed from the K
matrix and included instead in the (f, g) base-pair in the K theory (see Chapter 3). This
highlights the success of the K theory in minimizing the energy dependence of the reaction
matrix.
Figure 4-7 shows the energy dependence of the squared magnitude partial-i decompo-
sition of the 0.552E+ and 0.882E+ collision eigenchannels. The results indicate that these
states are primarily s and p mixed and that their partial-i decomposition changes rapidly
across the avoided crossing. These rapid changes in the partial-i character of the eigenchan-
nels cause important interference effects, which are explored further below in the context
of the photoionization properties of CaF. The mechanics of the energy of evolution of the
partial-i decompositions can be understood in relation to the influence of the shape reso-
nance. The p-dominated 0.88 eigenchannel has a prominent resonance character near the
ionization threshold. The p-dominant increasing eigenphase would pass through the 0.55
curve, but undergoes an avoided crossing (Fig. 4-6), so the p-dominant curve is labeled
0.88 near threshold and 0.55 beyond the energy range affected by the resonance of Fig. 4-5.
At higher energy, the shape resonance effect decreases, leaving the 0.55 and 0.88 states in
a different, more pure, s and p mixture than the mixture seen at lower energy.
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Figure 4-6: The eigenquantum defects obtained from the integer-i K matrix. These
curves correlate with the 0.55, 0.16, 0.88, 0.08, and 0.062E+ Rydberg series at E < 0.
The eigenquantum defects for the 0.55 and 0.88 eigenchannels display an avoided
crossing at E 0.03au. The partial-i decomposition of these eigenchannels vary
rapidly across the avoided crossing (see Fig. 4-7).
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Figure 4-7: The energy dependence of the squared magnitude of the partial-i decom-
position of the 0.55 and 0.88 eigenchannels. The plotted coefficients are the squares
of the components of the corresponding eigenvectors of the integer-I K matrix. Four
curves are plotted, but only two curves are visible. This is because the 10.55sl2 curve
overlaps with the 10.88pj2 curve and the 0.55p]2 curve overlaps with the 10.88sl2
curve. The 0.55 eigenchannel, which is a dominant s wave near the ionization thresh-
old becomes a dominant p wave above the avoided crossing. Conversely, the 0.88
eigenchannel, which is a dominant p wave near the ionization threshold becomes a
dominant s wave above the avoided crossing.
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4.2.1 Analytical Continuation of the Integer K Matrix to
Negative Energy
The calculation of the K matrix at negative energy requires careful analysis, because the
transformation from the K to K given in Eq. 3.79 is only valid at positive energy. The
analytical continuation of this transformation does not simply follow from the replacement
k = , because the phase matrices in Eq. 3.79 are not analytic at the ionization threshold.
In this section, we derive this transformation to the integer-I representation at negative
energy and investigate the energy behavior of the K matrix elements. The results in this
subsection have not been published previously in [118]. We let E < 0 denote the collision
energy in atomic units. We define the quantities,
e = 2E v = - (4.2.9)
For e < 0, the Dipole-Coulomb functions, f and g, defined in Chapter 3 have the following
forms,
f(r) = -insTv (r)' -cos (v) e(r) -1 (4.2.10)
g(r) =- (2c),(r)f7- siu7rv (_) l2 E(r),:t (4.2.11)
where,
wl = v (r( + + 1)r(V -_ 1))1/2 , for Im() = 0 (4.2.12)
alt, = v r(v - i + -(1 - i))I 61-, for Im(li) 0, (4.2.13)
and the definition of is given in Chapter 3. The asymptotic limits of C(r) and e(r) are
given as,
(r co) = (-) er/v (4.2.14)
E3(r -c) = r) e r/ (4.2.15)
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For the K normalized solutions, we have the asymptotic limit
M(r) = f(r) - (r)K. (4.2.16)
We would like to relate these to the alternate set of solutions,
M(r) = f(r) - g(r)K, (4.2.17)
where K is the reaction matrix in the integer representation. The ordinary Coulomb
functions can be expressed as [112],
f (r) = r7v (r)Pw - coslrv 2) (r)Pw- 1 (4.2.18)
g(r) _= - ('7 (r)P - sinrv (23) / e(r)Pw-', (4.2.19)
where
W1l = v (r( + 1 + 1)r(v - 1))1/2 611, (4.2.20)
P1 = (-1)lw. (4.2.21)
Using Eqs. 4.2.10 and 4.2.11, Eq. 4.2.19 can be rewritten as,
1M - -(/ (sinirvw + cos7rvwK) + e(() 1 (sin7rv-lK -cos7rv-) .(4.2.22)(2v)1/2 ~ 2
Similarly,
M (2v)1/2 (sin7rvPw + cos7rvPwK) + e (sin7rvPw-lK - cos7rvPv- 1)
(4.2.23)
In order to relate Eqs. 4.2.22 and 4.2.23, we first linearly transform the solutions M
and then rotate the channel space onto the integer I representation using the orthogonal
transformation F defined in Chapter 3. The intermediate matrix solutions are defined as,
M = FM (sinrvu + cosrviK) - 1, (4.2.24)
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which yields,
M = (2v)1/2-r--F + E() F (sinxrvu-l - co-srv:-'1 ) (sin7rvt + -os7rl f)- 1
(4.2.25)
A further linear transformation,
' = MFT, (4.2.26)
yields, M -1/2 A, (4.2.27)(2v)1/2 r - 2-
where
A = F (sin7rrv-'R - cos7rvf - ) (sin7rvf7 + cosrvuK)- 1FT. (4.2.28)
Comparison of Eqs. 4.2.27 and 4.2.23 allows us to deduce the identity,
A (sin-rvPwv + cosrvPwK) = sinrvPv-l 1 K - cosrrvPw- 1 (4.2.29)
Eq. 4.2.29 can be inverted for the symmetric K matrix to yield
K = - (Acos7rvPw - sin7rvPw-l) (AsinxrvPw + cosrvw) (4.2.30)
Equation 4.2.30 defines the K matrix in terms of the K matrix at negative energy. The
behavior of the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of the calculated quantum defect
matrix in the integer representation ( = arctan(K)) are shown in Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 for
A = 0, E symmetry. The matrix elements are rapidly oscillatory as a function of energy
below the ionization threshold. The integer K is defined strictly in the limit r -- oo,
because of the existence of the dipole field. The Coulomb functions are exponentially
divergent at long range, which causes the K matrix to have a very strong and sensitive
energy dependence. The strong energy dependence of the K matrix makes it unsuitable
to be used in the rovibrational frame transformation, because the validity of the frame
transformation necessitates that the body-fixed reaction matrix depends weakly on energy
[48].
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Figure 4-8: The diagonal matrix elements of the quantum defect matrix shown for
-0.01 < E < 0.1 and A = 0, E symmetry. Rapid oscillations of the matrix elements
are visible for E < 0. The strong energy dependence of the of the reaction matrix
elements is a consequence of the exponential divergences in the Coulomb functions
at negative energy. Such a strong energy dependence in the integer 1 reaction matrix
renders it unsuitable as input to the rovibrational frame transformation. The diag-
onal matrix elements oscillate about the values determined from a fit to extensive
experimental data [65, 37].
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Figure 4-9: The off-diagonal matrix elements of the quantum defect matrix shown for
-0.01 < E < 0.1 and A = , E symmetry . Rapid oscillations of the matrix elements
are visible for E < 0 as in the diagonal elements displayed in Fig. 4-8
4.3 Photoionization of CaF
Consider the reaction
hv + CaF(2 E+n*) -- CaF+('E+) + e-, (4.3.31)
where 2 E+n* specifies an electronic state of the molecule. We define the quantum numbers
jr = 1, N, N+ and 1 to denote the angular momenta for the incoming photon, the neutral
CaF molecule (exclusive of electron spin), the CaF+ ion, and the ejected electron. The
angular momentum
Jt = N+ - N = jr -1, (4.3.32)
is the total angular momentum transferred in the photoionization. The advantage of the
use of the transferred angular momentum, t, lies in the fact that the differential cross
section for ionization, when averaged over all molecular orientations in space-fixed axes,
can be expressed in terms of the body-frame projections of the angular momenta, 1 and r,
without explicit reference to the angular momenta, N and N + [22, 32]. After the average
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Figure 4-10: (A) The eigenquantum defects obtained from the K(E) matrix for the
A = 0, symmetry ordered by rank. (B) The same eigenquantum defects as in
(A), ordered by assignment based on the dominant I character in the corresponding
eigenchannel. The eigenquantum defects at negative energy oscillate rapidly about
their equilibrium values determined from a fit to extensive experimental data [65, 37].
It may be possible to average out these oscillations to define a stationary reaction
matrix in the integer-I representation. However, it is more logical to use the K matrix
directly in the frame transformation and the fit routines, since the physical meaning
of the dipole-reduction is clear.
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is performed, the differential cross section for ionization becomes, in atomic units [22],
d ,) 87r2w (2jt +l)-lil-lei(arg(r(l'+l+i/k)-arg(r(t+l+i/k)) * 
28dQ (9' 8w' w- [ Dt -J,O(jt; 10, U', 9'),
(4.3.33)
where 
O(jt; 10, 11', ') = (2jt+1)[(21±1)(21+(21 +l)] 2(- { (10, 'OKO)PK(cost')(KO 10, 10),
K ' J
(4.3.34)
w is the energy of the ionizing radiation and Dl,,\,j, are the reduced dipole matrix elements
defined below. It should be noted that the cross section given here, obtained by taking an
equally weighted average over molecular orientations, can be measured in an experiment
that does not resolve the various rotational states of the ion-core. The primed angles, (', '),
are the electronic coordinates in the space-fixed axes and the unprimed angles are electronic
coordinates in the body-fixed axes. Equations 4.3.33 and 4.3.34 completely determine the
angular distribution of the ejected electrons. The four triangle relations satisfied by the 6j
coefficient that appears in Eq. 4.3.34 restrict the photoelectron angular distribution to the
form,
dodo,- = a + bP2 (cos9'). (4.3.35)df(0', q')
From Eq. 4.3.35 one gets a = , where is the integrated cross section. The di-
mensionless ratio 3 = defines the anisotropy parameter, which is frequently measured
in photoionization experiments. For light polarized in the ' direction in the space-fixed
coordinate system, the reduced dipole matrix element is [22],
47rDl,,jt = ( - )m(jtA- ml - m, lA) ( _;)()urYm(f)(1- g())lo(r) (4.336)
m
The state TIo(r) is the 2E+n* electronic state of CaF and P(- ) is an energy normalized
continuum state (see Appendix for a proof) that satisfies the incoming wave boundary
1An extra factor of 2 arises in the definition of the cross section in Eq. 4.3.33 because the
continuum wavefunction we use here is normalized per unit where = 2E and E is the excess
of the excitation energy over the ionization threshold. See Appendix for a discussion of the energy
normalization.
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condition [43]. The function g(r) is a correction to the independent electron approximation
[8], and has the form [101],
alfil() a2 f2 (r2 ) (4.3.37)
g(O 3 3 (4.3.37)
Definitions and values for the terms used in Eq. 4.3.37 are given in Table 4.1. This correction
in some cases accounts for approximately 10% of the calculated dipole matrix element [101].
The continuum wavefunction is expanded in spherical harmonics,
i(-)(r-) = E ()(r)YI,,() (4.3.38)
I'
where, by virtue of the incoming wave boundary condition, we have:
" ;)(r- o) = I (eiu(r)6,- e-iu(r)Sl,,) . (43.39)
In the K formalism [117], we may similarly write
--H o°) = 2i;i (eiu(r)6nn -e-i (r)n,n) , (4.3.40)
where we let,
Snn = e-i(P"+Pn) 7 e-2i;UJ jUnIJj, (4.3.41)
n = n(r) - u(r), (4.3.42)
1j = -arctan (UTRKU)jj. (4.3.43)
Therefore, fin,/j, and Uj are the Coulomb-Dipole phase shift, the eigenquantum defect,
and the corresponding eigenvector of the reaction matrix (K), respectively. According to
Eqs. 4.3.40 and 4.3.39, the unitary matrix S is given by,
S Fx SF (4.3.44)
Thus, the continuum state that satisfies the incoming wave boundary condition can be
expressed as,
, (- ) = EFlAn& () r (4.3.45)
n
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The reduced dipole matrix element then becomes,
Dl,,j, (-) Fl,, (-1)l(jtA l- m1 , A) (I- AlrY " -g(- ) 0o('I)-
n 711
(4.3.46)
In order to further simplify Eq. 4.3.46, a third set of linearly independent solutions can
be introduced by transforming the solutions M of Part I into a representation in which
the reaction matrix is diagonal [43],
Mj = cos(7rj)UTMa. (4.3.47)
The eigenquantum defects j and the vectors Uj were previously defined in Eq. 4.3.43. In
Eq. 4.3.47, cos(7rlj) denotes a diagonal matrix with the j-th diagonal element being equal
to cos(7rlj). Asymptotically, the eigenchannel radial functions Mjn(r) behave as
Mj(r -f oo) = cos(irlj)Unjfi(n)(r) - sin(7rLj)Ujl (n)(r). (4.3.48)
It may be verified that the functions Onn'(r) are obtained from the Mjn(r) via the trans-
formation,
¢i)nn (r) = Mjn,(r)e-i(Pn+rmJ) Unj. (4.3.49)
Using Eq. 4.3.49 in Eq. 4.3.46 we get,
Dl,x,jt = h Fi' . ei(7n7r+jx)unj (-1)m(jt - mil - m, 1X)dm, (4.3.50)
n j m
where,
dj~m= ( ) (Mi(rYlm)(l-g(O)*o(r) · (4.3.51)
The total cross section for ionization is determined by integrating the differential cross
section in Eq. 4.3.33. The result is:
a= 3 E IDI,,j, 12. (4.3.52)
1,,jt
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Inserting Eq. 4.3.50 into Eq. 4.3.52 and using the orthonormality of U and FA as well as
the normalization of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, one obtains
The functions M)(r-) can be obtained from the numerically calculated MA (i), by the method
of Part I, using the relation,
M7(f? = Z(T-r1 ))nlM\(r)Unjcos(ruj). (4.3.54)3 m
n3
Equations 4.3.53 and 4.3.54 together demonstrate that the "open-continuum" cross sec-
tion for the ionization of CaF is completely determined by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the reaction matrix and the R-matrix eigenstates, M(r-). The parameters that char-
acterize the photoionization from the bound states in the n* = 10 region, shown in Fig.
4-2, can be determined ab initio by employing the relevant equations derived above. The
calculation involves numerical computation of the continuum channels, Ml((f), as well as
the bound state wavefunctions. The solutions Ml(r) are given by Eq. 3.41 of Chapter
3 for r > r,. For ra < r < r, Eq. 3.37 is used to represent M,(r-. Inside the atomic
zone, where r < ra, the interactions are spherically symmetric and the solutions can be
numerically determined by integration of the radial Schr6dinger equation. The solutions for
r < ra are then connected to the solutions in the region ra < r < r by imposing the rele-
vant continuity relations. This procedure numerically determines the Mfl(r) over all space.
The collision eigenchannels, M)(), are then determined from M4(r-) using Eq. 4.3.54. An
example plot of a collision eigenchannel wavefunction for A = 1 symmetry in the 0 = 0,
x - z plane is shown in Fig. 4-11.
Figure 4-12 shows the calculated photoelectron distributions for ionization from the
10.552E+ Rydberg state. The coordinates used to describe the photoionization process
are explained in Fig.4-12A. The £', z' unit vectors define the plane of the electromagnetic
wave. z' is the direction of the electric field and ' is the propagation direction of the laser
pulse. The unprimed coordinate, z, which is directed along the internuclear axis, defines
the orientation of the body frame together with the rotation axis, £. The parameter is
the polar angle that the ejected electron makes with the i axis. The photoelectron distri-
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200 -200
Figure 4-11: A collision cigcnchannel wavefunction, M}' (T), for A = 1 symmetry,
shown in the 1> = 0, x - z plane. The collision energy is E = 0.01 au. The displayed
collision eigenchannel correlates to the 0.3S2n Rydberg series at E < o.
bution at E = 0.01 au is shown in Fig. 4-12B. In this polar plot, the radial distance from
the origin to the displayed curve measures the photoelectron distribution in megabarns. It
is seen that the cross section for ionization is larger along the electric field direction than
the cross section along the propagation direction for this energy. The photoelectron distri-
bution is also highly asymmetric. The photoelectron distribution in the avoided crossing
region, E = 0.03 au, is shown in Fig. 4-12C. The distribution is more isotropic in contrast
to the distribution shown in Fig. 4-12B at low continuum energy. This is a clear conse-
quence of the nearly pure-l character of the penetrating eigenchannels (see Fig.4-7) above
the avoided crossing. Figure 4-12D displays the photoelectron distribution at E = 0.15au.
In the high energy limit, the distribution is peaked along the electric field direction but
is more isotropic than the distribution shown in Fig. 4-12B. This reflects the fact that
the eigenchannels are less l-mixed at higher energy and signals a change in the physical
circumstances as the scattered electron escapes the shape resonance. Figure 4-13 displays
the photoelectron distributions for ionization from the 10.0S2E+ non-penetrating Rydberg
state. The photoionilmtion properties in this case present a contrasting physical picture to
that for the 10.552E+ penetrating state. It is seen that at all continuum energies, the photo-
electron distribution has the same structure and is close to symmetric. This is in agreement
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Figure 4-12: The polar plots of the photoelectron distributions for ionization from
the penetrating 10.552E+ Rydberg state. (A) Coordinates used to represent the
photoionization process. (B) The photoelectron distribution at E = 0.01 au. The
radial distance from the origin to the displayed curve measures the photoelectron
distribution in megabarns. (C) The photoelectron distribution in the avoided crossing
region, E = 0.03 au. (D) The photoelectron distribution in the high energy limit,
E = 0.15 au.
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Figure 4-13: The polar plots of the photoelectron distributions for ionization from
the 10.082~+ Rydberg state. (A) Coordinates used to represent the photoionization
process. (B) The photoelectron distribution at E = 0.01 au. The radial distance
from the origin to the displayed curve measures the photoelectron distribution in
megabarns. (C) The photoelectron distribution in the avoided crossing region, E =
0.03 au. (D) The photoelectron distribution in the high energy linlit, E = 0.15 au.
with expectation for non-penetrating states. Photoionization of the predominantly f-type
electron in the 10.08~+ state, produces primarily g-type partial-waves in the continuum.
These high-l partial waves interact with the ion-core only at long-range through the ion-core
dipole-field. Consequently, they are insensitive to the short-range interactions that cause
much of the structure seen in the distributions shown in Fig. 4-12.
The distinct structures seen in Figures 4-12 and 4-13 can be used to distinguish the
photoelectrons detected by ionizing a non-stationary electronic state of the molecule. Based
on Mulliken's rule, the photoionization transitions from the members of a given Rydberg
series produce the same partial-l waves in the continuum. Thus, the structure seen in the
photoelectron distributions is common to all members of a Rydberg series. Therefore, if
the non-stationary state consists of a superposition of several members from the O.082~+
series (for example n* ~ 9,10, and 11) and several members from the 0.552~+ states,
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Figure 4-14: The anisotropy parameter, /3, as a function of energy, calculated ab initio
for ionization from the 10.552E+ and 10.082Z+ Rydberg states. (A) parameter for
ionization from the 10.552E+ Rydberg state. (B) /3 parameter for ionization from the
10.082Z+ Rydberg state.
comparison of Figs. 4-12B and 4-13B reveals that the photoelectrons at low continuum
energy, detected along the propagation direction would predominantly originate from the
0.082E+, non-penetrating states. The resultant time-dependent signal [116], would display
Kepler beats characteristic of the 0.082E+ series alone, and the beat contribution from
the 0.552 E+ series would be filtered out. Alternatively, the photoelectron signal along the
propagation direction in the region of the avoided crossing, would depend predominantly
on the time-dependent amplitudes of the 0.552E+ states and a time-dependent trace of the
signal would display Kepler beats characteristic of the 0.552E+ series alone.
Figure 4-14 shows a plot of the calculated anisotropy parameter, /f, as a function of con-
tinuum energy for ionization from the 10.552E+ and 10.082E+ Rydberg states, respectively.
The anisotropy parameter shows a very strong energy dependence in both cases, a behavior
which is characteristic of long-range fields [34]. The anisotropy parameter for the 10.552E+
state, shown in Fig. 4-14A, goes through rapid variations in the intermediate energy region.
It attains its maximal values at low continuum energy and becomes approximately constant
at high continuum energy. Figure 4-14B shows the anisotropy parameter for ionization from
the 10.082E+ state. The value for P in this case is on average smaller than the value for P
shown in Fig. 4-14A. The anisotropy parameter goes through small amplitude oscillations
(with the exception of a large peak around E = 0.13au) throughout the range of energy,
reflecting the energy dependence in the Coulomb phase-shift.
An alternative to the i-selective ionization technique is to detect the electrons ejected in
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all directions. The plots of the integrated cross sections for ionization, shown in Fig. 4-15,
illustrate the principle. Figure 4-15A displays the total cross section for ionization from the
10.552E+ Rydberg state. The shape resonance is manifest in this plot by a depressed value
of the cross section followed by a broad peak, which extends across the resonance width.
The effects of the shape resonance on the cross section are diminished as the non-penetrating
limit is approached, as demonstrated by Figs. 4-15B, 4-15C and 4-15D. In particular, there
is hardly any structure in the cross section for ionization from the 10.082E+ state, shown in
Fig. 4-15D. By tuning the frequency of the ionizing radiation to the maximum of the broad
peak in Fig. 4-15A, the contributions to the signal from the n.552 E+ photoelectrons can be
amplified in the time-domain experiment described previously. In turn, ionizing to slightly
above threshold produces predominantly non-penetrating photoelectrons from the n.082y +
states, which yield a simple experimental signal that may be used to infer the properties of
the ion-core, such as the ion-core dipole and quadrupole moments.
4.4 Conclusions
The reaction matrix calculations performed for the study of the Rydberg states of CaF have
produced results in quantitative agreement with the experimental data. These calculations
also serve to demonstrate the utility of the K-matrix method. The study of the K matrix
provides physical explanations for the coupling mechanisms that govern the interactions
between the scattering electron and the CaF+ ion-core. We have found that there is strong
coupling between the s, p, and d channels below the ionization threshold and that this 1-
mixing can be explained by using Mulliken's Rydberg terminus orbital concept and ligand-
field theory [102]. Much of the structure in the continuum is affected by a broad shape
resonance centered slightly below the ionization threshold. The partial-I decomposition of
the penetrating type 0.55 and 0.88 eigenchannels rapidly vary with increasing energy, as
the scattered electron escapes the shape resonance.
The variation of the spectral decomposition of the eigenchannels causes the transition
intensities into each of the eigenchannels to interfere. The effects of the shape resonance
are manifest in the integrated photoionization cross sections from the penetrating states
as depressed values of the cross-section near the ionization threshold, followed by broad
peaks at higher energy. The non-penetrating states are insensitive to both the short-range
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Figure 4-15: The integrated cross section for ionization, a, as a function of continuum
energy. The theoretical data points are displayed on the interpolated dashed curves.
(A) Integrated cross section for ionization from the 10.552E+ Rydberg state. (B) In-
tegrated cross section for ionization from the 10.882E+ Rydberg state. (C) Integrated
cross section for ionization from the 10.162E+ Rydberg state. (D) Integrated cross
section for ionization from the 10.082E+ Rydberg state.
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forces and the dipole field. Accordingly, the cross sections for ionization from these states
vary smoothly with energy and do not exhibit resonance-related interference patterns. The
photoionization transitions from the members of a given Rydberg series terminate in the
same partial-I waves in the continuum. Therefore the structure identified here is a property
of an entire series and implies that the energy dependent cross section is a direct probe of
the i-character of the bound state. Experimental techniques, as described previously, can be
developed that allow for selective detection of states with the specified I characters. These
techniques offer unique, I-selective ways to observe the dynamics and spectroscopy of CaF.
The photoelectron distributions for ionization from penetrating states differ remarkably
from the distributions obtained by ionizing non-penetrating states. The distribution recov-
ered by ionizing a penetrating state possesses a prominent anisotropy, which is absent in a
distribution that originates from a non-penetrating state. The anisotropy identifies the an-
gular nature of the ionizing bound state and can be used as a benchmark to assign quantum
numbers to the Rydberg levels. The unique structures in the photoelectron distributions
can be further exploited in time-domain experiments. By detecting the photoelectrons in
carefully pre-selected directions, the complicated signals arising from the ionization of a
non-stationary electronic state (which contains penetrating and non-penetrating compo-
nents) can be pre-sorted and thereby simplified. This would reveal information about the
ion-core dipole and quadrupole moments in a very straightforward fashion.
We conclude by making a distinction between the Mulliken picture of molecular Rydberg
dynamics, and the dipole-influenced long-range Rydberg dynamics that was studied in this
work. Molecules with highly polar ion-cores conform to the Mulliken picture in the elec-
tronic energy regimes that are close to the Rydberg terminus state energies of the molecule.
In these energy regimes, all members of an eigenchannel have an innermost lobe with a com-
mon shape and the partial-i characters of each eigenchannel do not vary significantly with
energy. However, for sufficiently high electronic energies in the continuum, the long-range
fields alone determine the electronic structure. This transition to long-range dominated
Rydberg dynamics that are qualitatively different from the Mulliken picture of Rydberg
dynamics, has a unique signature in observables such as the photoionization cross section.
We expect much of the new physical behavior that we have identified here, which should
not commonly occur in atoms and homonuclear molecules, to reappear in the study of the
Rydberg structure and dynamics for molecules with a strongly dipolar ion-core, especially
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when there is a closed shell ligand significantly displaced from the center of mass.
4.5 Mathematical Appendix
Consider the integral,
d3r i!(-)* (, r) i(- ) (', re.
o<r<rc
Using the expansion,
\I4) (e, )r = )Y, A)
I'
The integral in Eq. 4.5.55 can be re-written as,
(4.5.55)
(4.5.56)
(4.5.57)Xdr t (c, r) %P (', r),
for I
where I (e, r) is a column vector with the 1' component being equal to l/',(E, r). Observe
that,
(e- ') j dr xJ1(e',r)'l(e,r) = dr (e',r)d _2 -( + ) (E,r)
-j drit(,r) dr2 1r(11) + v l(E' r)
which gives, through integration by parts,
which gives, through integration by parts,
(4.5.58)
(4.5.59)
tr=rc. (4.5.60)
In the limit rc - oo Eq. 4.5.60 reduces to,
j dr Ft(e, r)'l (E', r) =
0
1 1
- ' 4T kV/k-k
iu(rc, e)(ei(u(rcE)-u(rcE')) - ei(u(rc,E')-u(rcE)) E 1& 12
i
(4.5.61)
-('e' (456))),
(4.5.62)
where the symbol (' - ) means that the expression to the immediate left is repeated with
the replacement of the primed terms with the unprimed terms. For k' k, Eq. 4.5.62 can
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r dr 41 t Er)%F1 E' r = t (', ) d1Q (E, rI E E dr - Ft(''r)d, I(', r)
be simplified to
fr. dr t(E, 7) 1(E',7'= 2k s(kirk) (4.5.63)f ' 21e ·i~~(k - ')
where g(rc, k) = -log(2r.k)/k 2 Thus in the limit r-, - oo, Eq. 4.5.63 becomes,
dr 6(e,r)J(e',r)= 2 k' - k) = (E'- e). (4.5.64)
The last equality in Eq. 4.5.64 follows from e = k2. Therefore the state 2( ;)(r) is normalized
per unit energy.
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Chapter 5
Broad Shape Resonance Effects in
CaF Rydberg States
5.1 Introduction
Rydberg molecules are a class of molecules in which all bound electronic states are members
of Rydberg series [5]. Optical-optical double resonance studies of CaF [91] show that CaF
is a "Rydberg molecule". The interactions of the electron with the ion-core are non-central
and the motion of the Rydberg electron is separately influenced by the attractive forces
from the positive center (Ca+2 ) and the repulsive forces from the ligand center (F-). Rice,
Martin, and Field (RMF) used a ligand-field model to account for the measured energies
and the mixed-i characters of the low-lying electronic states [102]. Each of these states is
the low-energy terminus of a Rydberg series. The RMF model is based on the observation
that the energies and wavefunctions of the lowest states of the bound Rydberg electron
correspond to the energies and wavefunctions of a Ca+ ion perturbed by an external F-
ligand. The ligand-field spoils the electron orbital angular momentum quantum number, l,
causing i-mixing among the atomic Ca+ eigenstates.
Arif, Jungen, and Roche [5] developed an accurate R-matrix procedure to treat the
global electronic spectrum of CaF. This procedure was based on the non-iterative, varia-
tional R-matrix scheme, formulated by Greene [44]. Their calculation used a single elec-
tron effective potential to model the CaF+-electron interactions and retained the atom-in-
molecule concept of ligand-field theory [55]. Recently, Altunata, Coy, and Field introduced
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an alternative R-matrix procedure, which utilized a combination of the variational method
and a Green function propagation scheme to obtain the R-matrix eigenstates [117]. That
calculation used the single electron effective potential given by Arif et al. and extended the
Arif et al. results to the region of the ionization continuum. Analysis of the numerically
determined short-range scattering matrix [118] indicated the presence of a broad shape res-
onance with Eres near the ionization threshold for 2E+ electronic symmetry. The effects
of this resonance on the spectrum and dynamics of CaF are of surprising extent in view of
the nominal simplicity of the doubly closed-shell (Ca+2 F-)e - electronic structure and the
apparent regularity of the spectrum.
In experimental spectra, the anomalous quantum defects or irregularities due to special
effects in Rydberg spectra are identified based on the underlying "zero-order" Mulliken's rule
description. Mulliken's rule for the structure of Rydberg states, "ontology (sic) recapitulates
phylogeny" [90], specifies that all wavefunctions in a Rydberg series and the associated
ionization continuum are built upon innermost lobes that remain approximately invariant
in shape and nodal position with electronic energy; the amplitudes in these innermost lobes
scale as (n*)- 3/2, where n* is the effective principal quantum number for the Rydberg state.
These statements are rooted in the observation that the kinetic energy of the electron at
short-range is fractionally much less dependent on excitation energy than the kinetic energy
at long-range. Accordingly, the shape of the wavefunction at short-range is determined by
the molecular potential and it is largely insensitive to total energy.
Mulliken's rule predicts slow, secular energy dependences of the quantum defects for
each of the Rydberg series, because of small and quantifiable (perturbative) changes in the
turning point location and electronic kinetic energies at short-range (inside the ion-core)
as a function of the electronic principal quantum number. These energy dependences are
described by the Rydberg-Ritz formula [62],
6(E) = a + PE, (5.1.1)
where 6 is the quantum defect. A quantum mechanical derivation of the Rydberg-Ritz
formula for the atomic problem [62], shows that / is proportional to the difference between
the radial period of an electron moving in the full atomic field and the period of a hydrogenic
orbit with the same energy. For non-penetrating electrons, characterized by large values
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of the orbital angular momentum quantum number, is positive and it is proportional
to the dipole-polarizability of the ion core [68]. For penetrating states with low angular
momenta, /3 is negative and the quantum defects decrease with increasing n*. For the
penetrating case, the magnitude of /3 is proportional to the charge on the bare atomic nucleus
[62]. Jungen has demonstrated that the Rydberg-Ritz formula is also widely applicable to
unperturbed molecular Rydberg series [68]. The magnitude of d for a penetrating-type
molecular Rydberg series can be estimated by comparison with that for an atom of similar
size.
Uniquely among all of the Rydberg series in the CaF spectrum, eigenquantum defects
for the s - p - d mixed penetrating 0.882E+ series are predicted and observed [118] to be
energy dependent over the entire n* = 5 - oo bound region. In Section 5.3, we show that
this energy dependence induced by the shape resonance is smooth and continuous but it
corresponds to a slow, monotonic, and increasingly pronounced violation of Mulliken's rule
and the implied Rydberg-Ritz formula, as a function of the effective electronic principal
quantum number, n*. Therefore, the effect of the shape resonance is manifest as a global
"scarring" of the Rydberg spectrum, which is distinct from the familiar types of localized
irregularities due to much weaker level interactions. Localized irregularities are typically
apparent as rapid rises of one unit in the quantum defects or discontinuous behavior as a
function of n*. Examples of localized irregularities include the anomalous (discontinuous)
behavior of the quantum defects in the energy region between n* = 3 and 4 for the nsa
Rydberg series of NO [68] and the Feshbach type resonance in the Rydberg spectrum of the
Ca atom due to the 3d4p3Po perturbing configuration [49]. In contrast, the Y symmetry
shape resonance in CaF amounts to a strong perturbation that affects all the levels in
the resonant Rydberg series in a systematic way and the cost of this global, methodical
perturbation is the appearance of a misguidingly regular spectrum. The physical reasons
for the strong nature of the shape resonance are discussed in Section 5.3 . The key point
is that the inherent anomaly can only be uncovered if the spectrum is viewed globally and
Mulliken's rule is used as a diagnostic tool in experimental analyses.
Section 5.2 begins with a discussion of the properties of the shape resonance that ex-
clusively affects the 2+ states of CaF. We use the potential-adapted, adiabatic, partial-
wave expansion of the scattered electron. This adiabatic approach was introduced by Le
Dourneuf, Kay, and Launay [23]. We show that the broad shape resonance, which infiu-
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ences an infinity of 2E+ Rydberg states (primarily belonging to the 0.88 2E+ series [118])
and the associated ionization continuum of CaF, is due to the trapping of a E symmetry
Rydberg electron between a centrifugal barrier on the Ca+ 2 ion and the excluded volume
around the F- ion. A shape resonance that is of remarkably similar nature has been been
reported for BF 3 [127]. The single quasi-bound level in the well at short-range decays
either because of electron tunneling through the F- barrier or by non-adiabatic coupling
between the potential-adapted partial waves. The non-adiabatic interactions occur because
of strong radial dependences of the potential-adapted partial waves. These interactions
originate almost exclusively within the volume occupied by the F- ion.
By taking into account the non-adiabatic interactions, we derive an integral formula for
the short-range reaction matrix in the dipole representation (K matrix) [117]. In connection
with the limited radial range of the non-adiabatic interactions, the formula shows that the
K matrix (i) depends primarily on the values of the potential function near the F- ion and
(ii) is free of all influences of long-range fields. For this reason, the K matrix theory enables
removal of the strong energy dependence of the scattering due to the extremely polar ion-
core. Since the K matrix is expected to be devoid of significant energy dependence, it
transparently reveals an energy dependence that arises from a physically distinct origin: a
shape resonance that is generated by features in the short-range molecular potential.
In Section 5.3, we show that the short-range portions of the CaF electronic wavefunctions
in the resonant eigenchannel are conspicuously different at energies below and above the
energy of the shape resonance. Below the energy of the shape resonance, the wavefunction
is polarized at short range toward the excluded volume of the F- ion. At energies far above
the energy of the resonance, the short-range polarization of the electronic wavefunction
toward the excluded volume diminishes. Consequently, the Rydberg spectrum slowly but
systematically deviates from a Mulliken's rule description across the broad energy width of
the shape resonance. We conclude with a discussion on the implications of this global and
strong perturbation of the Rydberg spectrum for the analyses of experimental data. The
results presented in this chapter have been published in the Journal of Chemical Physics
[119].
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5.2 Results and Discussion
In atoms, the analysis of shape resonances starts from an investigation of the interaction
potential for each partial-i wave, which is given by
1(1+ 1)Vl(r) = V(-) + 2-2 (5.2.2)
Since molecular fields are in general anisotropic, effective potentials for electrons in molecules
cannot be defined as simply as in Eq. 5.2.2. In CaF, the potential is anisotropic even at
long-range, because the CaF ion-core has a relatively large electric dipole moment, IL, which
generates a strong, non-spherical dipole field in the asymptotic region ( = 3.46 au, as mea-
sured from the molecular center of mass [101]). However, Le Dourneuf et al. realized that
one can invoke an adiabatic approximation in the electronic coordinate, r, in the spirit of
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation used for the nuclear coordinate, R, to define effective
potentials for the electronic motion in the corresponding adiabatic channels. The fixed-r
adiabatic partial waves, lx(r, Q), are obtained by diagonalizing the fixed-r Hamiltonian,
which has the form:
(V( + 2) Dv\(r, Q) = V,(r) (I(r, ), (5.2.3)
where A denotes an irreducible representation of the molecular symmetry group (A =
a, 7r, 6, ... for 2,2 1,2 A, ... electronic symmetries of CaF) and the angular coordinates Q =
0, 0 describe the orientation of the electron in the body-fixed frame with origin at the Ca nu-
cleus. The index is a label to order the eigenvalues VIx(r) by energy rank and is not meant
as an angular momentum quantum number. The choice of the origin to coincide with the Ca
nucleus follows the ligand-field model, which has shown that the molecular wavefunctions
for the calcium monohalides correspond to metal centered wavefunctions perturbed by the
influence of the electric field from the ligand center [102]. Each adiabatic mode, 4xIA(r, Q),
in Eq. 5.2.3 may be expanded in spherical harmonics as,
Il (r,Q) = a\,(r)YA(Q). (5.2.4)
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When the exact molecular electronic wavefunction is expanded in the adiabatic modes, as
(.. ixA(r,Q), (5.2.5)
the Schrbdinger equation becomes,
{ r1 dr+ 2 +V( - E} F l(r,Q) = 0. (5.2.6)
Using the orthogonality of the 1 lx(r, R), Eq. 5.2.6 can be reduced to,
d2-(r) + 2(E - VI(r))Fi(r) + (2Al(r) + Bi(r)F()) = 0, (5.2.7)
where
A(r) = drd,,(r,Q)
] AAll,( 1\ q (rQ) dr
B', (r) = j dl a(r, Q a) (5.2.8)/dn1*('n) 21 ~( T ~2dr2
The matrix element A,, (r) is antisymmetric with respect to exchange of its indices. Ac-
cording to Eqs. 5.2.7 and 5.2.8, the adiabatic channels couple due to the r-dependence
of the 1 lx (r, Q). If we impose the adiabatic approximation, in which the r-dependence of
4l x(r, Q) is neglected, the equations decouple,
d2FA(r)
dr2 + 2(E - V(r))Fi(r) = 0. (5.2.9)
Equation 5.2.9 can be solved using WKB methods.
Figure 5-1 displays the calculated one-electron adiabatic potential energy curves, Vix(r),
of CaF at the equilibrium internuclear separation, R = 3.54 au, and for A = 0 (a orbitals)
symmetry. The origin, r = 0, is at the position of the Ca nucleus and the nucleus of
the F- ion is at r = 3.54au. The physical circumstances that prevail in different regions
of space control the evolution of the partial-i characters of the adiabatic partial waves as
a function of r. For small-r, the atomic field dominates the molecular field. Thus the
adiabatic modes must be pure-i partial waves at short range. For large-r, the dipole tail
of the molecular field is dominant. Thus the adiabatic partial waves must reduce to the
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Figure 5-1: The calculated adiabatic potential energy curves, Vla (r), for CaF. The
potential curves are labeled, from bottom to top, by complex or fractional angu-
lar momenta, l, to emphasize the convergence of the corresponding adiabatic mode,
<PL\(r,n), to a dipolar mode characterized by a value of f. The adiabatic partial waves
evolve along these curves, from pure-l modes at small r toward a single dipolar mode
at large-r. Only the Vela potential has a barrier in the vicinity of the F- nucleus.
WKB methods can be used to decide whether a quasi-bound level is localized inside
this barrier.
various r-independent dipolar modes at long range, The mechanism of this evolution will
be examined more closely below. However, since the dipolar modes differ significantly from
pure-l modes for low values of l, one expects a rapid variation of <I>l.x(r, n) with r in the
neighborhood of r = 3.54 au and a breakdown of the adiabatic approximation for CaF. We
label each dipolar mode by non-integer or complex angular momenta l, where the values
f(l + 1) correspond to the eigenvalues of the operator f2 - 2J.L.f: (J.L is the dipole moment
of the ion-core with respect to an origin at the Ca nucleus). We use a lettering scheme to
indicate the values for l, wherein s, p, d, ... correspond to dipolar modes with dominant s,
p, d, ... characters, respectively. In Fig. 5-1, the energy rank ordering index l is replaced by
the more physical label l to emphasize the convergence of the adiabatic modes along each
curve to dipolar modes associated with the specified value of l, at r = 00. The third curve
from the bottom, which is labeled as d, shows a barrier in the vicinity of the F- nucleus.
The WKB quantization condition can be used to decide whether one (or more) quasi-bound
level is localized inside this barrier [17]. Such a localized state is a shape resonance in the
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corresponding adiabatic channel. The WKB quantization condition is,
rOt 1
pda(r )dr = n - 2) r'(5.2.10)
where in and rout are the inner and outer turning points, respectively, and pda (r') is the
classical momentum in the adiabatic djo channel, given by,
pd(r') = 2(E- V(r')), E < Vma. (5.2.11)
Here Vm,, denotes the maximum value of the potential, Vjd(r), on the barrier. In Eq. 5.2.11,
the classical momentum is calculated using a Langer correction in the molecular potential
[50] and rout is a turning point on the small-r side of the barrier. A root of Eq. 5.2.10
would correspond to an authentic bound state in the limit of an infinitely broad barrier. In
Fig. 5-2, we compare the qualitative predictions from the adiabatic approximation and the
WKB analysis to the ab initio results obtained previously [118].
We use the collision lifetime matrix for resonance analysis of the ab initio results. The
lifetime matrix is defined as [114],
dS
= s-iSt dEl '(5.2.12)
where S is the short range scattering matrix in the dipole representation [117, 25]. The
largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix, qai,, is associated with the channel that expe-
riences the largest time-delay during the collision. Each maximum in a plot of qmax as a
function of energy can be identified with a resonance [27]. The resonance lineshape in qmax
vs. E near the maximum value of qmax can be fitted to a Lorentzian form to determine the
resonance energy, Eres, and width, r [27, 125]. The lifetime matrix analysis is especially
useful for the identification of broad shape resonances, because it bypasses the difficulties
that would result from a rapidly varying background phase in a fit of the eigenphase sum
to the standard Breit-Wigner expression [125].
Figure 5-2c shows the variation of the WKB phase fr°U t pda(r)dr with energy, at
the equilibrium internuclear separation, R = 3.54au. The WKB phase becomes r/2 at
E = -0.035 au. This value of the energy corresponds to a root of Eq. 5.2.10 and implies
the presence of a quasi-bound level localized inside the barrier. The largest eigenvalue of the
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Figure 5-2: (a) The barrier at short range on the da potential. The nuclei are at the
equilibrium internuclear separation, R = 3.54 au. (b) The barrier at short range on
the da potential for R = 3.1 au. The barrier is higher than the barrier shown in Fig.
1-4a. (c) The WKB phase, frut Pd(r')dr' as a function of energy, for R = 3.54 au.
The intersection of the WKB phase with the dashed r/2 line indicates the presence
of a quasi bound level inside the barrier with energy E = -0.035 au (abscissa of the
intersection).(d) The WKB phase as a function of energy, for R = 3.1 au. The energy
of the quasi bound level has increased from its value at the equilibrium internuclear
separation, to an energy in the ionization continuum. (e) The largest eigenvalue of
the lifetime matrix determined from the ab initio scattering matrix for R = 3.54 au.
The maximum value of the lifetime located at an energy slightly below the ionization
threshold implies the existence of a shape resonance at energy E = -0.013 au. (f)
The largest eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix determined from the ab initio scattering
matrix for R = 3.1 au. The resonance peak shifts into the ionization continuum at
this internuclear distance, in qualitative agreement with the WKB result.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the resonance parameters obtained from the WKB approx-
imation and the ab initio results. All quantities are reported in atomic units.
Int. Distance Eres(WKB) 1 Eres(Exact) 2 Collision Frequency 3 F 4
R = 3.54 -0.035 -0.013 0.2 0.15
R 3.1 0.051 0.062 0.21 0.25
ab initio lifetime matrix is shown as a function of energy in Fig. 5-2e. The lifetime curve
displays a resonance peak at Eres = -0.013au. Thus, although the adiabatic approxima-
tion and the WKB analysis predict the presence of a shape resonance correctly, the WKB
result significantly underestimates the energy of the resonance (for reasons discussed below).
Figure 5-2d displays the WKB result for R = 3.1 au. At this shorter internuclear distance,
the barrier height centered on the F- ion increases (Figs. 5-2a and 5-2b) and the energy
of the quasi-bound level, as predicted by the WKB approximation, rises to E = 0.051 au.
This behavior is also reflected in the ab initio result for R = 3.1 au shown in Fig. 5-2e,
which displays a maximum in the lifetime curve at value of Eres that has increased from
-0.013 au to Eres = 0.062 au.
Figures 5-2a and 5-2b show that at the resonance center, the electronic energy on the
R = 3.1 au curve is just below the barrier maximum and the electron must tunnel through
a relatively narrow barrier width to reach the classically allowed region. This results in an
increased probability for transmission at the shorter internuclear distance. The entries in
Table 5.1 indicate that the frequencies of collisions with the barrier are approximately the
same for both values of R. Thus, the increased value of the transmission probability should
immediately lead to a decreased lifetime and a broader resonance on the R = 3.1 au curve
(The lifetime is, by definition, the inverse of the product of the collision frequency and the
transmission probability.) The resonance widths at the two internuclear distances, which
are obtained from a Lorentzian fit to the maximum eigenvalue of the lifetime matrix, are
reported in Table 5.1. The relative values of the two widths are consistent with expectations
based on the qualitative discussion of the WKB results.
'The energy of the quasi-bound level determined by the WKB approximation.
2The energy of the quasi-bound level determined from the short-range scattering matrix.
3The collision frequency is defined as < v > /[2(rout(Eres) - rin(Eres))], where < v > is the
average velocity inside the well and rin, rut are the classical turning points defined in Eq. 1.9. It
can be interpreted as the inverse of the time it takes for a classical particle in the well to return to
the outer turning point after bouncing back from the inner wall near the Ca nucleus. The collision
frequency simplifies to i -r -r at the energy of the quasi-bound level.
4 The resonance width calculated from a Lorentzian fit to the maximum eigenvalue of the lifetime
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Table 5.2: Branching Ratios
Int. Distance s _ d f
R =3.54 au 0.17 0.44 0.39 0.01
R = 3.1 au 0.08 0.39 0.50 0.02
The preceding analysis demonstrates that the combination of the adiabatic approxima-
tion of Le Dourneuf et al. [23] and WKB theory describes the qualitative aspects of the
shape resonance. In particular, the use of the approximate theory allows for prediction of
the variation of both the resonance center and width with internuclear distance. However,
the ab initio results and the results of the adiabatic approximation are not in quantita-
tive agreement. There is also a disagreement in the respective partial-I descriptions of the
shape resonance obtained from the two methods. The amplitude squared components of
the eigenvector of the lifetime matrix associated with the eigenvalue qmax, or the branching
ratios, characterize the probability of decay into the collision channels, labeled by 1. The
branching ratios shown in Table 5.2 indicate that the shape resonance decays to p and d
channels with nearly equal probability at both internuclear distances. The adiabatic ap-
proximation, on the other hand, suggests that the resonance must occur in the d channel
alone. Clearly, the discrepancy is due to the neglected coupling terms in Eq. 5.2.8, which
describe the non-adiabatic coupling between the modes that belong to the potential curves
of Fig. 5-1. The adiabatic approximation breaks down within the compact region of the
CaF ion-core, because the adiabatic modes of Eq. 5.2.4 change from pure-i type angular
modes at short r to highly -mixed dipolar modes at larger r, r > R. Figure 5-3 displays
the amplitude squared partial-i decomposition (lat,(r)l 2 from Eq. 5.2.4) of the adiabatic
d mode as a function of r, for R = 3.1 au. An important observation can be made from
this figure: the pure-d type angular mode at small-r evolves quickly at short range, to-
ward a single dipolar mode at long range. The rapid change in character of the adiabatic
mode occurs within a small interval of r confined near the position of the fluorine nucleus
(r = R). This statement is valid for all of the adiabatic modes at both (R= 3.54 and 3.10
au) internuclear distances. The underlying physical cause of this behavior is, in fact, quite
general. Abrupt, r-dependent distortions occur in the adiabatic channel wavefunctions near
matrix.
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Figure 5-3: The amplitude squared partial-i components of the d adiabatic mode as
a function of r, for R = 3.1 au. The adiabatic mode starts out as a pure-d state at
small r and evolves toward a d-dominant dipolar mode at large r. The change in
character occurs rapidly within a small interval of r near the fluorine nucleus.
the fluorine center. These distortions arise as the electron tries to avoid the excluded volume
associated with the F- ionic core. The Fluoride ion-core has a radius of 2.5 au and marks
the boundary between short-range and long-range behavior in the channel wavefunctions.
As a consequence, the coupling between the adiabatic channels is significant only over this
limited range of r. Starting from this observation, we explain below the generic energy
dependence of the short-range reaction matrix.
Our analysis of the energy dependence of the dipole-reduced reaction matrix, K [117]
begins from the terms neglected in the adiabatic approximation. Based on the observation
stated above, to an excellent approximation,
A, (r), B,(r) = 0 for r q (trin,rmazx) (5.2.13)
for all I and I' and where (rmin, rmax) is a small interval centered about the fluorine nucleus.
The matrices A and B are defined in Eq. 5.2.8. In the following, the label a (A = 0) will be
suppressed. We let the functions (fi(r, E),g (r, E)) denote the energy-normalized regular
and irregular solutions for each adiabatic curve V(r). Since the adiabatic modes converge
to the various dipole modes as r - oo, the dipole-reduced reaction matrix normalized
solutions are given by [117],
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I
Fl-,(r - oo) = fl(r)6 - gl(r)K'I,. (5.2.14)
For these K-matrix normalized solutions, we define the radial Green function as,
7rGl (r, ?r')= 2i (7 < )g (r ) (5.2.15)2
The formal solution to the coupled equations can be expressed in terms of the Green function
as,
Fl,(7r) = llfi(r)
-C I2Aiiin(r) ±rl) B(5.2.16)
- fo°dr'GI(r,) ( A ,(r') d' ) + ,,(r')F,,(r')) (5.2.16)
Using Eqs. 5.2.16 and 5.2.15, we can write a first order expression for the K-matrix:
1? = -r fo dr'fl(r') (2A,(r')df,(r') + B1(r')f,,(r') (5.2.17)
=-2 _ frrnax dr'fi(r') (2AI, (r') d(r + Bw1,(r')f,(r')) (5.2.18)
Equation 5.2.18 shows that the reaction matrix elements in the dipole representation
are obtained from non-adiabatic interactions confined to a limited range of r; the K matrix
depends only on the short-range features of the molecular potential in the vicinity of the
F- nucleus and is free of influence from the long-range field. This shows that the K matrix
treatment removes all strong energy dependences that are due to the extremely polar ion-
core. In addition, it allows for the transparent identification of any significant energy
dependence that arises from a physical origin distinct from long-range field effects.
The energy normalized regular solutions, f(r), for the barrier-free adiabatic potential
curves vary slowly with energy, and the sole effect of increasing the energy for these solutions
is to cause them to oscillate at higher spatial frequency. Therefore, the corresponding
elements of the reaction matrix decrease monotonically with increasing energy. However,
the regular solution for the d curve varies significantly as the energy is increased above
the barrier height. When the energy is below the barrier maximum, a second turning point
appears on the small-r side of the barrier. This leads to confinement in the well between the
Ca+2 and F- ions and an accumulation of amplitude near the outer turning point, which
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is within the (tr.in, tuax) interval. Consequently, large off-diagonal contributions to the K
matrix arise in components that couple to the adiabatic d channel (components Kll, with 1
or 1' = 2). This causes mixing between the adiabatic d channel and the other channels of
penetrating character (the lower two curves in Fig. 5-1). Accordingly, d character is mixed
into the interacting channels in the shape-resonance/confinement region, as is evident in
the branching ratios displayed in Table 5.2. When the collision energy is above the barrier
maximum, the regular solution for the d curve again oscillates at higher spatial frequency
with increasing E. This implies that all the elements of the K matrix eventually decrease
with energy and the eigenquantum defects approach 0. A formal derivation of this result
can be developed . The behavior is analogous to the energy dependence of the phase shifts
for electron scattering by atomic fields studied by Manson [82].
5.3 Violation of Mulliken's Rule Caused by the
Shape Resonance
The values for the resonance width and center at R = Req, shown in Table 5.1, indicate
that the entire Rydberg spectrum of CaF for the 0.88 2+ series is affected by the shape
resonance . This is also demonstrated by the increase of the eigenquantum defect for the
resonant 0.88 2+ channel as a function of energy below the ionization threshold [112].
Mulliken's rule [90] stipulates that the shapes (partial-l characters) and nodal positions of
the electronic wavefunctions within a Rydberg series should be nearly energy-independent at
short-range. However, Mulliken's rule cannot be obeyed in the vicinity of a shape resonance,
precisely because of the underlying physical circumstances that give rise to such a resonance.
As an illustration, Figures 5-4a-d display the plots of the resonance-free 0.552E+ series
wavefunctions at three different energies in the b = 0, x-z plane. In these figures, the
Ca nucleus is placed at z = 0 and the F nucleus is at z = Re = 3.54au. The n* =
10.552 + bound Rydberg state, shown in Fig.5-4a, is polarized behind the Ca nucleus at
long-range. The innermost lobes of the 10.55 wavefunction and two continuum 0.55-series
2,+ wavefunctions (E = 0.01 au and E = 0.15 au) are displayed in Figs.5-4b , 5-4c and 5-
4d. The shapes and the nodal positions of the innermost lobes are approximately preserved
throughout this energy interval, which is in agreement with Mulliken's rule. Comparison
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of Figs. 5-4e-h demonstrates that Mulliken's rule is also obeyed by the wavefunctions
that belong to the 0.162E+ eigenchannel. However, the physical picture is qualitatively
different for the wavefiunctions in the 0.882E+ eigenchannel. In contrast to the 10.55 and
10.16 wavefunctions. the 10.88 wavefunction displayed in Fig.5-4i is polarized toward the
F- ion at long-range. The innermost lobes of this same 10.882E+ bound Rydberg state,
shown in Fig. 5-4j. resemble closely the innermost lobes of the E = 0.01 au continuum
wavefunction in the 0.88 eigenchannel (Fig. 5-4k). In marked contrast, the innermost lobes
of the continuum wavefunction at energy far above the resonance energy (E = 0.15au,
Fig.5-41) are of conspicuously different shape from those of the lower-energy wavefunctions
shown in Figs. 5-4j and 5-4k.
These changes in the innermost structures of the electronic wavefunctions can be quan-
tified by the following device. In the first step, we expand the electronic wavefunctions
as,
it(r) = R (r)Y(0, q). (5.3.19)
Then, we define the quantities,
fo R(r)r2 drC R(r) 2 r2 dr (5.3.20)
The parameters cl describe the partial-i probabilities of finding the electron inside a sphere
of radius r and constitute a measure of the orbital angular momentum character of the
wavefunction at short-range. The radius of the sphere is chosen large enough (ro - 4 au)
to encompass the innermost lobes of the wavefunctions shown in Figs.5-4. The calculated
coefficients cl for the four 2E-symmetry eigenchannels as a function of energy are shown in
Figs.5-5a-d. The figures illustrate that rather small and smooth changes occur in the short-
range structures of the 0.55, 0.16 and 0.082E+ wavefunctions. This behavior is consistent
with Mulliken's rule. However, a strong energy dependence is seen in the short-range
structure of the 0.882E+ eigenchannel wavefunctions (Fig.5-5b). These wavefunctions have
dominant d character at short-range and low energy. They evolve to become equal p - d
mixtures at high energy. Clearly, the strong energy dependence seen in the 0.88 channel
at short-range violates Mulliken's rule. The behavior in the 0.882] +± eigenchannel is most
transparently explained by the branching ratios of the shape resonance to the collision
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Figure 5-4: The electronic wavefunctions, Tw(r), of 2E+ symmetry are shown in the
<p = 0, x-z plane. In the figures the Ca nucleus is located at z = 0 and the F nucleus at
z = 3.54 au. (a) 10.55 2E+ wavefunction. The wavefunction is polarized away from F-
at long-range. (b) The innermost lobes of the 10.55 2E+ wavefunction. The innermost
lobes have the shape of an s-d mixed orbital. (c) The innermost lobes of the 0.55 2E+
wavefunction at E = 0.01 au. (d) The innennost lobes of the 0.55 2E+ wavefunction
at E = 0.15 au. The short-range structure of this high-energy wavefunction resembles
the innermost lobes of the wavefunctions at lower energy shown in Figs. 5-4b and 5-4c.
(e) 10.16 2E+ wavefunction. The wavefunction is polarized away from F- at long-
range. (f) The innermost lobes of the 10.16 2E+ wavefunction. The innermost lobes
have the shape of an s+p Inixed orbital. (g) The innennost lobes of the 0.16 series 2E+
wavefunction at E = 0.01 au. (h) The innermost lobes of the 0.16 2E+ wavefunction
at E = 0.15 au. The short-range structure of this high-energy wavefunction resembles
the innermost lobes of the wavefunctions at lower energy shown in Figs. 5-4f and 5-4g.
(i) 10.88 2E+ wavefunction. The wavefunction is polarized toward F- at long-range.
(j) The innermost lobes of the 10.88 2E+ wavefunction. The innermost lobes have
the shape of a d-type orbital. (k) The innermost lobes of the 0.88 2E+ wavefunction
at E = 0.01 au. (1) The innermost lobes of the 0.88 series 2E+ wavefunction at
E = 0.15 au. The innermost lobes are conspicuously different from those shown in
(j) and (k).
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Figure 5-5: The energy dependence of the calculated parameters Cl for the four 2E+
symmetry eigenchannels. (a) The parameters Cl for the 0.552E+ channel. (b) The
parameters Cl for the 0.882E+ channel. The figure illustrates that the 0.88 wavefunc-
tion has almost pure d character at low-energy. It rapidly evolves to become an equal
d-p mixture at higher energy. This strong energy dependence at short-range is in
violation of Mulliken's rule. (c) The parameters Cl for the 0.162E+ channel.( d) The
parameters Cl for the 0.082E+ channel.
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Table 5.3: Branching Ratios to the Eigenchannels
0.552 +1 0.882Z+ 0.16 2Z+ 0.08 2E+
B (E = Ere) 0.16 0.80 0.04 0.004
eigenchannels. These quantities are defined as,
B = V. j 12, (5.3.21)
where V is the eigenvector of Q (Eq. 4.2.7) that corresponds to qmax and Uj is the eigen-
vector of K associated with the eigenchannel. The calculated branching ratios to the four
eigenchannels are shown in Table 5.3 near the resonance energy, Eres, and the equilibrium
internuclear separation R = 3.54 au of CaF+. According to these results, the 0.882E+ eigen-
channel is most strongly affected by the shape resonance. This is fully consistent with the
predictions of the one-dimensional adiabatic approximation discussed above. The 0.8821+
wavefunctions, which are dominantly d-type orbitals at short-range, are affected strongly by
the barrier on the F- ion seen on the d-labeled adiabatic curve in Fig. 5-1. The wavefunc-
tions in the non-resonant eigenchannels are largely unaffected by the barrier, because they
have less d character at short-range. At collision energies far above the resonance energy,
Ere,, the electron escapes the influence of the shape resonance; the innermost lobe of the
resonant eigenchannel wavefunction changes its shape from a dominant d-type orbital (po-
larized toward the F-) near the resonance to a p - d mixture (polarized away from the F-)
above the resonance. However, the innermost lobes of the eigenchannel wavefunctions that
are unaffected by the shape resonance remain largely invariant. For the uniquely resonant
eigenchannel, a breakdown of Mulliken's rule occurs centered at the energy of the shape
resonance.
Clearly, a violation of Mulliken's rule is generic to any molecular system the electronic
structure of which is perturbed by a resonance. A strong broad resonance perturbs the elec-
tronic structure globally, but its effect on the electronic spectrum is subtle and easily missed.
A weak, narrow resonance perturbs the electronic structure locally but profoundly, and its
effect on the electronic spectrum is obvious. Both kinds of resonances are recognizable and
fittable since one knows the nature of the underlying Mulliken's rule zero-order picture, with
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its explicitly expected energy and wavefunction scalings. Namely, the expected Mulliken's
rule energy dependence of the quantum defect is given by the Rydberg-Ritz formula in Eq.
5.1.1 and leads typically to monotonic changes of a few percent in the eigenquantum defects
over the entire energy range of the Rydberg states.
In analyses of experimental data, Mulliken's rule can be used as a diagnostic tool to
identify a global "scarring" of the spectrum, represented by the broad shape resonance
found in CaF. For example, the 0.882 E+ series can be designated as a npu penetrating
type-Rydberg series in the spirit of Mulliken's rule [65]. According to the Rydberg-Ritz
formula given in Eq. 5.1.1, the coefficient l3 should be negative and an estimate on its
magnitude is found to be 0.32/au by comparison to the slope of the plot of the p-wave
scattering phase-shift for Cu as a function of energy near the ionization threshold (this plot
is given in reference [82]). However, the d coefficient for the 0.88 eigenquantum defect is
everywhere positive [118] and its magnitude is calculated to be 2.73/au near the ionization
threshold, which is much larger than the estimate for the unperturbed case. Thus, the
violation of Mulliken's rule in the CaF spectrum gives clear experimental evidence for the
presence of a strong and global perturbation, which is otherwise concealed by the apparent
regularities of the Rydberg energies, spectral intensities and the smooth, perturbation-free
behavior of the eigenquantum defect as a function of energy.
The global "scarring" of the spectrum is best uncovered by an extended, global analysis
based on a multi-channel quantum defect theory (MQDT) fit [37] in which selected elements
of the quantum defect matrix are allowed to be energy dependent. In practice, if the
quantum defect matrix elements are permitted to have an arbitrary energy dependence,
then a large number of adjustable parameters are required and the fit results are likely
to be non-physical and non-unique owing to the inevitably incomplete and undemocratic
experimental sampling of the energy levels. However, guided by the present results, a
restricted fit procedure can be developed to yield a quantum defect matrix that incorporates
(i) the physically significant energy dependences in the quantum defects determined a-priori
by using the Mulliken's rule test (ii) the expected generic analytical energy dependences
given by the Rydberg-Ritz formula for those quantum defects that are well described by
Mulliken's rule.
It should be mentioned that there are numerous reported cases, where a violation of
Mulliken's rule is diagnostic of a perturbation that distorts a large portion of a Rydberg
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series. An illustrative example that is similar to the present shape resonance is the pertur-
bation found in the 3s2nd 2De Rydberg series of aluminum [76, 98]. This Rydberg series
interacts with a 3s3p2 2De configuration, and the effect of this interaction is spread over the
entire series and the adjoining continuum. Since the oscillator strength to the 3s3p2 2De
configuration is distributed throughout the series, the perturbation is globally pervasive,
but it is not easily recognizable locally. Another example is the 4snd 1D2 Rydberg series
of atomic calcium [6]. This series strongly interacts with two doubly excited configurations
of the type 3d2 and 4p2 1D 2. The perturbation spans the high Rydberg members of the
4snd series and the quantum defects vary with energy over many principal quantum num-
bers. In both the aluminum and the calcium examples, the global distortion of the Rydberg
spectra indicated by the violation of Mulliken's rule reveals the presence of these strong
perturbations.
5.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the combination of the adiabatic theory of Le Dourneuf et al.
and the WKB approximation describes the qualitative aspects of a 2E+ shape resonance in
CaF+-electron scattering. In particular, we have shown that the shape resonance is due to
the trapping of the electron inside a well that is localized between the Ca+2 and F- atomic
ions. This well consists of an inner wall generated by the centrifugal barrier near the Ca+2
ion and an outer wall due to the excluded volume around the F- ion. The WKB analysis
correctly predicts the qualitative dependence of the energy of the resonance center and the
resonance width on internuclear distance.
Rapid changes in the adiabatic channel wavefunctions occur in the vicinity of the ex-
cluded volume around the F- ion. This leads to a non-adiabatic coupling of the collision
channels and a breakdown of the WKB-based one-dimensional adiabatic approximation.
The rapid variations in the wavefunctions are confined to the small radial interval occupied
by the excluded volume. Within this radial interval, the adiabatic modes change character
from single-i angular momentum modes near the Ca nucleus to mixed-i dipolar modes at
larger radial distances. The quasi-bound level in the well, localized between the centrifugal
barrier on Ca+2 and the excluded volume around F-, decays into the classically allowed
region either because of electron tunneling through the barrier shown in Fig. 5-2a or by
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non-adiabatic coupling to the collision channels that are associated with one of the barrier-
free potential curves shown in Fig. 5-1. Exploiting the confinement of the rapid variations
of the adiabatic modes to a limited radial interval, an integral formula (Eq. 5.2.18) is de-
rived for the elements of the dipole-reduced reaction matrix for CaF. The formula indicates
that the dipole-reduced reaction matrix depends on the molecular potential in a limited
radial range near the F- nucleus. The dipole-reduced K matrix is free of the effects of all
long-range fields, in particular the energy dependences due to polar cores. Therefore, the
K matrix formalism provides information on purely the short-range dynamical effects, such
as the shape resonance in CaF.
Finally, we have demonstrated that Mulliken's rule for the structure of Rydberg states
is diagnostically violated in the presence of a class of resonance that globally scars the
spectrum. The presence of this resonance is displayed in the spectrum at all energies
as slow and subtle violations of Mulliken's rule as a function of the principal electronic
quantum number. In this sense the spectrum below the resonance is not regular, although
no anomalies in terms of local level perturbations are visible. The irregularity is best
uncovered from the collective behavior of the electronic energy levels, which requires a
theoretical model that is not local but global. Such a global analysis is a restricted MQDT
fit of the energy dependent quantum defect matrix [37] to the energy levels for a significant
range of principal electronic quantum numbers (e.g. n* = 6 - 30). The extraction of these
global, systematic and often unnoticed effects from Rydberg spectra requires a different
view from the usual perspective, which is primarily focused on irregularities manifest as
local perturbations.
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Chapter 6
Many Electron Generalization of
the ab initio Reaction Matrix
Calculation
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a many electron generalization of the ab initio reaction matrix
calculation discussed in Chapter 3. We take into account the ion-core electrons explicitly
and develop a unified treatment of Rydberg states built upon open and closed shell ion-
cores. A variational formalism is used for facile incorporation of electron exchange effects
and molecular symmetry. This variational formalism is constructed in the spirit of orbital-
functional theory of which Hartree-Fock theory is a special case [95]. Feshbach's projection
operator theory is used to partition the orbital-Hilbert space into subspaces spanned sepa-
rately by bound and continuum type configurations [35, 36]. The bound-type configurations
are square integrable and they are formed as antisymmetrized products of one-electron spin-
orbitals optimized on the molecular ion-core in a Hartree-Fock calculation. An R-matrix
radius, r, is chosen sufficiently large such that the non-zero spatial parts of the one-electron
spin-orbitals are contained within the radial extent of the R-matrix box. In contrast, the
continuum orbitals are diffuse and they have non-zero amplitudes on the spherical R-matrix
boundary. The continuum configurations are formed as antisymmetrized products of con-
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tinuum orbitals with the orthonormal eigenvectors of the ion-core Hamiltonian expressed
in a common set of N-electron basis functions, where N is the number of active electrons
on the ion-core.
The advantage of using Feshbach's projection operator theory is that all many-electron
Hamiltonian matrix elements between bound-bound and bound-continuum configurations
can be evaluated using the methods of standard quantum chemistry. For this reason, it
is practical to express all one-electron orbitals in terms of Cartesian or spherical Gaus-
sian functions [137, 103, 84] and obtain the molecular integrals from a quantum chemistry
computer program such as Gaussian 03. The reaction matrix calculation departs from the
quantum chemistry approach in the evaluation of Hamiltonian matrix elements involving
the continuum orbitals. The continuum orbitals are not orthonormal to the bound-type
orbital basis functions by construction. The combined set of continuum and bound type
basis functions must be Schmidt orthonormalized, so that the Slater rules for evaluating
matrix elements between Slater determinants can be applied [128]. Furthermore, the ana-
lytical results for molecular integrals over standard Gaussian basis functions are valid when
the integrations are over all space. Since the molecular integrals involving the continuum
orbitals are calculated within the R matrix box, the analytical expressions for these inte-
grals must be corrected by subtracting out the tail contributions outside the R-matrix box.
Wong, Altunata, and Field have demonstrated that these non-standard tail integrals over
Gaussian basis functions can be evaluated analytically [137]. The results presented in that
work allow for the determination of all the molecular integrals required for the reaction
matrix calculation from the output of Gaussian 03.
The many-electron theory adapted to total electronic spin and molecular symmetry is
discussed in Section 5.2. The reaction matrix is derived from a variational constraint on
the Hamiltonian matrix, which is stationarized when a trial wavefunction coincides with
the stationary state of the collision. As a validating test of the theory, in Section 5.3, we
calculate the single-channel reaction matrix for the lso npa 1E+ Rydberg states of H2.
Satisfactory agreement with previous ab initio calculations employing different methods is
obtained 1. The computer program that performed these calculations was written by Bryan
'Low lying Rydberg states can also be calculated using excited-state quantum chemistry methods.
Most noted among these are the coupled cluster excited state methods (EOM-CCSD) developed by
Stanton and co-workers [122] and the symmetry adapted cluster/configuration interaction (SAC-CI)
method of Nakatsuji and coworkers [92, 93, 94].
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M. Wong and Serhan Altunata. The theory developed here constitutes the final step for
embedding the generalized quantum defect methods presented in this thesis into quantum
chemistry. An approximate theory that is similar to the current approach has already been
developed by our group [4].
6.2 The Variational K-Matrix Theory
The reaction matrix calculation uses a set of orbital basis functions that are variationally
optimized on the molecular ion-core Hamiltonian. We first review the construction of these
orbital basis functions and derive the Slater-rule expressions for the matrix elements between
electronic configurations. These rules will also apply in the computation of the reaction
matrix.
6.2.1 The N-electron Ion-Core Hamiltonian
The variational equation for the N-electron molecular ion-core is,
(H - E)@ = 0, (6.2.1)
where H = T+ U+ V and
T = -½ E v (6.2.2)
vU = 2 >ij, 9- = 2 ZE u(ri,) (6.2.3)
V = Ei v(M). (6.2.4)
In Eq. 6.2.4, T is the total electronic kinetic energy, V is the total potential energy of
nuclear-electron attraction and U is the total energy of electron-electron repulsion. We de-
fine a reference state as a single Slater determinant, which is a normalized antisymmetrized
product of N orthonormal spin-orbital wavefunctions of the one-electron coordinates (spatial
and spin),
b = (N!)-1/2det[l(1) .. N(N)]. (6.2.5)
A complete set of determinants is defined by virtual excitations from the reference state.
The virtual excitations are obtained by replacing one (or more) of the N occupied orbital
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functions of · by functions from the residual unoccupied orbital basis set, which is com-
plete and infinite. The present theory is restricted to particle-hole and double particle-hole
excitations, which are defined as,
(/ = det[l,. ,i - a,..., N]
O0b = det[l,. ,i - a,.. ,j b,... ,N]. (6.2.6)
Following Fermi-Dirac statistics, we define the occupation numbers for the zero-temperature
reference state wavefunction as,
ni = l n =O i < N < a. (6.2.7)
We also define an exchange adapted electron/electron repulsion operator as,
1
=-(1 - P1 2), (6.2.8)
r12
where P1 2 permutes the labels of the two electrons. The one-electron orbital basis set
{(i} is optimized by requiring that the energy functional Eo = (I[H{I) is stationarized
with respect to variations in the one-electron orbitals. The total energy functional can be
expressed as the sum of explicit functionals using the Slater rules as [128],
T(j{i)) = (I|TI4) = - E2 ni(ilV 2 1i) (6.2.9)
u({0i}) = (OblUI) = ½ Eij(ijlalij) (6.2.10)
V({0i}) = (E1nV) = ini(ilv(r)li), (6.2.11)
where the &T operator defines Coulomb and exchange functionals of the form,
ECoulomb = ½ ij ninj(ijlulij) (6.2.12)
EExchange = - ij ninj(ijluji). (6.2.13)
In Eqs. 6.2.12 and 6.2.13, the two electron matrix elements are defined as,
(ijulij) = J d4xld4x 2 (rl, ai)(r 2 , a2 )i(rl, al)j(r 2 , a 2 ), (6.2.14)
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where the integrations are over spatial (r) and spin (a) coordinates. From Eqs. 6.2.9, 6.2.10
and 6.2.11, we determine the functional derivatives with respect to the basis orbitals as,
n6T 
_ V20 i (6.2.15)
ni,6; = V(r )qi (6.2.16)
Ecoulomb = VCoulomb(r)0i = j nj(jl Ij)4i (6.2.17)
6EExchange
nie6? = -- VEzchange i = - jnj(jI 1 li)j. (6.2.18)
The total energy functional becomes,
E _ 6(T + V + EColomb + EExchange)
nM.~~~3/\+~~ .~n.~~~~~ ~ (6.2.19)
We seek to make E = Eo stationary subject to the constraint (ilj) ij. This constraint is
introduced through a matrix of Lagrange multipliers Aij. Thus,
6 (E - (ij ninj f d3rOij - ij) ij)=
jini [ 60* ( -E j njojAji) d3r + cc]i -', E +
+ Ei nif r 0i = (6.2.20)
where cc denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding term. The arbitrary variation &6*
implies that,
SE
5 = h i nj j Aji, (6.2.21)
niSb j
wherein, through Eqs.6.2.15-6.2.18, the effective one-electron Hamiltonian is given by,
h = -2 + v(r) + VCoulomb(r) + VExchange(r). (6.2.22)
2
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The Canonical Form
Let T be the orthonormal matrix that diagonalizes A. Define a transformed basis,
Xi = Z ekTki. (6.2.23)
k
Then
h~ = h kTki = njl(Tij)-1 AjkTki (6.2.24)
k jilk
Imposing the boundary condition nj = 1 gives,
hfi=j E bliEi = Ei~, (6.2.25)
where ei are the eigenvalues of the Lagrange matrix A. Equation 6.2.25 is the canonical form
of the orbital Euler-Lagrange equations. The set of solutions to this equation, Xi, are the
optimized one-electron orbitals that will be used in the reaction matrix calculation. They
automatically define a basis for an irreducible representation of the molecular point group
[128]. The total electronic energy of the ion-core is found from the matrix element
E = (~({k})IHl({k})). (6.2.26)
6.2.2 Reaction Matrix Calculation for an N+1 Electron Molecule
We write the multi-configuration N + 1 electron wavefunction for scattering of an electron
from an N-electron diatomic molecule as,
.(S, M, X E Coov, Dooh}, {r}) = ± AGpcps() + a b 1cs, (6.2.27)
P
where, Op denotes a vector coupled product of an N-electron wavefunction of the isolated
ion-core (derived in the previous subsection) and the spin of the scattered electron. The
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definition of Op is
p -= s= 1(Sp, is8 - m, ,rnslS, Ms)Wpumq (a), (6.2.28)M 2
ul (a) = (a), (6.2.29)
u I () =(a). (6.2.30)
2
In Eqs. 6.2.29 and 6.2.30 the standard quantum chemistry notation for the spin coordinates
are used. Equation 6.2.28 defines the internal state of the collision channel indexed by p.
The expression Wp denotes the N-electron wavefunction for the ion-core, which is defined for
total ion-core spin sp and ion-core symmetry X'. The ion-core symmetry is characterized by
the set of one-electron spin-orbitals that transform under coordinate rotations according to
an irreducible representation in the molecular point group Cv,, for heteronuclear diatomics
or the point group Dooh for homonuclear molecules. We define Ep to be the energy eigenvalue
of the ion-core eigenstate, Wp, and E is the total energy of the N + 1 electron molecule.
The function ps(r-) is the diffuse "continuum" orbital for the Rydberg or scattered
electron defined as 2,
OP9(= r Yp( 9 0) (6.2.31)
At r > r, the functions Ops(-) are given by linear combinations of the Coulomb functions
as,
fps(r > rT) = fip (ep, r)ops - g91p (ep, r)alps, (6.2.32)
The quantity ep = E - Ep is the electronic binding energy in the p'th collision channel. If
there are additional long-range fields present, the expression in Eq. 6.2.32 must be modified
according to the K representation described in Chapter 3.
In Eq. 6.2.27, A is an operator that antisymmetrizes the spatial-spin coordinates of the
N + 1'st electron, (r, 0, 4, a), to the spatial-spin coordinates of all the remaining electrons,
(xi, yi, z i , oi), on the ion-core. The effect of the antisymmetrization operation is that all the
2We note that if the ion-core symmetry differs from E, the use of the complex-valued spheri-
cal harmonic to describe the angular portion of the continuum orbital implies that correct linear
combinations of the Gaussian 03 output for the ion-core wavefunction must be taken so that the
direct product X' 0 x(ml,) yields the irreducible representation X of Co,, or Doh. Otherwise
the calculated reaction matrix will be reducible. This is acceptable if one is interested only in the
eigenquantum defects of the short-range reaction matrix. However, irreducible representations must
be constructed for the rovibrational frame transformation.
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Slater determinants describing multi-electron configurations of the ion-core in Eq. 6.2.27 get
augmented by an extra column that corresponds to the continuum orbital of the Rydberg
electron.
The expression {y} ) in Eq. 6.2.27 is an antisymmetrized N+1 electron CI basis function
defined as
b-=- ~TO(S, Ms X C Cv,E {i/}). (6.2.33)
The bound-type configurations in Eq. 6.2.33 are built from one-electron orbitals optimized
on the ion-core Hamiltonian following the procedure in Section 6.2.1. They are obtained by
single and double excitations from the reference configuration with an additional electron
placed in one of the hole orbitals to form an N + 1 electron eigenstate of total spin. An
important property of ~4, is that the spatial extent of the molecular orbitals in I, must be
within the R-matrix radius, r. In the spirit of the Feshbach projector formalism [35, 36],
the expression for the wavefunction shown in Eq. 6.2.27 consists of the superposition of an
orbital Hilbert space component,
TQ = Qs = Z I,(,l) (6.2.34)
with an orthogonal non-Hilbert space complement,
UP = P, = Ap ps(-). (6.2.35)
P
Q is a projection operator that projects into the orbital Hilbert space and P is an orthogonal
complement of Q. The subspace Q is a function space with an L-2 (square integrable) norm,
whereas only continuum normalization can be imposed on the complement space P. We
seek to find the best variational solution to %FQ in the designated subspace S spanned by
the configurations Du in Eq. 6.2.27.
By definition, the reaction matrix is,
K = alao - . (6.2.36)
Since the reaction matrix is by assumption defined at short range (r = ro), the expression
shown in Eq. 6.2.36 does not distinguish between closed and open channels. Thus, the
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same reaction matrix yields positions of bound states in the region of the spectrum where
all channels are closed, as well as doubly excited resonances, which autoionize into the
continuum above the ground electronic state of the ion-core. We consider variations of the
channel radial wavefunctions fps(r) about the canonical form,
ao = I al = K. (6.2.37)
We begin by constructing continuum basis. This basis consists of functions, which are
regular at the origin and connect with the regular and irregular functions beyond r. The
basis functions of "0" type are defined as,
Fop(r > rt) = fip (ep, r). (6.2.38)
The basis functions of "1" type are defined as,
Fip(r > rt) = gi (Ep, r). (6.2.39)
The forms of the basis functions Fop and Flp for r < r can be selected subject to the
wavefunction continuity requirement at r = r. Here, we make the choice,
Fop(r) = fp (ep, r), (6.2.40)
Fip(r) = (1 - e-'PrP+l)gl (ep, r). (6.2.41)
In Eq. 6.2.41, the term e- x p rlp+l serves to remove the divergence at the origin in the
irregular Coulomb function. In the next step, the diffuse basis, Oop(r) = Fop(r)Yp,mlp (, $0)
and 0p(r) = Flp(r)Yip,mp (, 0) must be orthonormalized to the square integrable molecular
basis i ( index i for occupied orbital) and q0a (index a for virtual orbital), which generate
Wp and IP, respectively. This involves calculation of the overlap matrices,
Sv,Op = d3rop, (6.2.42)
<ro , (6243)
repro
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with ¢, C {hi, )}. We further require the normalization constants
Nop = /(op/op) - E S,, op 2
Nip /(lpI0l1p) - ISp' 2. (6.2.44)
The transformed basis, P =(P - Z OSOp
dlp l lp - z · SV'ip (6.2.45)
is orthonormal to the ion-core molecular basis and the transformation rescales the asymp-
totic forms in Eqs. 6.2.38 and 6.2.39. Following this logic, the variational coefficients c, in
Eq. 6.2.27 can be factored out as,
C, = E ,ip i C {O,1}. (6.2.46)
ip
The variational approximation to As in Eq. 6.2.27 becomes,
E (Aep ip + E IPCimPap (6.2.47)
ip I
Next, we construct the functional,
Rst = (sH - EI't), (6.2.48)
bearing in mind that the integrations are always confined within the R-matrix volume. 
is an n x n matrix where n is the sum of the number of open and closed channels used in
the calculation. Thus,
Rt = aippsjqt Apip + [ PtCPjIH - E{AEqpjq + A ,Cj * (6.2.49)
ip,jq A /
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For arbitrary values of aCjqt, setting the functional derivative
6Nt
z = 0, (6.2.50)
yields
(/l iH i- EIA4 qjq + E vCs) = 0, (6.2.51)
for all j, q. We can use Eq. 6.2.51 to rewrite Rst. The first term in this expression is,
Mtpi3 = P (ABipH - EAeqjq) (6.2.52)
The remaining term is (AeplipH - El Ev fvEq) This reduces to,
(AOpipl(H - E)(H - E)-1 (H - E)I EZ eCq) (6.2.53)
= E,,,,(Apipl(H - E)l[)(,l(H - E)-lrb,')(~'lH - El E, 4,c q) (6.2.54)
= - ,,, ,(AOip(H - E)l,)(b,(H - E)-llj,)(?vlH - EJAOqjq). (6.2.55)
Equation 6.2.55 is obtained from the completeness condition in Eq. 6.2.51. Using Eqs.
6.2.52 and 6.2.55 we can re-write Nt as,
Rst = Z : ai psmiPO ajqt, (6.2.56)
ip jq
where
mip q = M Q - E Mip,(M_ 1),Mv,jq, (6.2.57)
and
M,, = (lH - EJ,) (6.2.58)
MM,ip = (IH - EIAEpip) (6.2.59)
i= (AEp'iplH- EIAeqdiq) (6.2.60)
In Eqs. 6.2.58, 6.2.59 and 6.2.60
- M,, is a Hermitian bound-bound matrix, which can be determined from Gaussian 03
output.
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- M,ip is a rectangular bound-continuum matrix. The calculation of M/,,,ip does not
require the use of tail integrals derived by Wong et al. [137] and this matrix can also be
obtained from Gaussian 03 output.
- MPq is a non-Hermitian continuum-continuum matrix. The calculation of this matrix
requires the use of tail integrals derived by Wong et al. [137].
The condition Nt = 0 for an exact solution yields by Eq. 6.2.56,
mij 3cjqt = 0. (6.2.61)
jq
From the general theory of partial differential equations we know that we must have n
linearly independent solutions to the Schrodinger equation for t ranging from 1 to n. This
implies that the 2n x 2n matrix mNp q must be a matrix of rank n for an exact solution. This
condition is not going to be true for subspace-restricted expansions of the wavefunction
UI. Thus a variational condition must be set up to approximate the coefficients 0ajqt. The
variational functional R in matrix form is given by,
R = atma = at (mooao + molar) + atc(mloao + mllal). (6.2.62)
The variation of t becomes,
b = atma + (ma)t6ao + at(m - mt)6a. (6.2.63)
Equation 6.2.63 demonstrates that R is non-stationary for exact solutions since m - mt Z 0
due to the non-Hermitian continuum-continuum matrix in Eq. 6.2.60.
The channel radial wavefunctions, f, g are normalized per Rydberg unit of energy. This
implies,
1i? P - flj qp .- M~- Mqp = W N(6ij - iO6j) (6.2.64)Z3 3% 3Z 2'7rNjqNip
In matrix notation Eq. 6.2.64 becomes,
1 lo - = B, Bpq = pq 1 (6.2.65)
m1 - MO = 2ir N pNoq'
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Equation 6.2.65 is the generalized Wronskian condition. We write, B = BoB 1 where,
Bo = 6pq1 
Nop
1
B 1 6 pq '
Equation 6.2.64 also shows that the matrices moo and mil are real and symmetric. The
variation of R becomes,
A = tma + (mo)t6a + (at Bao2r1( - 0cB6l) (6.2.67)
The variations of R are restricted to the modified canonical form,
co = B-l, el = B 1 K.0 1 (6.2.68)
At the exact solution, 6N becomes,
16N= -- 6K.
27r
(6.2.69)
Therefore the functional,
L = K + 27rR,
is stationary for all variations. For a trial reaction matrix Ktrial, we have
dN = 6Ktrial (Bl lmoBo 1 + B1 mmllBl Ktrial )
+ (B-lm1oB-1 + B-lmllBllKtrial)tJKtrial - 1Ktrial1 0 1 1 1 27rKtrial
Therefore, Ktrial = -BlmlmloBo 1 stationarizes L consistent with Eq.
defines,
Lmin = -Blml-mloBo 1 + 27r (Bo lmooBo1 - Bolmolm-1mlBo1),
= Bo- (27r(moo - momllm 10 )) Bo-1.
6.2.70. This
(6.2.71)
(6.2.72)
Equation 6.2.72 allows us to recognize the best variational solution to the reaction matrix
as,
Kvar = 2rBo1 (moo-m omlmlo) B' 1. (6.2.73)
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(6.2.66)
(6.2.70)
Equation 6.2.73 demonstrates that the reaction matrix is real and symmetric. In practice,
Eq. 6.2.73 cannot be used to calculate the reaction matrix, because with increased basis set
size the matrix m1 l will start to have null eigenvalues. Instead we consider the eigenvalue
decomposition of ml, to obtain the reaction matrix. The factorization of mil is given by,
mil = UDUT, (6.2.74)
where U is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
of ml. We factor, Ktrial = BlUSUTBo 1. The condition m1oBo 1 + m1lB 1 Ktrial = 0
yields,
DS = -UTm1oU, (6.2.75)
defining a subspace of trial matrices. The trial matrix condition gives an expression for
Lmin as,
Lmin = Ktrial + 27r (BolmooBo1 + B-lmolBllKtrial) (6.2.76)
27rBolmooB-1 + 27rBo1UStDSUTBo 1. (6.2.77)
Equation 6.2.77 allows us to deduce the best variational solution to the K matrix as,
Kvr = 2wrB-1 (moo - UStDSUT) B 1, (6.2.78)
where the matrix StDS is given from Eq. 6.2.75 as,
(StDS)t = E (UTmoU)kS(UTm U) (6.2.79)
k,DkO
Combination of Equations 6.2.78 and 6.2.79 determine the real and symmetric reaction ma-
trix. The calculation of the reaction matrix is now reduced to the numerical determination
of the matrix elements M,,,, Mip,, and Mij,pq. These matrix elements can be calculated by
expanding the one-electron orbital functions in Cartesian or spherical Gaussian functions
and making use of the analytical results for all one- and two- electron molecular integrals.
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6.3 Test Calculation on the 1E+ States of the H2
Molecule
Test calculations were performed on the lsagnpu,, Rydberg series of the two-electron H2
molecule. At the lowest level of calculation, a single channel was included and the ion-core
internal state was modeled as a single determinant reference state. This reference state
was calculated using a restricted Hartree-Fock method for open shells and the 6-31G [128]
atomic Gaussian basis.
The bound-type configurations were obtained by placing an additional electron in the
lowest three virtual orbitals determined in the restricted Hartree-Fock calculation. The
symmetry of these orbitals was selected as ro so that an overall state in the 1 E+ symmetry
could be constructed. The two-electron reaction matrix was determined as a function of
energy using Eqs. 6.2.78 and 6.2.79. The calculated quantum defects were found to depend
very weakly on energy. The quantum defects as a function of energy were used in Eq. 2.205
to determine the potential energy curve for the lsag4pau electronic state of H2. The results
are compared with a very high level calculation reported by Wolniewicz et al. [124] in Fig.
6-1. There is a close agreement between the results of the present low-level calculation and
the previous high-level calculation in the vicinity of the equilibrium internuclear distance.
Deviations are seen at larger and smaller internuclear distances. These deviations are
expected, since it is known that the restricted Hartree-Fock calculation is inaccurate at
small and large electronic distances [128]; the method fails to capture the correct separated
atom limit and the rapid change in the electronic structure as a function of increasing R.
A CI-expansion of the ion-core internal state is required in order to correctly reproduce the
small- and large- R behavior in the potential energy curve. However, as a validation test,
the current results seem satisfactory.
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Figure 6-1: The potential curve for the lsog4pau electronic state of H2. The zero of
energy is measured with respect to vacuum. The top curve is the potential energy
curve for the ground electronic state of the ion. The solid curve is the result of a
high-level calculation performed by Wolniewicz et al. [124]. The dashed curve is the
result obtained from the present two-electron reaction matrix calculation. There is
a close agreement between the present and the previous results in the vicinity of the
equilibrium internuclear distance. Deviations are seen at larger and smaller values
of R. The error is likely due to the use of a single determinant to model the ion-
core internal state (restricted Hartree-Fock). I thank Bryan Wong for preparing this
figure.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
The main goal of this thesis was to discover the quantum chemical foundation of the quan-
tum defect method, which is the most successful theory of electronic spectroscopy. The
question that we have set out to answer was whether the central construct of multichannel
quantum defect theory, the reaction matrix, could be determined accurately and efficiently
from a first principles electronic structure calculation. The primary challenge was the devel-
opment of a high-level calculation akin to quantum chemical computations that determine
bound state molecular properties such as transition energies, force constants, and transition
dipole moments to spectroscopic accuracy.
Such a calculation was built on the variational R-matrix theory of Kohn [69]. The
variational theory was complemented by a Green's function propagation scheme that al-
lowed for a significant decrease in the size of the R-matrix box. This made the calculation
efficient, because it expedited the calculation of continuum type molecular integrals that
would otherwise be prohibitively time consuming. A new representation of the reaction
matrix was developed to ameliorate the energy dependence problem in the quantum defect
matrix, which is most severe for molecules with highly polar ion-cores. The dipole-reduced
K-matrix was derived from an algebraic transformation of the K-matrix in the orbital an-
gular momentum representation. This transformation was made possible, because of the
introduction of an analytically stronger pair Coulomb functions that absorbed some of the
energy dependence in the K-matrix. The formalism of the K matrix was a decisive step in
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the ab initio calculation of reaction matrices that could be input to the rovibrational frame
transformation, the validity of which requires that the short-range reaction matrix depends
only weakly on energy.
The K matrix method was used to compute the Rydberg spectrum of the molecule
CaF. The entire Rydberg spectrum for all principal quantum numbers and symmetries (E
through ~4) was calculated in close agreement with the observed experimental data. The
method was also used to characterize the electronic states in terms of their shapes, polar-
izations, and orbital angular momentum decompositions. Assignments based on dominant
orbital angular momentum characters were made that can be used as benchmarks for further
spectroscopic analyses. The calculation was then extended above the ionization threshold
and photoionization cross sections were calculated to aid in the design of -selective time
domain experiments. The energy dependence of the photoionization cross sections as well
as that of the eigenquantum defects indicated that the 2E+ Rydberg states of CaF were
collectively under the influence of a unique physical effect. This effect was that of a broad
shape resonance, which was spread over the entire 2E+ Rydberg series.
The adiabatic, potential-adapted partial wave method of Le Dourneuf et al. [23] was
used for the analysis of the shape resonance. The analysis revealed that the broad shape
resonance was due to the trapping of the Rydberg electron between a centrifugal barrier on
the Ca+2 ion and the excluded volume of space around the F- ion. The resonance was short-
lived and, therefore, its effect was not localized about the resonance center energy; it was
instead spread over the entire 2E+ Rydberg series. This resulted in subtle but significant
violations of Mulliken's rule [90], which establishes some of the fundamental properties of
Rydberg states. Such an effect had been unnoticed in the spectrum previously.
Finally the variational reaction matrix calculation was generalized to a many-electron
formalism. In this formalism, spin and electron exchange was explicitly taken into account
and the reaction matrix was obtained directly from a stationary condition imposed on the
collision wavefunction. This theory necessitated the development of methods for evaluating
non-standard molecular integrals over continuum-type basis functions. Once such meth-
ods were incorporated into the Gaussian-based quantum chemistry program, we were able
seamlessly merge the reaction matrix calculation with quantum chemistry. The computer
programs for the many-electron calculation were written by Bryan M. Wong and Serhan
Altunata. Test calculations on the soanpa + Rydberg states of the H2 molecule were
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carried out. Close agreement was obtained between the results of the present theory and
previous ab initio calculations. The generalization of the reaction matrix theory was the
final step for embedding the generalized quantum defect methods presented in this thesis
into quantum chemistry.
Thus, the quantum chemical foundation of the quantum defect method has been compre-
hensively determined. High-level calculations comparable in accuracy to standard quantum
chemistry were developed using the reaction matrix method. It is possible that these results
can pave the way for a novel type of quantum chemistry that aims to calculate the electronic
structure over the entire bound-state region, as opposed to the current methods that focus
on state-by-state calculations.
7.2 Future Directions
The computer programs that were used to implement the reaction matrix calculation can
be employed with minor changes to calculate the Rydberg spectra of other alkaline-earth
monohalides such as BaF and CaCl. The nature of the shape resonance in CaF suggests
that similar shape resonances might be present in these molecules as well. The existence
of a shape resonance in BaF has already been verified by another research group [67]. In
order to understand how the shape resonance behaves in different molecular environments,
the possible shape resonances in BaF and CaCl can be investigated in a future project.
The polyatomic analogues of the shape resonance in CaF are of physical interest. One
can expect a double well-double barrier generalization of the CaF shape resonance in a linear
triatomic molecule. The only difference would be that the Lorentzian profile of the shape
resonance would be split, as in Fig. 7-1, due to interference of partial waves reflecting off
of the barriers at the opposite ends of the molecule. The splitting in the shape resonance
profile would depend on the vibrational state of the molecule and this dependence can
provide rich probes of the effect of molecular geometry on electron dynamics.
The existence of the shape resonance in CaF has implications about how MQDT fits
to experimental data can be implemented. The short-range reaction matrix for CaF 2E+
states cannot be assumed to be energy independent. The explicit energy dependence in the
short-range matrix should be built into to the fit program using the expressions derived
in Chapter 2. This is likely to result in a better fit to data over a broader region of the
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Figure 7-1: Illustration of a shape resonance in a linear triatomic molecule. The
single shape resonance in the diatomic molecule has the profile shown by the dashed
curve. In an ABA triatomic molecule, there are two degenerate shape resonances
due to the double well-double barrier structure on the left and the right hand sides
of the molecule. The degenerate resonances interfere because of the reflection of the
scattering partial waves off of the barriers at the two atoms on opposite sides. The
resonance profile splits, giving rise to a broader resonance at lower energy and a
much sharper resonance at higher energy. The sharper resonance is an example of a
quantum proximity resonance discussed by Heller [56, 75].
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spectrum.
The fit programs should also account for the strong energy dependence of the reaction
matrix, K, in the orbital angular momentum representation'. In previous studies, the exper-
imental data was fitted directly to the K matrix, because the frame transformation assumes
such an integer-i representation. Comparison of the fit results [37] and the plots of the en-
ergy dependence of the K matrix presented in Chapter 4 suggest that the experimental
data samples the average values of the highly oscillatory reaction matrix elements. A more
satisfactory fit can be obtained if the K matrix is used in the frame transformation instead
of the K matrix. The K matrix has a mild dependence on energy, which is appropriate for
the validity of the frame transformation. However, angular momentum algebra is inappli-
cable to such a representation. In a future project, a theory can be developed that adapts
the frame transformation to non-integer or complex values of orbital angular momentum.
The many-electron generalization of the reaction matrix can be applied to resolve a long-
standing question about the Rydberg states of CaF. This question concerns the location
of the repulsive potential energy curve of CaF that belongs to the Ca(4s) + F(a)-hole
valence electronic state cannot be answered with an effective single electron treatment. The
coupling to the repulsive curve is a charge transfer process, which involves the transfer
of the electron on the F- to the 4s shell on the Ca atom in the repulsive state. The
repulsive state is responsible for predissociation of 2E+ Rydberg states converging to the
v+ = 0 ionization threshold. It has been suggested that the onset of predissociation is at
n* ~ 10 [38]. A future project can begin the search for the repulsive state in this region
of the principal quantum number. It is expected that the repulsive state will appear as a
Feshbach resonance in the Rydberg-Rydberg block of the many electron reaction matrix,
causing the eigenquantum defects to increase sharply at the energy of the curve crossings.
It has also been suggested that there is an indirect coupling of the vibrational states of the
ion-core that violates the Av+ = ±1 rule [38] for low quanta of vibration. Interlopers have
been observed from v+ = 4 and v+ = 5 levels in Rydberg spectra converging to the v+ = 1
vibrational state of the ion-core. This indirect coupling has been attributed to a pathway
via in an intermediate step through the nuclear continuum associated with the repulsive
state [38]. This type of indirect coupling can also be investigated with an R-dependent
resonance analysis of the many electron reaction matrix.
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